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ACTA SANCTAE SEDIS
II Santo Padre ha annoverato tra i Consultori del Segretariatu
per i Non Cristiani, P. Jean Landousies C.M.
(O_R., 11-5-1985)
SACRA PENITENTIARIA APOSTOLICA
CO\(IREGAZIO \E DELLA %IISSIO\E
CIRIA GFNFRAI.IZIA
His Excellency,
Most Reverend Luigi Dadaglio
Sacred Apostolic Pertitentiar.y
Piazza delta Cancelleria, /
00186 Rontc
March I, 1985
85 ;4 - PEN
Your Excellency:
Permit me to present a request on behalf of our Superior
General, Very Reverend Richard McCullen, C.M.
Father McCullen is the Spiritual Moderator of a number of
societies which depend on the Vincentians and the Daughters of
Charity. He respectfully requests the renewal of rescripts granting
indulgences to the members of these societies. A list of these societies
follows:
Prot. N. 12851 1. Conutciatio precum novendialiurrt in hortorent
13-11. V. a Sacro :Vumis,mutc.
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Prot. N. 1885/1 7.
Prot. N. 19/85/1 8.
Consociatio Filiarurn B.M.V. Immaculatae.
Consociatio Filiorum Mariae Innnaculatae.
Consociatio B.M. V. a Sacro Numismate.
5. Archisodalitas ab Agonia D.N.I.C. ad
Archisodalitas a SS. Trinitate.
Consociatio Dominarton a Caritate.
Consociatio Reparation is Sacerdotalis.
Prot. N. 20/85/1 9. Sodalitas Missionaria S. Vincentii a Paulo.
The official requests are contained in the accompanying
documents. We have added copies of the previous rescripts, granted
in March of 1975.
Thank you for your kind attention to this request.
With prayerful best wishes and sentiments of esteem, I am,
Respectfully yours in our Lord,





Moderator in spiritualibus Consociationis Precum Novendia-
lium in honorem B. Mariae V. a Sacro Numisrnate, cuius pracci-
pua Bede in hac alma Urbe exstat humiliter petit prorogationem
Rescripti n. 28/75 diei 20.3.1975, quo sodalibus praefatae consocia-
tionis Indulgentiae cunt concessae.
Et Deus, etc.
Die 4 martii 1985
Sacra Paenitentiaria, Apostolica Auctoritate, benigne concedit
plenariam Indulgentiam, a praedictis sodalihus acquirendam si,
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condicionibus (confessione, communione et oratione ad mentem
Summi Pontificis ) rite adimpletis , emiserint vel renovaverint, sal-
tem privatim , promissionem fideliter servandi consociationis sta-
tuta:
1. die inscriptionis;
2. diebus festis Manifestationis B.M.V. a Sacro Numismate, S.
Vincentii a Paulo, S. Catharinae Laboure et die anniversaria insti-
tuzionis praefatae Consociationis.
Praesenti ad decennium valituro.
Contrariis quibuslibet minime obstantibus
+ Aloysius Dadaglio
U.M. Todeschini Pro Paenitentiarius M.
Off.
ALIAE CONCESSIONES INDULGENTIARU.M
Eodem die 4 martii 1985 prorogata fuerunt ad decennium rc-
scripta dici 20.3.1975, quibus indulgencia plenaria concedebatur
sequentibus consociationibus:
1. Sodalibus Consociationis Filiarum B. Mariae V. Immacula-
tae, cuius praecipua sedes in hac alma Urbe cxstat , indulgentia ple-
naria conceditur: 1) Die inscriptionis; 2) Diebus festis
Manifestationis B.M.V. a Sacro Numismate , S. Catharinae Labou-
re, S. Vincentii a Paulo, S. Ludovicae de Marillac, B.M.V. Reginac
et die anniversaria institutionis praefatae Consociationis (Prot. N.
.13/85/I).
2. Sodalibus Consociationis Filiorum B. Mariae V. Imrnacula-
tae, cuius praecipua sedes in hac alma Urbe exstat, indulgentia ple-
naria conceditur : 1) Die inscriptionis ; 2) Diebus festis
Manifestationis B.M.V. a Sacro Numismate, S. Vincentii a Paulo,
B.M.V. Reginac et die anniversaria institutionis Consociationis
(Prot. N. 14/85/I).
3. Sodalibus Consociationis B. Mariae V. a Sacro Nunismate,
cuius praecipua sedes in hac alma Urbe exstat , indulgentia plena-
ria conceditur : 1) Die inscriptionis ; 2) Diebus festis Manifestatio-
nis Sacri Numismatis, S. Catharinae Laboure, S. Vincent ii a Paulo,
B.M.V. Reginae et die anniversaria institutionis Consociationis prae-
dictac (Prot. N. 15/85/I).
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4. Sodalibus Archisodalitatis ab Agonia D.N. lesu Christi ad
Gethsemani, cuius series in hac alma Urbe exstat, indulgentia ple-
naria conceditur: 1) Die inscriptionis; 2) Diebus festis Commerno-
rationis orationis D.N.I.C. in horto, Exaltationis S. Crucis, Scptem
Dolorum B.M.V., S. Vincentii a Paulo, S. Camilli de Lellis ct die an-
niversaria erectionis pracdictae Archisodalitatis (Prot. N. 16/854).
5. Sodalibus Archisodalitatis a SS.ma Trinitate, cuius praeci-
pua sedes in hac alma Urbe exstat, conceditur indulgentia plena-
ria: 1) Die inscriptionis; 2) Diebus festis SS. Trinitatis, Exaltationis
S. Crucis, Scptem Dolorum B.M.V., Manifestationis B.M.V. a Sa-
cro Numismate. S. Vincentii a Paulo et die anniversaria institutio-
nis praefatae Archisodalitatis (Prot. N. 17/85/1).
6. Sodalibus Consociationis Dominaruin a Caritate, cuius prae-
cipua dorms in hac alma U'rbc exstat, indulgentia plenaria conce-
ditur: 1) Die inscriptionis; 2) Diehus festis S. Vincentii a Paulo, S.
Ludovicae de Marillac, S. Catharinae Labours, Manifestationis
B.M.V. a Sacro Numismate et die anniversaria institutionis dictae
Consociationis (Prot. N. 18/85;1).
7. Sodalibus Consociationis Reparationis Sacerdotalis cuius
praecipua sedes in hac alma Urbe cxstat, conceditur indulgentia
plenaria: 1) Die inscriptionis; 2) Diebus festis S. Michaelis Arch.,
SS.mi Cordis Iesus, Scptem Dolorum B.M.V., Manifestationis
B.M.V. a Sacro Numismate, S. Vincentii a Paulo et die anniversa-
ria institutionis praedictae Consociationis (Prot. N. 19/85/1).
8. Sodalibus Sodalitatis Missionariae S. Vincentii a Paulo, cuius
praecipua sedes in hac alma Urbe exstat, conceditur indulgentia
plenaria: 1) Die inscriptionis; 2) Diehus festis S. Vinccntii a Paulo,
Assumptionis B.M.V., S. loannis de Avila, S. Leonardi a Portu Mau-
ritio, Manifestationis B.M.V. a Sacro Numismate, die quo Crucifi-
xum pro Missionisbus accipiunt et die anniversaria institutionis
Sodalitatis (Prot. N. 20/85/I).
N.B.: Rescripta ut supra, breviter contracta, valitura stint usque
ad diem 4 martii 199.5. Ad acquirendam Inda.tlgentiam plenariam a
praedictis sodalibus requiritur: condiciones (confessione, commu-
nione et oratione ad mentern Surnmi Pontificis) rite adimpletae, et







To each of in),, Confreres
My dear Confrere,
May the grace of Our Lord Jesus Christ be with us forever!
You have probable noticed that in the three-year cycle of
readings for Sundays, we are invariably led into the desert with
Christ for the first Sunday of Lent. Our minds dwell on the mystery
of the three temptations lie experienced there. Perhaps we reflect
less on the silence of that desert where He spent those forty days
of prayer and fasting. The silence of a desert is an experience we
may sometimes wish for, especially when we fell our lives to be over-
crowed with people and overcharged with work. Experience,
however, has shown that the majority of men cannot sustain more
than a few days of the absolute stillness of a desert.
To live the life of a hermit in a desert is not our vocations. But
it is front a desert, so to speak, that we must come, as did Jesus Christ,
to preach good news to the poor. He began His work of preaching
and healing after having had the experience of the profound silence
of a desert. Saint Vincent was aware of a ntissioner'a need to come
front a desert of silence to preach the Gospel, when lie reminded
us in our Common rules that it is impossible for any Community
to persevere in virtue for a long time if there is no provision made
for silence in its life (cf. C.R. VIII, 4).
Conditions of life in our modern world are not in the main con-
ducive to creating and achieving such silence which, to judge from
the example given its by Jesus Christ, is a prerequisite to a life of
apostolic activity. Too easily we make excuses when the Lord, Who
is our shepherd, sets about leading us to restful waters to revive our
drooping spirits. (Ps. 22). The truth is that too notch company, too
much conversation and excessive dependence on radio and tele-
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vision can invade that desert of silence which God wishes to create
within us, so that He can speak to our hearts in secret. In our more
reflective moments we realize that our communication to others of
God's word is shallow because we ourselves have not sufficiently
reflected on it in the silence of prayer. We can identify with the sen-
timents of a modern Christian poet who wrote of -
the endless cycle of idea and action, endless invention, endless
experiment, brings knowledge of speech but not of silence,
knowledge of words and ignorance of the Word." (TS. Eliot)
It is the personal acquaintance, which we have made with the
World of God in silent prayer, that the poor most look for in us when
in homily or conversation we speak to them.
"Give back, Lord, to the Little Company of the Mission , this ho-
ly virtue (of silence ), " prayed Saint Vincent towards the end of his
life. (c f. Coste XII, p. 62). His prayer, I imagine, is unchanged today.
In an age of noise and bustle he would wish that each of us would
find more time to be still and silent in the presence of God; to make
provision in our day for one hour 's personal prayer , as our recently
approved Constitutions propose (cf. N° 47, §1 ); and to secure that
the days of our annual retreat be marked by a desert-like silence
that would prepare us for a revitalized preaching of the Good News
of Jesus Christ . "In silence and in hope shall be your strength" (Is.
30:15).
So my prayer for us all this Lent is that we may live less on the
noisy surface of things but through conscious cultivation of silence
in our lives, we may penetrate more deeply into that silent mystery
which we know as God in Whom we live and move and have our
being. With kindest greetings from all of us here in the Curia and
recommending myself to your prayers, I remain in the love of Our
Lord,
Your devoted confrere,







May the grace of Our Lord Jesus Christ be with us forever!
First let me offer you my greetings and good whishes for this
Paschal time which is about to begin . May the light of the Risen
Christ enlighten you in the many decisions which you have to take
daily for your Province.
The enclosed questionnaire has been drawn up by our General
Council. Its purpose is to facilitate the presentation to the members
of the General Assembly a report on the state of the Congregation.
You will notice that the questions are framed to elicit answers that
will give us all an idea of the dynamism (or lack of dynamism) in
our apostolic work and community life.
What I suggest is that you with your Council devote some time
to reflecting upon the questions and answering them in as candid
and clear manner as possible. Your answers need not be long, but
let them reflect the reality of the situation as you see it. The report
which will be compiled here will not cite Provinces by name. My
hope is that the report, which I will present to the Assembly, will
serve as a good starting point for sharing experiences that have been
ours during the past six years, and that this sharing will help in
the decisions which with the light of the Holy Spirit we will take
for the well-being of the Congregation in the coming six years.
With renewed good wishes I remain in the love of Our Lord,
Your devoted confrere,
Richard McCULLEN, i.s. C.M.
QUESTIONNAIRE for the VISITORS and their COUNCILS
I - C. M. VOCATION (C. 1-9)
1.1 Has your Provincial Project set up some means of know-
ing better, deepening and making a reality the requirements of the
vocation of the Company? (This refers especially to spiritual values).
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1.2 Enumerate what you judge most important.
1.3 Are you satisfied with what has been done in practice and
also with the results ^rhlained?
1.4 What does "belonging" to the Company and to the Province
mean to the Confreres, among other things in regard to the exer-
cise of rights and duties!
1.5 The members of your Province:
1.5.1 are they interested in Provincial and General Assemblies?
1.5.2 how do they participate therein?
1.5.3 what response and effects do the results of' these
Assemblies have fnr them?
II - C.M. APOSTOLIC ACTIVITIES (C. 10-18; ST. 1-12)
2.1 How has your Province effected the revision of its works?
2.2 What are the principal lines of action established by the
Provincial Project for apostolic activity?
2.3 Enumerate the works according to the priority established.
2.4 Do your present works respond to the criteria given in ar-
ticles 12-13 of the Constitutions?
2.5 After BOGOTA:
2.5.1 what have you done to promote Popular Missions?
2.5.2 what have you done to assist the clergy?
2.5.3 what have you done to aid the laity?
2.6 Kindl indicate specifically the level of interest of your Prov-
ince in regard to the Associations spoken of in Statute 7 §1?
III - COMMUNITY LIFE (C. 19-27; ST. 13-16)
3.1 Does the Provincial Project give some points regarding com-
munity life?
3.2 Evaluate community life in your Province.
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3.3 What are the principal difficulties in community life?
3.4 How are the annual retreats organized?
3.5 Do You encounter difficulties in the designation of local
Superiors? What are they?
3.6 Is something provided in your Province to help local
Superiors in their function of animator?
IV - C.M..11L,UBERS (C. 51-76; ST. 20-35)
4.1 What reactions arise in Your Province frorn:
4.1.1 illegitimate absences?
4.1.2 definitive departures?
4.2 What are the reasons given for passing from the C.M. to
a diocese?
V - FORMATION (C. 77-95; ST. 36-50)
5.1 How have you organized the Vincentian formation in the
diverse stages:
5.1.1 before the Seminary?
5.1.2 during the Seminary?
5.1.3 during studies?
5.1.4 after Ordination and or Vo'^s?
5.2 What are the critieria for the choice of formation personnel?
5.3 How is the "formation" of the formation personnel assured?
6.1 What distinguishing qualities characterize the members of
the C.M. in your Province today?
N.B.: to facilitate the work of synthesizing the replies, please
have the kindness to:
1. give your replies succintly and clearly;
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2. reply to each question on a separate sheet on paper size 21
x 15 cm, (8 1/4 "x5 7/8"). It is not necessary to fill the entire sheet;
3. type your replies.
We will be very grateful to have your replies at the General
Curia before 20 October 1985.
Thank you very much!




A los PP. Visitadores
Querido Cohermano,
iLa gracia del Senor nos acompane siempre!
Ante todo, permitame presentarle mis mejores augurios para
el Tiempo Pascual que estamos por comenzar. iQue la luz de Cris-
to resucitado le ilumine en ]as numerosas determinaciones que, a
diario, debe tomar en funcion de la Provincia.
El cuestionario que Ic envio ha lido elaborado por nuestro Con-
sejo general, y tiene como finalidad facilitar la presentacion del
Estado de la Congregacion a los miembros de la Asamblea gene-
ral. Usted se percatara de que ]as preguntas han lido formuladas
de manera que sus respuestas nos ofrezcan informacion sobre el
dinamismo (o ausencia de dinamismo) en nuestra actividad apos-
tolica y en nuestra vida comunitaria. -
Le sugiero que, tanto Ud. como su Consejo, dediquen algun
tiempo a reflexionar sobre dichas preguntas, y que las contesten
de la manera mas franca y clara que les sea posible. No es necesa-
rio que sus respuestas lean extensas; basta que reflejen objetiva-
mente la realidad, tal cual Ustedes la ven. El informe que se
redactara aqui, no mencionara el nombre de las Provincias. Abri-
go la esperanza que el informe a presentar a la Asamblea, consti-
tuya un buen punto de arranque para comunicarnos mutuamente
las experiencias de los ultimos sets anos, y que, ese compartir ex-
periencias, nos ayudara en las decisiones que, con las luces del Espi-
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ritu Santo, deberemos tomar para el bien de la Congregaci6n, du-
rante los proximos seis anos.
Le reitero mis cordiales augurios, y quedo, en el amor de
Nuestro Senor,
s.s.s. y Cohermano,
Richard McCULLEN, is. C.M.
CUESTIONARIO para los VISITADORES y sus CONSEJOS
1. VOCACION DE LA C.M. (C. 1-9)
1.1. - ZE1 Proyecto de la Provincia ha establecido algo para
conocer mejor, profundizar , actualizar las exigencias de la voca-
cion de la Compania? (Se trata especialmente de los valores espiri-
tuales).
1.2. - Enumere lo que juzgue mas importante.
1.3. - ZEsta satisfecho de c6mo se ha Ilevado a la prictica y
de sus resultadh>s?
1.4. - ZQue significa para los cohermanos el pertenecer a la
Compania y a la Provincia, entre otros aspcctos, por lo que se re-
fiere al ejercicio de derechos y obligaciones?
1.5 - Los miembros de la Provincia,
1.5.1 4Que interes manifiestan por las Asambleas Provincial y
General?
1.5.2 i,Como participan en las mismas?
1.5.3 ZQue eco y que efectos ticnen en ellos los resultados de
dichas Asambleas?
2. ACTIVIDAD APOSTOLICA de la C.M. (C. 10-18; E. 1-12)
2.1. - ZC6mo ha efectuado la Provincia la revision de sus
obras?
2.2. - 6Cuales son las lineas principales que ha establecido el
Proyecto de la Provincia sobre la actividad apost6lica?
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2.3. - Enumere las obi-as de acuerdo a la prioridad establecida.
2.4. - ^Responden las obras actuales a los criterion estableci-
dos en los art. 12 y 13 de ]as Constituciones?
2.5. - Despues de Bogota:
2.5.1. ZQue se ha hecho para promover las Misiones popula-
res?
2.5.2. 40ue se ha hecho para ayudar al Clero?
2.5.3. ZQue se ha hecho para ayudar a los Laicos?
2.5.4. Evaluacion global de to realizado.
2.6. - Senale, con datos concretos, el grado de interes de su
Provincia por las Asociaciones de que habla el E. 7. I.
.3. VIDA COMUNITARIA (C. 19-27; E. 13-16)
3.1. - ;,Quc ha establccido el Provecto de la Provincia sobre
la vida coniunitaria?
3.2. - Dificultades principales para la practica de la vida co-
nrunit aria.
3.4. - ZCc mo se han organizado los ejercicios espirituales
,Haub.'
3.5. - i,Que dificultades se encucntran para la designacion de
los Superiures locales?
3.6. - j Que se pace en la Pi ()% incia para ayudar a los Superio-
res locales en su funk-ion de animadores?
4..ti1/E:b1BROS de la CAL (C. 51-76; E. 20-35)
4.1. - 10ue rcaccioncs provocan en la Provincia:
4.1.1. las ausencias ilegitinias?
4.1.2. las salidas definitivas?
4.2. - ^Cuales son las razones para dejar la C.M. e irse a una
(I (cesis?
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5. FORMACION (C. 77-95; E. 36-50)
5.1. - C6nro se ha organizado la forrnaci6n viccnciana en sus
d iversas etapas:
5.1.1. antes del Seminario?
5.1.2. durante el Serninario?
5.1.3. durante el periodo de los estudios?
5.1.4. despues de la ordenaci6n v'o votos?
5.2. - .Que criterios se siguen para escogcr a los formadores?
5.3. - ZC6mo se asegura la formaci6n de los mismos?
6.1. ^Cuales son los rasgos que caracterizan actualmente a los
Iniembros de la Compahia en su Provincia?
N.B.: Con miras a facilitar el trabajo de sintesis, se le ruega:
1. responder en forma sucinta y clara;
2. dedicar a cada pregunta Una hoja tarnano esquela (21 X 15
centimetros); no es necesario Ilenar la hoja!
3. escrihir a rnaquina.
Sc Ic agradecera que haga Ilcgar [as respuestas a la Curia ge-
neral para antes del 20 de octubre de 1985. Gracias!
Roma, 5 de abril de 1985
A Messieurs les Visiteurs
Cher Confrere,
La grace de Notre-Seigneur Jesus-Christ
soit avec nous a jamais!
ROM F.
Samedi Saint
En tout prernier lieu, je vous presente mes meilleurs voeux pour
le temps pascal. Que Ic Christ ressuscite vous donne ses lumiCres
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pour les decisions que vous avez a prendre tous les jours pour votre
Province.
Le questionnaire ci-joint, a ete formule par le Conseil General.
11 voudrait rendre plus facile la presentation d'un rapport sur I'etat
de la Congregation aux membres de 1'Assemblee Generale. Vous
remarquerez que les questions sont formulees de facon a nous pro-
curer des reponses qui noun renseignent sur le dynamisme (ou le
manque do dynamisme) dans noire travail apostolique et clans note
vie communautaire.
Je suggere que vous et votre Conseil consacriez quelque temps
a reflechir sur ces questions et a y repondre d'une maniere aussi
franche et claire que possible. Vos reponses Wont pas a titre lon-
gues: ils suffit qu'elles refietent reellement la situation Celle que
vous la vovez. Le rapport global qui sera redige ici nc citera pas
de noms de Provinces. Mon espoir, c'est que le rapport que je vous
presenterai a l'Assemblee, sera un bon point de depart pour vous
communiquer mutuellement vos experiences des six dcrnieres
annees. J'espere aussi que ce partage, grace aux lumieres du Saint-
Esprit, nous fera prendre les decisions qui assureront la sante de
la Congregation au cours des six annees suivantes.
En vous renouvelant mes meilleurs vocux je demeure clans
1'amour de Notre-Seigneur
votre devoue confrere
Richard McCULLEN, is. C.M.
QUESTIONNAIRE pour les VISITEURS et leurs CONSEILS
I - VOCATION DE LA CM (C. 1-9)
1.1 Votre Projet provincial a-t-il etabli quelque chose pour
mieux connaitre, approfondir et actualiser les exigences de la voca-
tion de la Compagnie? (I1 s'agit specialement des valeurs spiri-
tuelles).
1.2. Enumerez cc que vous jugez le plus important.
1.3. Etes-vous satisfaits de cc qui s'est fait dans la pratique et
aussi des resultats obtenus?
1.4. Que signifie pour les Confreres "l'appartenance" a la Con-
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pagnie et a la Province, entre autres pour ce qui regarde 1 ' exercice
des droits et des devoirs?
1.5. Les membres de votre Province:
1.5.1. Manifestent-ils de 1'interet pour les Assemblees Provin-
ciale et Generale?
1.5.2. comment y participant-ils?
1.5.3. quel echo et quels effets les resultats de ces Assemblees
ont-ils pour eux?
11- ACTT VITE APOSTOLIQUE DE LA CM (C. 10-18; ST. 1-12)
2.1. Comment votre Province a-t-elle effectue la revision des
oeuvres?
2.2. Quelles sont les lignes principales etablies par le Projet pro-
vincial pour I'activite apostolique?
2.3. Enumerez les oeuvres salon la priorite etablie.
2.4. Les oeuvres actuelles repondent-elles aux critcres donnas
clans les articles 12-13 des Constitutions?
2.5. Apres BOGOTA:
2.5.1. qu'avez-vous fait pour promouvoir les Missions popu-
laires?
2.5.2. qu ' avez-vous fait pour aider le clerge?
2.5.3. qu'avez-vous fait pour aider les laics?
2.6. Veuillez indiquer, concretement, le niveau d'interet de votre
Province pour Ics Associations dont parle le Statut 7 § 1 ?
III - LA VIE COMMUNAUTAIRE (C. 19-27,• ST. 13-16)
3.1. Le Projet provincial a-t-il donne quelques points a propos
de la vie communautaire?
3.2. Evaluation de la vie communautaire dans votre Province.
3.3. Quelles sont les principales difficultes de la vie commu-
nautaire?
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3.4. Comment soft organis&es les retraites annuelles?
3.5. Rencontrez-vous des difficultes dans la designation des
Superieurs locaux? Lesquelles?
3.6. Y a-t-il quclque chose de prevu daps vou-c Province pour
aider Ies Superieurs locaux clans lour fonction d'animateurs?
IV - LES MI_,'AIBRF_S DL LA CM (C. 51-76; ST. 20-35)
4.1 Quelles reactions suscitent clans votre Province:
4.1.1. les absences illegitimes?
4.1.2. les sorties definitives?
4.2 Ouclles soft Ies raisons invoquces pour passer de Ia CM a
un diocc c?
V - FORMA TION (C. 77-95; ST 36-50)
5.1 Comment avez-vous organise la formation vincentienne
clans ses diverses stapes:
5.1.1 avant le Serninaire?
5.1.2 pendant le Serninaire?
5.1.3 pendant les Etudes?
5.1.4 apres ('Ordination etlou les Vo:ux?
5.2 Quels sont Ies criteres pour Ic choix des formateurs?
5.3 Comment est assurcc la "formation" des formateurs?
t.I Quels sons Ies traits qui cat actcrisent aujourd'hui les mem-
bres de la CM daps votre Province?
N.B.: pour faciliter Ic travail de svnthese veuillcz avoir la bonte:
1. de nous donner des reponses succinctes et claires;
2. de repondre scparentent a chaque question, sur une moitic
de feuillc (21 x 15 cnm): it nest pas nCcessaire tie remplir la feuille:
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3. d'ecrire a la machine.
Nous vous serions reconnaissants de faire arriver vos repon-
ses a la curie gencralc avant le 20 octobre 1985.
'terci!
Rome, le 5 avril 1985.
ROME
Holy Week, 1985
To the Directors of the D.C.
MV dear Confreres,
May the grace of.Our Lord Jesus Christ be with its forever!
The Directory , which I am happy to present to You , is the fruit
of touch prayer, reflection, consultation and work . Let tree at once
express my thanks to all who have participated in the work of pro-
chtcing this doctmment . Firstly, I must thank the members of the Coln-
mission : P. Lloret , P. Perez Flores, P. Alelito, P. De Los Rios, and P.
:Mulassano . It was they who prepared the questionnaire which was
circulated to the members of the General Council in Paris, Direc-
tors, Visitatricesand theirC.ouncils, as well as to the Visitors of the
Congregation of the Alission . It was the Commission , too, who col-
lated the replies and who submitted their work for comment to all
those who were consulted in the first instance . In the light of the
suggestions and comments received, a new text was prepared and
submitted to the General Council of the Congregation of the Mis-
sion . The Council examined it article by article and, after making
some modifications , I now present it as an officially approved docti-
ment to guide the Directors of the Daughters of Charity in the of-
fice 'which has been entrusted to them.
While thanking the Commission, I must also record my thanks
to Sister Nicole Brossard, Secretary General of the Daughters of
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Charity, and the Sisters of the Secretariate in Paris who undertook
the task of typing and presenting the questionnaires and drafts of
the document. In anticipation I thank the Sisters of the translation
center in the rue du Bac who will now set about the work of
translating the French text into the different languages used in our
Community.
My hope for this document is that it will be of use to the Direc-
tors in the delicate and important task which God has entrusted to
them. In the last two decades both Father Slattery and Father
Richardson prepared and promulgated guidelines for Directors of
the Daughters of Charity. The present Directory uses elements of
these documents, while also taking into account the new Constitar-
tions and Statutes of the Daughters of Charity. There has been a cer-
tain evolution in the office of the Director. Let no one, however,
devalue the importance of the Director as a spiritual animator and
guide in the lives of the Sisters and of the activities of the Province.
To do so would be not only to be unfaithful to the insights God gave
to Saint Vincent and to Saint Louise, but ultimately to diminish the
vitality of the Sisters' apostolate to the poor.
Citing the words of Saint Vincent, I ask you to regard this Direc-
tor y as coming , not from the human but rather from the Divine
Spirit from Whont all good things proceed and without Whom we
are not sufficient to think anything of ourselves as of ourselves."
( Preface, Common Rules). I pray the blessing of God on your work.
May all that you do give glory to God, be of assistance to the Sisters
and through them he of service to the poor.









DII:s-NOMFN OFFR It 11 DoMCS PROVING IA
27 Martii
TEc[.ESGtu A.B. Superior .3./.3 Ilebo 15° Neapolitana
SrANISZEwsKI S. Superior 23 Utica 71 S.A.F. Novae Angliae
CZEKAI \ H. Superior 31.3 Derby 5° S.A.F. Novae Angliae
LOPEZ BOUZAS J. Superior 1/3 Revrtosa 171 Mexicana
MF.NDOZA J.J. Superior 113 San Salvador 5°Americae Centralis
RODRIGUEZ M. Superior 1/3 l.irna 7° Pcruviana
PEREZ DE
URABAIN J. Superior 13 Ica 5° Peruviana
1 Aprilis
PEREIRA COSTA A. Prov. Cons. 1/3 Fortalexiensis
VAN ERK P. Prov. Cons. 143 Fortalexiensis
RIENIsI.AG H. Prov. Cons. 213 Fortalexiensis
RoMBOUTS A. Prot-. Cons. 1/3 Fortalexiensis
VAN LIN L. Suppleant Fortalexiensis
FAVACIIO J. Suppleant Fortalexiensis
LIMBFRHE. R. Suppleant Fortalexiensis
VAN EscH J. Suppleant Fortalexiensis
LIGNEE H. Superior 113 A'simalen 13° Parisiensis
ESTEVEZ CONDF A. Prov. Cons. 1/3 Venezuelana
LoPEIEGUI A. Prov. Cons. 1/3 Venezuelana
GONZALEz A. Prot,. Cons. 1,13 Venezuelana
MORENO
Mr1.c:IIIOR L. Prov. Cons. 1/3 Venezuelana
PEREZ
MANZANEDO S. Oec. Prov. V e nezuelana
BARRY R. Sup. et Asst. Rostrevor 6° Australiae
Prov. 2/3
COMMINs A. Superior 213 14'andal 8° Australiae
NEt MANN D. Prov. Cons. 1/3 Austriae
HERGEr J. Prov. Cons. 113 Austriae
PUCHER W. Prot,. Cons. 213 Austriae
SCHREIBER A. Prot. Cons. 1/.3 Austriae
LEON M. DFC Venezuela 1/6 Venezuelana
ALEGR[A G. Visitator 1/3 Portoricana
DANAGHER J.J. DFC Los Altos hills 216 S.A.F. Occidentis
ScHE.RS J. Substiutf Cons. Zaire
2 Aprilis
FRENCKEN G. Visitator 13 Fortalexiensis
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.3 Aprilis
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Prov. Cons. 2/3 Philippinarum
Prov. Cons. 3/3 Philippinarum
Prov. Cons. 1/3 Philippinarum
Prov. Cons. 113 Philippinarum
Prov. Cons. 31.3 Philippinarum
Prov. Cons. 13 Philippinarum
Superior 173 Montebello 6° S.A.F. Occidentis
Superior 1.3 Perryville 8° S.A.F. Occ. Centralis
Superior 13 Saint Louis 13° S.A.F. Occ. Centralis
DFC Sail: Lout. I6 S.A.F. Occ. Ccntrali
Superior 1/3 Los Angeles n.d.Chilicnsis
Cons. Prov. 113 S.A.F. Meridionalis
Superior //3 Houston 11 S.A.F . Mcridionalis
Superior //3 Subungdaku 11° Philippinarum
Superior 1/3 Olorngapo 90 Philippinarur
Visitutor 3 /3 Yugoslaviae
Assist. Vis. Salmantina
Superior 1/3 Montebello 51 S.A.F. Occidentis



















Hucutts P. Superior 2/3 Warrington 1- Hiberniac
LASE Th. Superior 213 Mill Hill 15° Hiberniac
LINE. F. Superior 213 Dublin 9° Hiberniac
O'FARRE.I I D. Superior 213 Lanark 191 Hiberniac
RAFFERTI K. Superior 213 Dublin 7° Hiberniac
BEIRNE D. Superior 1/3 Twickenham 1 70Hiberniac
CASEY T. Superior 1/3 Cork 6° Hiberniac
CLYNE S. Superior 1/3 Dublin 8° Ifibcrniae
O'S HEA K. Superior 1/3 Castleknock 41 Hiberniac
Rosin P. Coord. Reg (Nigeria) 1/3 Hiberniac
DIET I. J. Superior 1/3 Lernont 7° S.A.F. Occ. Centralis
O'CoNNEt.t. B. Copts. Prot. 1/3 S.A.F. Oricntalis
RATA.t J. Superior 3/3 Do! 5° Yugofslariae
15 hutii
BA\AGA G. Superior 1/3 Manila 11 Philippinarum
NECROLOGIUM
Mart.-15 Jim, 1985
No NmtlN CONDICRU I)n'on Dw,11^s AFLVoc.
17 FERNANDEZ F. Sacerdos 2.3.85 Pamplona 15° 85 69
18 HAI PIN James J. Saccrdos 6.3.85 Philadelphia 1° 80 56
19 TRINIADE Geraldo Sacerdos 3.3.85 Belo Horizonte 31 78 59
20 CRAWFORD V.M. Sacerdos 13.3.85 Philadelphia 11 80 48
21 TOHAR Antonio Sacerdos 14.3.85 Limpias 8° 72 55
22 Di MAt Ro Luigi Sacerdos 29.3.85 Lecce 7° 61 42
23 Ruiz SAZ Juan Sacerdos 29.3.85 Gijon 7° 81 64
24 DIS C AMPS Andre Sacerdos 5.4.85 Dax 31 75 57
25 KARJASCMARTA L. Saccrdos 27.3.85 Blitar 2° 48 27
26 GARCIA B.F. Sacerdos 21.4.85 Cordoba 30 69 53
27 RAMIREz T. Javier Sacerdos 4.5.85 Madrid 1° 48 31
28 O'CoNNOR John P. Sacerdos 5.5.85 Long Beach 4° 65 44
29 HRIHAR Ciril Frater 29.4.85 Ljubljana 1 ° 69 50
30 GON7.ALF'z D.G. Sacerdos 29.5.85 Guatemala 11 72 53
31 KLEIN Julius Sacerdos 13.5.85 Wien .5° 69 49
32 PIFCZARA Florian Sacerdos 2.6.85 Krakow 80 66 46
33 ZAJA( Jose Sacerdos 28.5.85 Curitiba 1' 70 54
34 BRAFI.MAYER W. Sacerdos 9.6.85 Jamaica 8° 57 37





To the C. M. Visitors
Dear Father,
May the grace of Our Lord Jesus Christ be with us forever!
This letter, in the name of the General Council and of SIEV
(International Secretariat for Vincentian Studies ), is a simple an-
nouncement preceding more precise details which will follow later.
Today I wish simply to draw your attention to two presentations
planned by SIEV with the full support of the Superior General.
The first is an international Colloquy, open to all the Confreres
but especially to the members of the coming General Assembly. This
is why it is being scheduled in close proximity to our Assembly.
This Colloquy has for its subject: The Christ of Monsieur Vincent
in the 17th Centuu.v". This topic will be the subject of 8 conferences,
presented as a study of the diverse influences on the figure of Christ
which Saint Vincent presents (B6rulle, Saint Francis de Sales, the
Jesuits, the Franciscans, Port-Royal...). I cannot yet give you the
definite program, because some of the speakers have not yet given
their acceptance. This information will be sent to you at a later date.
The Colloquy will take place in Paris on the 12th, 13th and 14th of
June 1986.
In regard to this Colloquy, I ask you to kindly let me know
before November 1, 1985, if you are interested and how many places
you wish to reserve, with the understanding that your request for
places will be confirmed at a later date. The cost of the Colloquy
will be $60 (U.S.). For your information, some countries permit you
to purchase for the same price a plane ticket with stops in the two
European capitals, Paris and Rome.
For this Colloquy, permit me to ask you to tell me which Con-
freres of your Province will be coming to the General Assembly as
translators and if they could begin their work in Paris from 12-14
June. Thank you very much for your assistance.
The second point of information is that another VINCENTIAN
MONTH will be held, as in 1984 . However, this will be a totally new
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program , limited to those Confreres engaged in the formation of
our Vincentian Confreres (Internal Seminary, Students). The
Superior General asked me to tell you how much he desires the
participation of our Formation personnel in this month. The Vincen-
tian Month will be held in Paris from 6 July to I August 1987. Details
of this month will be sent to you after the SIEV meeting at the end
of September 1986.
Looking forward to receiving your reply by 1 November 1985,
assure you of my cordial greetings and of my prayers for you and




5 de abril de 1985
A los VISITADORES de la C.M.
Querido P. Visitador,
iLa gracia del Senor nos acompane siempre!
Esta carta, dirigida en nombre del Consejo general y del SIEV
(Secretariado Internacional de Estudios Vicencianos), se presenta
como una simple informacion , antes de pasar a las indicaciones
que se damn a continuacion. Al presente deseo simplemente Ila-
mar su atencion sobre dos manifestaciones previstas por el SIEV
v patrocinadas por el P. General.
La primera es un COLOQUIO internacional, abierto a todos los
cohermanos, pero, de manera especial, a los miembros de la Pro-
xima Asamblca general. Por ese motivo, hemos previsto su desar-
rollo muv cercano a la apertura de nuestra Asamblea. El terra del
Coloquio es el siguiente: "Siglo XVII: el Cristo del Sr. Vicente ". Di-
cho tema sera estudiado en 8 conferencias y se presenta como una
investigacion do las diversas influencias sobre la figura del Cristo
que nos presenta san Vicente (Berulle, san Francisco de Sales, los
jcsuitas franceses, Port-Royal...). Todavia no puedo indicarle el pro-
grama exacto, porque hasta el presente, no todos los conferencis-
tas han expresado su aceptacion: sc lo comunicaremos con el pro-
ximo correo. El Coloquio tends lugar en PARIS, los dias 12, 13 y
14 de junio de 1986.
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Por to que se refiere al Coloquio, le ruego me haga saber, an-
tes del 1° de noviembre de 198 5 , si le interesa N. cuantos lugares
quisiera reservar; se sobreentiende que se trata de una "inscrip-
cion en principio", que debera ser confirmada posteriormente. Los
gastos de permanencia oscilaran alrededor de los US$60,00. Creo
oportuno senalar que, en algunos casos, Cl mismo pasaje de avion,
puede scrvir para Ilegar a dos capitales europeas; en nuestro caso,
Paris Y Roma.
Me pcrmito solicitarle, para este Coloquio, si le es posible in-
dicarme los cohermanos que vendrian a la Asamblea como traduc-
tores, v que podrian comenzar su trabajo en Paris, los dial 12-14
de junio. Un cordial agradecintiento por su avuda.
La segunda informacion se refiere a una nueva edicicin del IVES
VICENCIANO como se realizo en 1984 . No se trata de repeticion,
sino de una realizacion totalmente nueva. Dicho MES estara reser-
vado a los formadores de los nuestros ( Seminario interno, Estu-
diantado). El P. General me ha solicitado le exprese su particular
interes por la participaciun de los Formadorcs en ese MES. El MES
VICENCIANO tendra lugar en PARIS , del 6 de Julio al I ° de agosto
de 1987. Despues del encuentro del SIEV, a realizarse hacia fines
de seticmbre de 1986, se le eiiviaran indicaciones mas precisas.
Quedo a la espera de su respuesta Para el 1 ° de noviembre de
1985.
Lc aseguro mi recuerdo en la oracion v le presento mis augu-
rios, para su persona cones para la Provincia. Lo saludo con afecto
fraternal en san Vicente.
I-F. GAZIELLO, C'.M.
ROME
le 5 arril 1985
Aux VISITEURS de la CM.
Cher Monsieur IC Visiteur,
La grace de Notre-Seigneur snit toujours avec nous!
Cette letter, an nom du Conseil general ct du SIEV. (Secreta-
riat International des Etudes Vincentienncs) se cut one simple
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information, avant d'autres precisions qui suivront. Aujourd'hui,
je veux simplement attirer votre attention sur deux manifestations
prevucs par le SIEV et patronnCcs par le Pere general.
La premiere est un COLLOQUE international ouvert a tous les
Confreres, mais plus specialernent aux membres de la prochaine
Assemblee generale. Cost pourquoi noun 1'avons prevu assez pro-
che de l'ouverture de notre Assemblee. Cc colloque dont le theme
est: "Au XVII°'siecle: le Christ de Monsieur Vincent". Le theme sera
etudie en 8 conferences et se presente comme une recherche des
diverses influences sur la figure du Christ donnce par Saint Vin-
cent (Berulle, Saint Francois de Sales, les jesuites fran(;ais, Port-
Royal...). Je tie peux encore vous Bonner le programme exact car-
les conferenciers Wont pas encore tour donne leur accord, ce sera
pour un prochain courrier. Le Colloque aura lieu a PARIS les 12,
13 et 14 juirr 1986.
Pour cc Colloque, je vous prie de me faire savoir avant Ic I
novembrc 1985, si cela vous interesse et combien de places vous
voulez retenir: it est hien entendu que cc West la qu'une inscrip-
tion de principe qui sera a confirmer par la suite. Les frail de sejour
scront de I'ordre de 60 dollars US. Je vous signale que venant do
certains pays vous pouvcz avoir pour le merne prix un billet d'avion
avec deux capitales europeennes (PARIS-ROME).
Pour cc Colloque, je me permets de vous demander si vous pou-
vez me signaler les confreres qui viendront a l'Assemblce comme
t aducteurs et qui pourraient commencer- lour travail a PARIS les
12-14 juin. Un grand merci pour votre aide.
La dcuxieme information est tine nouvelle edition du MOIS
VINCENTIEN, commc en 1984. Mais it s'agira dune toute nouvelle
realisation. Cc Mois sera reserve aux formateurs des n6tres (Semi-
naire Interne, Etudes). Ix Pere general me demande de vous dire
cornbien it tient a ]a participation des Forinateurs a cc moil. Le
MOIS VINCENTIEN aura lieu d PARIS di( 6 juillet-I aotit /987. Des
precisions vous scront envovees apres la rencontre du SIEV en fin
septcmbrc 1986.
Esperant recevoir une rcponse pour le I rtove»thre 1985 je vous
dis ('assurance de ma pricre et arcs vcrux pour vous-meme et votre




PATRONAGE DE ST . VINCENT
Ce 12 mai 1985, voici Cent Ans que le Pape Leon Xlll declarait
"St. Vincent de Paul Patron special aupres de Dieu de touter les
Associations de charitc qui existent dans le monde catholique, et
qui emanent de lui de quelque maniere que ce soit" (cf. "Circulai-
res des Sup. Gen. ", vol. 4, p. 237).
11 semblerait que ce Centenaire n'a pas eta, jusqu'ici, particu-
lierement comrrtentore. D'autant plus que la "Memoire"liturgique
de ce Patronage, autre fois signalee au 20 decerntbre, a disparu dans
noire nouveau calendrier.
Neanmoins, jai tenu a repercuter quelques textes rediges pre-
cisement a !'occasion de ce Centenaire: le premier, un "rappel"que
le Visiteurdu Chili adresse a ses Confreres; le second, le texte anglais
dime leitre que le Superieur General a redigee stir dentande de "Pre-
senza Vincenziana" pour ses lecteurs et le troisiente tut article du
P. Ze rtca stir le sujet. Les lecteurs de langue espagnole ont deja con-
naissance de !'article du P. Veremun di Pardo ("Anales", Madrid,
1985. it. 3, pp. 189-193) ecrit precedemnnteut et public au mois de stars
dernier.
Ceux qui desirent connaitre les antecedents du Bref Pontifical
du 12 mat 1885, le texte mente, la circulaire du P. Fiat et les celebra-
tions qui suivirent cette declaration de Patronage, peuvent lire: "Cir.
culaires des Superieurs Gerteraux vol. it. 4, pp. 225-238; "Annales
('M-, Paris, a. 1885, pp. 321-340: 476-480; 483-495.
J.-O. B.
1. LE "RAPPE.I," U'UN VISITEUR
Querido amigo
Abril ha sido siempre un mes vicentino -porque en Cl nacio Vi-
cente (Zel 05?), porque en Cl se celebro la exaltacion de S. Vicente
en la Fiesta de la Traslacion de sus reliquias (25 de Abril, desde
1830); y porque en cl fue proclamado Patrono Celestial de todas
las Asociaciones y Obras de Caridad del mundo catolico (16 de Abril,
desde 1885).
Con todo, este Abril de 1985 debic^ haber sido especialmente
vicentino, pues conmemoro el CENTENARIO de la proclamacion
de SV como Patrono y heroe de la Caridad. iCIEN ANOS! de la fe-
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cha de aquel Decreto de la Sagrada Congregacion de Ritos, que ex-
tendia su patronazgo -de Francia e Irlanda- a todo el mundo catolico.
Uno tiene la impresion de que este Abril 85 no ha sido especialmente
vicentino ; no al menos en relacion con el acontecimiento del Cen-
tenario . Casi hasta se nos paso la fecha.
Quiza porque dcsde Pio X la doble familia vicentina celebra
esta Fiesta el 20 de Diciembre de cada aim -4la celebra?-, recien
empezamos a movernos . La total FAMILIA VICENTINA en Chile
-CM., HdC ., Hermanas de la Providencia , Hermanas de la Caridad,
ASEVI , Sras . de la Conferencia de San Vicente , Sociedad de San
Vicente -, empezaremos las celebraciones en Mayo haciendo partir
el CENTENARIO de la fecha ( 12.05.1885 ) del Breve del Papa Leon
XIII, que quiso rcalzar asi el dato del Decreto ( 16.04.1885 ). Ya estan
repartiendose las tarjetas de invitaci6n a la Misa de Acci6n de Gra-
cias -Domingo 12 dc Mayo a hrs. 11.00 en la Iglesia SV/Alamcda-,
que presidira Mons. Sergio Valech.
He podido darme ticrnpo para leer los documentos y las noti-
cias celebratorias del nuevo y excepcional titulo de SV.. Sencilla-
mente impresionante . Se vibra por otras cosas, se Festejan otros
valores, se alienta otro espiritu. Sin duda icran otros tiempos! Pe-
ro asf como no es justo pensar que todo lo pasado Inc mejor, tawn-
poco lo es actuar como si todo lo pasado va acabo ... Espcro hacer
Ilegar a cada casa , en castellano , los 3 documentos principales en
relacion con esta proclamacion , a saber: la brillante Poncncia del
Cardenal Laurenzi ante la Congregacion General ( Roma : 28.03.85),
que logro un acuerdo unanime; el Decreto de la Sgda . Congrega-
ci6n de Ritos (con ese acuerdo ) y el Breve de Leon XIII . Serviran
para la reflexi6n y para la informaci6n al p6blico.
El 22 de Junio de 1883 , Leon XIII habfa declarado a San Vi-
cente Patrono do ]as obras de caridad en Francia - a peticion de los
Obispos de Francia y de las Confercncias de S. Vicente (Ozanam)
que celebraban sus Bodas de Oro; el 23 de Diciembre dc 1884, el
patronazgo se extendi6 it Irlanda . La peticion era ya universal -
"un gran ntimero de Cardenales y de Obispos de casi todas las par-
tes del mundo asi como Superiores Generales de Congregaciones
Religiosas"-, cuando Le6n XIII copstituy6 a S. Vicente " Patrono
especial ante Dios de todas las asociaciones de caridad que de al-
guna manera emanan de el".
El jubilo fue mundial y desbordante. Los rclatos que iban lle-
gando a San Lazaro tanto comp hacersc eco de las celebraciones
brillantes q. se tenian per doquicr, eran portadores de un nuevo
espiritu , la coneiencia social - la cnsenanza social cristiana que em-
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pezaba a revolucionar la cristiandad de entonces. (^Alguien se ha
puesto a pensar que la llada Doctrina Social Cristiana de la Iglesia
tiene en San Vicente su patrocinador -inspiration, guia y apoyo?
Lo tiene, a travcs de Leon XIII, el Papa de la Justicia Social y ad-
mirador del espiritu y de las obras de S. Vicente (como lo describe
el P. Fiat despues de la larga entrevista que le concediera).
Que este Centcnario contribuya a "revivir en todos los corazo-
nes el celo de la caridad verdadera hacia el prOjimo" y nos haga
verdaderos hijos de Lill Santo a quien Leon XIIi Ilamb heroe emi-
ne;rte entre todos los heroes de la caridad.
Antonio ELDUA YEN C.M.
VIS. Chile
(Boletin Prov., 30.4.1985)
M. IL SUPERIORE GENERALE Al LETTORI
DI "PRI ' SE.NZA I 'LVCEti'Z.IANA"
Dear Readers,
During the past five years or so the Vincentian Farnily has had
the joy of recalling a ;umber of centenaries or jubilees of one kind
or another in its history. We have celebrated the 150th anniversary
of the apparition of Our Lady to Saint Catherine LahourC in 1980;
the fourth centenary of the birth of Saint Vincent in 1981; the 350th
anniversary of the foundation of the Daughters of Charity in 198.3.
Now in May, of this year we will be recalling gratefully, that 100 years
ago by a Brief, given by Pope Leo XIII, dated the 12th of .May 1885,
Saint Vincent was declared Patron of all Associations of Charity in
the Catholic world.
Of Saint Vincent de Paul, Daniel Rops has written that his works
surround hint like a forest of trees. It was precisely because so ;many
works of charity have taken their inspiration from Saint Vincent
that Pope Leo XIII honored him twit/ r the title of Heavenly Patron
of all Associations of Charity. Forests, if they are to be useful to man,
need a measure of care and protection. To us, who in different wav.s
belong to the family of Saint Vincent, fall the task and responsibili-
tv of preserving what Saint Vincent has planted and what God by
His grace has made to grow and to increase. As membersof Saint
Vincent's family we are called, not just to stand back and admire
what has grown from Saint Vincent's inspiration . We are called to
use and adapt, - yes, and change according to the needs of today,
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- what Saint Vincent judged to be necessary for the spiritual and
bodily needs of the poor.
Before Saint Vincent was declared Patron of all Associations
of Charity, the question was discussed in the Congregation of Rights.
The Relatore, Cardinal Laurenzi, offered no less than six reasons
why Saint Vincent should be given this honor. Allow me to quote
part of the final reason as presented by Cardinal Laurenzi:
"Poiche la carita cristiana attuata secondo to spirito di
S. Vincenzo con soave semplicita ed arnorevolezza verso tut-
ti e con effusiva larghezza ad ogni sorta di miserie e calami-
ta, mettendo in caritatevole contatto Ic classi agiate colle
indigenti, la ricchezza con la poverta, proponendosi sempre
col temporale soccorso anche to spirituale miglioramento (let-
le persone bcneficatc, e quindi cot balsarno delta religione
alleviando la sventura, e col condimento del catechismo cri-
stiano facendo gustar i pregii Bella professione cattolica e
i frutti dcll'evangelica fratellanza", (Annales de la Congrega-
tion de la Mission, N. 1. 1885, pp. 330-I).
May Saint Vincent, Father of the Poor wid patron of all Associa-
lions of Charity, direct our steps into the way of justice, love and
peace.
Richard McCULLEN, C.M.
21st unworthy successor of Saint Vincent de Paul
Rome, Easter Sundav, 1985
("Presenza Vincenz. iana", a VIII, N. 5, p. 19)
III. SIGNIFICA TO DI UN CENTENARIO
1885 - 12 MAGGIO - 1985
II 12 maggio 1885 Lcone X11I proclamava S. Vincenzo dc' Paoli
"Patrono speciale di tutte le associazioni di carita esistenti net mon-
do cattolico e the in ogni modo promanano da lui e vogliamo the
a lui siano resi tutti gli onori the Sono dovuti ai celesti Patroni".
In queste affermazioni I'immortale Pontefice voile presentare
S. Vincenzo come un modello da imitare cc) anche un santo da in-
vocare. 1; vero the si pub e si deve riconoscere la grandezza di tan-
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ti altri santi the si distinsero nelle opere delta carita , nma diceva
it Papa: "in mezzo a questi ha brillato di una lace meravigliosa ver-
so la fine del secolo XVI Vincenzo de' Paoli, questo grande ed im-
mortale nrodello della carita cristiana, the per it me rito di questa
virtu si acquistato una gloria immortale. Di fatti non c'e specie di
miseria the la sua carita ammirabile non abbia soccorso, e nessuna
fatica chc egli non abbia abbracciato per it sollievo e l'utilita dei
fratelli".
E stato scritto the come S. Tommaso ha composto la Somma
Teologica, cosi S. Vincenzo ha saputo strutturare la Somma della
Carita cristiana.
Essa si eleva come quclle solide costruzioni delle cattedrali me-
dioevali the poggiano su robuste colonne e ti guidano fino at cuo-
re delta sublime architettura: la gloria dell'Altare. iI Breve
Pontificio nota, infatti, nell'opera vincenziana, t'arte mirabile net
tendere alle anime, mentre si curano i corpi; la coniplessita dells
opere caritativc; la saggezza del maestro e del legislatore nello sten-
dere i suoi regolamenti; la rapida diffusions in tutto it mondo del-
le sue benemerite istituzioni ; la forza preservativa delta carita the
tutela la fede dei poveri contro i'inquinamento di false dottrine.
E qui ci vien fat to di domandarci quale era it segreto the ispirava
questo infaticabile genio della carita, donde attingeva la forza, do-
ve guidava? Ecco I'altare. Quando S. Vincenzo saliva 1'altare per
it sacrificio delta S. Messa si trasfigurava ed i fedeli dicevano: " Que-
sto prete the celebra cosi bone la Messa dev'essere un angelo". E
scendeva dall'altare, dove i segni sacramentali gli avevano ricor-
dato la passions del Signore per andare verso la passione cruenta
dci fratelli di Gesu: gli schiavi delta Tunisia, i pagani del Madaga-
scar, i trovatelli abbandonati per le vie di Parigi, i dementi, i di-
scoli, i prigionieri, i galeotti condannati at remo, i malati
ammucchiati nelle corsie di quegli ospedali nei cui confronti gli
ultimi ospedali di oggi sono delle comode residenze... Di tutti ave-
va una esperienza personate: to li ho visti! affermava. Li aveva vi-
sti soprattutto con gli occhi del cuore, the gli aveva dettato quclle
profonde istituzioni the ancora.oggi reggono i passi e to zelo dei
suoi figli. Non e giusto the i poveri picchino alla nostra porta, ma
bisogna andare, cercarli dove vivono una vita the non c vita.
Non basta. E necessario trovarli dove molte volte si nascondo-
no sotto it fitto velo the la vergogna stende sul decadimento del
proprio stato c confortali e sollevarti, aiutandoli ad uscirc da una
condizione di bisogno. Qui appare iI suo intuito profondo the non
si ferma soltanto all'assistenza , ma avvia it bisognoso all'autosuf-
I
Ecco perche dava ai vecchietti, ricoverati nell'Ospizio del No-
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me di Gesu, gli strumenti del lavoro, e spediva ai confratelli the
ritornavano alle loro terre, devastate dal passaggio degli eserciti,
zappe, picconi, aratri, falce.
Ed ai suoi figli insegnava it segreto di questa carity fattiva e
redentrice: it senso cioe del divino, the bisogna scoprire nel volto
di ogni uomo, fatto ad immaginc c somiglianza di Dio, cosicche I'in-
tervento caritativo comunque si realizzi diventi un culto religioso.
Diceva alle Figlie delta Carita: "Figlic mie, it servizio dei Poveri dove
essere sempre preferito a tutto . Non ci devono essere ritardi in cio
the si rifcrisce al scrvizio dei Poveri. Nell'ora della vostra orazio-
ne, la mattina, se avete da portare una medicina, andatevi tranquil-
lamente... Non e lasciare Dio, quando si lascia Dio per Iddio, ossia,
un'opera di Dio per fame un'altra o di obbligo maggiore o maggio-
re merito. .. Potete anche lasciare di ascoltare la Messa , in giorno
di festa , in casi di grande necessity".
Dopo 366 anni e ancora valida la sua opera, ancora reggono
i suoi figli nonostante la nequizia di questi tempi di naturalismo
serpeggiante in tutti gli stati, talc da inaridire I'ideale delta vita
religiosa a sacerdutale.
Non solo rcggonu he sue fondazioni, ma in Lui ritrovano it pro-
tettore ed it maestro molteptici istituti religiosi, conic i Religiosi
di S. Vincenzo de' Paoli, Padri c Fratelli (1845) per l'apostolato a
favors degli operai c dei poveri: i Missionari Servi dei Poveri (Boc-
cone del Povero) the ne adottarono Ic Regole c le Costituzioni (1887);
la Congregazione Vincenziana Malabarese (1927). Se poi diamo uno
sguardo all'Annuario Pontificio ecco Ic Religiose fondate da una
sua Figlia all'indomani della Rivoluzione Francese; Ic Sorelle Mi-
nistrc Bella Carita di Novara; le Suore Serve dei Poveri (Belgio);
Suore di Carita di Halifax (Canada); Suore di Carita di Hildcsheim
(Germania); Suore di Carita di Innsbruck (Austria); Suore di Cari-
ta di Padcrbon (Germania); Suore di Carita di Zagabria (Jugosla-
via); Snore delta Carita di Vienna (Austria); Suore delta Carita del
Principe di Palagonia, Palermo. Tutte queste Comunita femminili
aggiungono subito dopo it nome, to specifico "di S. Vincenzo de'
Paoli" per dire si trovano sotto la sua protezione e si ispirano ai
Suoi insegnamenti.
Fu dunque provvidenziale la esaltazione di S. Vincenzo a Pa-
trono universals di tutte le opere della Carita: net suo solco fecon-
do ne sono fiorite tante ed ancora ne fioriranno, fregiandosi del
suo nome benedetto, giacche dire Carita e dire S. Vincenzo dc' Paoli.
Carlo ZENCA C.M.




A causa del material de los dos ultimos numeros de esta revis-
ta el cronista deheria retomar aqui cl hilo de los acontecimientos
desde julio del ano anterior. Sin embargo, en to principal, y publi-
cable, va se ha dejado constancia de ellos en "Nuntia", si bien en
estilo telegrafico y sin comentarios.
Tal vez, pueda ser titil conocer algunos aspectos de la activi-
dad del P. General que habitualmente pasan desapercibidos, o so-
bre los cuales se pide mayor informaci6n.
- Las visitas del P. General a las Provincias. Estas visitas van
precedidas por una ahundante correspondencia activa v pasiva para
sugerir, proponer v decidir el plan general, primero, v, luego, el
itinerario preciso del viaje en si v de las visitas a Padres v Herma-
nas. Una vez decidido el programa, el P. General dedica muchas
horns a la meditacihn, reflcxion, consultas, inforntaciones varias
y it la redaccion de las homilias v discursos. Puedo decir que el mis-
mu P. General redacta los tcxtos. Los escribe a mano v en ingles.
Luego, son recopiados v reproducidos en fotocopias en varios ejem-
plares. A menudo se debe, pritnero, traducirlos at idioma del pais
visitado. Si algun dia alguien puhlica la coleccion de estas homi-
lias o discursos, la coleccion va esta siendo muy voluminosa, los
investigadores sohre la espiritualidad v cl cstilo vicenciano que pro-
pugna el P. Mc Cullen tendran una mina con rnuchisimos filones.
Podria darse que no todos los cohermanos sc den cuenta del
gran esfuerzo que le suponen at P. General estos continuos viajes
a traves de todos los continentes. Cada visita va precedida, ademas
de to dicho anteriormente, de on estudio pormenorizado del per-
sonal v de ]as obras; durance ellas, se puede constatar el afan por
la escucha, el dialogo. A simple vista esto puede parecer sencillo.
Y no lo es, habida cuenta. por to menus, los continuos cambios de
c lima, de idioma y hasta de comidas. Terminada to visita, un infor-
me es presentado al Consejo, el coal traza las lineal para la redac-
cion de una carta que sera enviada a la Provincia en cuestion; a
veces son varias las cartas.
Sea lo que sea en estos trasiegos por el mundo, el P. McCullen,
en sus cercanos 59 anos, esta en plena''vitaiita". Tat vet algo mas
Ilaco que hace cinco anos, tal vez con el platear de algunas canal,
pero imperturbablemente tranquilo e hurnoristico. Desde hace mas
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do un mes, las visitas estan suspendidas: el P. General esta presi-
diendo la AG de ]as Hijas de la Caridad. En julio se reanudar^in
las visitas; ellas se prolongaran hasta concluirlas antes dc nues-
tra AG-86,
J.-O. B,
Miembros , y colaboradores, de la Curia General
De gauche a droite: (assis), PP. Alrneida, Perez Flores, McCul-
len, Fr. Spano: (debout, 1 ° rang, P1'. Gaziellu, Henzmann. Bavlaclr
J.-O., Pnrcperini, Wvpvch, Piras; (2° rang), PP. Sheldon, Festari, Ri-
gazio: (mampic Fr. Nagel.
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P. ALBERTO PIRAS , nuovo POSTULATORE GENERALE
e ARCHIVISTA delta CURIA
Nasce it 30.7-1940 a Carbonia
(Cagliari), in Sardegna.
Corrrpie gli studi a Portoscuso
(Cagliari), nel Seminario Diocesa-
no di Iglesias, diretto dai nostri
Missiourari; nel Seminario Regio-
nale di Cuglieri (Nuoro); a Chieri,
sede de/Noviziato e dello Studert-
tato filosofico delta Provincia 7o-
rinese, ove entra in Comuniid it
6-10-1959. A 7orino, 1962-1966,
presso it Seminario S. Vincenzo
segue it Corso 1stituzionale di 7eo-
logia.
F ordinato Sacerdote it 2-4-1966, a Torino.
Svolge it ntinistero sacerdotale nel Seminario Arcivescovile di
Sassari (1966.67), nella rrostra Scuola Apostolica di Casale :Eton fer-
rato (1967-1972), quale collaboratore dell'rquipe educativa e insegnan-
te, poi come direttore.
Negli anni 1972-1976, Casa di Verbania Infra, si occupa dells .11is-
sioni at popolo, degli Esercizi alle Religiose, dei Ritiri ai Gruppi di
Adulti e ragazzi.
A Cagliari-Casa delta Missione, 1976-1984, ricopre gli of/ici di
economo, insegnante e direttore del Collegio delta Missione, econ-
elude it triennio di specializzazione in teologia donvnatica presso
la Facolta Teolugica del S. Ctcore. Al presente prepara la tesi per it
dottorato. Ha it diploma di Perito in grafopsicologia.
Dal 1979 at 1984 c' ntembro dell'Istituto Mirtisteriale di Ricerca-
Aggiorrranrento-Sperimentazione Didattica per la Regione Sardegna.
Ha it diploma di Postulatore (nuova formula).
USA - SOUTHERN PROVINCE
New mission area in Arkansas
Like so many things happening in the Province today, the
Arkansas Mission had its origin in the Provincial Assembly of
February, 1983, and was in specific response to the Mission State-
ment which came out of it.
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To insure that the ideals and goals of the Mission Statement
were translated into reality in the apostolates of the Province an
Evaluation and Planning Committee was appointed. Its members
were Fathers George Weber, Chairman, Paul Sauerbier and Miles
Heinen; its mandate to formulate criteria according to which the
present apostolates of the Province could be evaluated and future
ones selected.
During it meeting of this committee in the Spring of 1983 sim-
ple, clear criteria were adopted. These Criteria were published in
a September 1.5, 1983, letter of Father Dennis Martin and indicated
that the Core apostolates of the Southern Province would need to
be truly missionary and for the service of the poor. Other, cor-
relative apostolates were primarily intended to suppor these Core
apostolates.
Shortly thereafter, in a letter of October 24, 1983, Father Mar-
tin announced that the Province would establish a Pilot Project that
would reflect the values of the Province's Mission Statement and,
specifically, the criteria formulated by the Evaluation and Plann-
ing Committee and approved by himself and his Council. Three
priests of the Province would be appointed to make this Pilot Pro-
ject for the Province a realit The location for the Project was to
be one where there were few Catholics and many unchurched, that
was economically poor and rural.
During the Social Justice Forum at Marillac in November, 1983.
an impetus developed to have one or two Daughters involved in this
Project. An invitation was extended to Sister Bernice by Father
George Weber who by then had been appointed Coordinator for the
Pilot Project. For various reasons it was not possible for the
Daughters to accept this invitation.
In December, 1983, Fathers Lou Franz and Perry Henry were
appointed to be the second and third members of the Pilot Project
Team, although their appointments were not made public at the
time. Such appointments were important so that the Mission Team
could begin, with the Provincial and his Council, the necessary plan-
ning involved in such a new and relatively complicated apostolate.
On January 3, 1984, Fathers George Weber and Lou Franz met
with Father Martin to identify the crucially important elements of
the Project and the basic time table for its implementation.
The Mission Team of Fathers Weber, I lenrv and Franz met for
the first time at the end of January for it Dav of Prayer at the
Monserrat Retreat House near Dallas . All felt that it was absolute-
ly essential for the Project's success that it he begun in prayerful
discerning of what the Spirit wanted us to do. The Team was then
and is now convinced, perhaps more than ever, that the evangeliza-
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tion they are involved in depends completely on the action of the
Holy Spirit in response to prayer.
During these days of prayer a time table was agreed on for the
months remaining until January 1, 1985, when the Mission Project
was to be initiated. The team's commitment had to he part time
until August 1 because of involvement in present apostolates;
thereafter they would be able to give themselves Dull time to the
Project.
For three highly productive days in mid-February, 1984, the
Team met with Father Bernard Quinn at the Glenmarv Research
Center in Atlanta. Their primary objective was to seek help in selec-
ting areas within our Province that met the three criteria that had
been gradually arrived at, namely, that the area be missionary,
economically poor and have a significant number of Blacks. By mis-
sionary we meant there either be no or only a minimal Catholic
presence. We wanted a significant number of Blacks because of our
Province's committment to reach out in a special way to minorities.
During these three days at the Glenmarv Research Center we
also sought Father Quinn's advice and expertise and his recommen-
dations for reading in areas of special interest to his Project, namely,
Ecumenism, the Rural Reality of the South, Cultural Anthropology
and the whole Social Environment,
In Ma v, 1984, the Team met at the Center in Houston to spell
out the principal areas where more detailed action would need to
he taken once the Team assembled to work full time on the Project
after August 1. These areas where the selection of one or two
specific areas within the Province that met our criteria, working
out an Agreement with whatever Diocese would be involved,
deciding on such important matters as whether we should live
together or apart and, of course, financing.
On August I Fathers Weber, Henry and Franz met at the Center
in Houston to begin to work full time on the final preparation for
the Mission Project. They concluded from information sent to them
by Father Quinn that the Mission could be located either in north-
ern Mississippi or southern Arkansas. They decided to visit the six
counties in southern Arkansas that met the criteria set down first
in part because the Community was not yet represented in that
State. This visit by car took the better part of a week and confirm-
ed first hand that the counties were missionary, economically poor
and had a significant number of Blacks.
Next, the Team worked at the Center to hammer out the details
of an Agreement that could be used in determining the relation-
ship between the Province and the Diocese of Little Rock, if in fact
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the area in southern Arkansas was the one selected. This Agree-
ment was based on the Agreement drawn up for the Province' s rela-
tionship with the Vicariate of the Peten in Guatemala. Basically,
it sought to achieve a balanced working relationship between the
Southern Province and the Diocese in all matters.
With this Agreement in hand Father Martin was able to begin
negotiations with Bishop Andrew McDonald of Little Rock for a
new Mission for our Province in the counties of Lafayette, Nevada,
Dallas, Calhoun, Cleveland and Lincoln. Gradually, it was agreed
that Father Weber would be located at St. Anthony Catholic Mis-
sion in Fordyce and work in Dallas and Calhoun counties; Father
Henry would be located in Stamps and work in Lafayette and
Nevada counties and Father Franz would be located in StarCity and
work in Cleveland and Lincoln counties. In all, these six counties
would make up the Mission Area for which our Province would ac-
cept the challenge of Evangelization. Bishop McDonald appointed
members of the Team as his Vicars for Evangelization in these coun-
ties which remain technically part of three established parishes for
canonical reasons. On December 25, 1984, Bishop McDonald and
Father Martin signed the Agreement under which our Province will
work over the next ten or fifteen years to establish Eucharistic Com-
munities in each of the counties entrusted to our care, the ultimate
goal of this new Missionary apostolate.
One of the important and difficult decisions the Team had to
reach was whether to live together in a central mission house out
of which they would work or live apart some place in their respect-
ive counties. The Team finally decided on the latter course because
they concluded that identification with their people required their
living among them on a day to day basis. This is essential in rural
communities.
On January I, 1985, more or less, Fathers Weber, Franz and
Henry settled in to their bases of operation and began the slow work
of evangelization. They did so with the warm support of the priests
in the neighboring parishes and the Daughters of Charity located
in Pine Bluf'l and the warm welcome of the people in their coun-
ties, especially the relatively few, scattered Catholics.
Each week the Team meets in roation at Fordyce, Stamps or
Star City to enjoy each others company, pray and share informa-
tion about what they are doing and their plans for the future. The
Arkansas Mission seems to have gotten off to a good start. The road
ahead is long and difficult and your prayerful support will be need-
ed. We are confident of it as our Province takes vet another step
toward making its Mission Statement a working reality.
(Southern Pron.-Aetivs, vol. 9, N. 1l
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PARIS - BONDUES . - Activites missionnaires
du 1 Q1 Septe rrrbre 1983 au 31 Aoatt 1984
(7 confreres itinerants en activite)
REGIO.\".\'ORD (et Pas de Calais)
I mission de 17 jours avec 1 Missionnaire 17
12 semaines missionnaires de 8 fours 96 . j
8 triduurns (4 fours) clout 2 d'Annce Sainte 32
13 Communions Solennellcs (de 4 fours) 52j
I Retraite de Personnes Agees 5 j
Aisne: Missions d'un secteu rural de 42 paroisses du
doyenne d'Anizv-lc-Chateau, conmiencces en fevrier
1983 - 3emc tranche:
7 missions de 10 jours avec I missionnaire 70.j
1 mission de 17 jours avec 1 missionnaire 17j
5 missions de 17 jours avec 2 missionnaires 170 j
1 mission do 30 jours avec 4 missionnaires sous le cha-
pitcau, mission de regroupement des 42 paroisses:
13.500 hts 120 j
579 j
REGION EST (Lorraine , diocese de Nancy)
2emc tranchc des missions du doyenne de BAYON (43
paroisses ), conunencee a I'autonine 1982:
7 missions de 17 jours avec 1 missionnaire





1 animation de pelerinage marial 3.j
3 semaines d'Annee Sainte do 8 jours 24,1
Cites-du-Nord
2 missions de 17 jours avec 2 missionnaires 68 j
I Communion Solennelle 4 j
99 j
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REGION SOD-OUE:ST (Landes, Lot-et-Garonne,
Tarn-et-Garonnc, Limousin)
2 missions de 10 jours avec I missionnaire 20 j
5 missions de 17 jours avec I missiommire 85
3 missions Lie 17 fours avec 2 missionnaires 102
I mission de 22 jours avec 2 missionnaires 44 j
2 semaines d'Annee Sainte de 8 jours Ib
4 Communions Solennelles 10
I suppleance de clerge 13i
296 j
REGION R11O.%'F-III:RAULT
I retour de mission-Annec Sainte 15.1
I mission de 30 j avec 4 missionnaires sous le chapi-
teau a PRIVAS, Mission Occumenique des deux parois-
ses Catholique et de la Reforms ensemble: 11.000
habitants. 120
2 missions de 17j avec 2 missionnaires, au secteur ru-
ral de Privas 68 j
203 j
4 Retraites de Filles de la Charite 36 j
Service des Vocations (et week-ends) 23
Preparations des Missions 27
TOTAL des journees effectives des ministeres 1.410
INDONESIA - Le Pere General en visite a la Province
6-21 fevrier 1985
II est demande dans les Constitutions de la CM que le Pere gene-
ral, par lui-meme ou par un Lie ses Assistants visite touter Ies Pro-
vinces de la Congregation pendant les six ans de son mandat. Et
ceci pour mieux connaitre la realite vecue dans le travail apostoli-
que et aussi pour animer les diverses communautes dans I'esprit
vincentien. Cc devoir le Pere general le remplit avec beaucoup de
coins. C'est ainsi qu'au soir du 6 fevrier 1985, accompagne du P.
Gaziello, assistant general pour le Missions, iI embarque cur un vol
de la Garuda pour JAKARTA. La visite, qui a ete preceLlec deja de
deux visites de la Curie generale, va durer quinze jour. Pendant cc
Se-jour, le Pere aura ('occasion de rencontrer tous Ies confreres dans
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Ics diverses communautes do la Province. Et cornmc it est aussi
Superieur general des Filles de la Charite, it prendra Ic temps de
visitor les diverses maisons des Socurs et do les rencontrer une jour-
nee a la Maison proncialc de KEDIRI. Tout au long du voyage, le
P. REKSOSUSILO, Visiteur de Ia Province, sera not re compagnon
fidele et attentionne comme aussi Ic traducteur fidele des confe-
rences, homelies et reponses du Pete aux confreres. C'est lui qui
nous accucille a I'aeroport de JAKARTA.
JAKARTA, cette immense ville, capitale du pays, situee dans
I'ile de JAVA, nous la decouvrons dans la cohue d'un trafic qui
donne le frisson. Luxucuses voitures, presque toutes japonaises,
lourds camions, taxis pour voyageurs richies, bus de toutes dimen-
sions, taxis populaires et aussi cyclopousse, marchands ambulants
et charettes de toutes sortes, tout cola roule vile et sans trop res-
pecter le code. Noes decouvrons aussi divers quartiers de la ville,
les beaux quartiers qui ne depareraient pas chez noun et aussi le
quartiers populaires et les bidonvilles qui existent ici commie chez
noun, mais avec plus de misere. A JAKARTA nous visitons tin con-
f rerc indonesien qui tient une paroisse clans un quartier pauvre et
qui a choisi comme ligne pastorale la rehabilitation des categories
Ies plus pauvres.
Notre seconds ctape est la mission de KALIMANTAN, une autre
ile, ou sont etablis sept de nos confreres: I indonesien, I amcricain,
I suissc, 2 francais et deux italiens. Cette communautc internatio-
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nale est repartie Ic long du fleuve dans des postes que ]'on doit
rejoindre en pirogue. Aujourd'hui les confreres sont reunis a
NANGA-PINOH, un centre que Pon pout atteindre en avion. II est
bon d'entendre nos confreres parlor de leur apostolat dans cc qui
est Bien encore pays de mission. Les postes ou ils vivent au-milieu
des gees ne sont en fait que des points de depart pour les visites
clans les villages de I'interieur, visites difficiles car it n'y it qu'un
moyen de les atteindre, la marche a pied. Ici les confreres fideles
a Monsieur Vincent allient le service spirituel et Ic service social
des pauvres. II est aussi important, pour rendre credible I'Eglise
cornme aussi l'I vangile de batir des ecoles et des "asrama" ou
foyers pour les enfants scolarises loin de chez eux, que de catechi-
ser pour faire des chretiens.
La troisieme etape, la plus longue et c'est normal car 15 se
trouve le plus grand nombre de confreres et de maisons, est I'ile
de JAVA, le diocese de SURABAYA ou nos confreres hollandais ont
ouvert la Mission en 1923. Aujourd'hui, la province, tout en gar-
dant un caractere international par les confreres qui N. travaillent
est vraiment indonesienne. Ici noun aeons deja one majoritc de con-
Freres indonesiens et les vocations sont nombreuses : 33 etudiants
en philosophic et theologie sons formes au Seminaire de MALANG.
Et le Pere general a la tres grande joie de recevoir Ies Viceux de deux
jeunes cornme aussi de participer a l'ordination sacerdotale d'un
jeune confrere . Au seminaire de MALANG, Woos avons rencontre
I'avenir de la Province et cos jeunes, pleins d'enthousiasme et de
serieux, font bien augurer pour I'avenir.
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Nous avons visite les communautes de SURABAYA avec ses
diverses paroisses oil les eglises sort pleines, dans unc tres grossc
majorite de jeunes, ses cwuvres scolaires d'oct vicnnent de nombreux
catechumcnes et qui sont un temoignage d'Eglisc, ses divers mou-
vements d'evangelisation dont les moindres ne sont pas la Legion
de Marie et les Conferences de Saint Vincent. Nous aeons rencon-
tre les communautes de GARUM-BLIT.AR oct se trouve lc Petit Semi-
naire diocesain et diverses paroisses. Nous nous sommes arretes
a BLORA avec sa magnifique eglise en forme de bateau qui fend
la mer est I'auvre des confreres italiens do la premiere heure et
d'ou est partie I'idee d'un village pour Ics lepreux, ces marginaux
de la societe d'aujourd'hui commc du temps du Christ. Nous avons
decouvert a NGAWI I'czruvre d'assistance aux malades Iinancee par
des dons italiens . MADIUN nous a fait decouveir une paroisse tres
vivante oil les messes quotidiennes ont plus de gcns que dans nos
eglises le dimanche et oil les grouper charismatiques fleurissent.
MADIUN ou nos confreres ont mis en place one ecole de catechis-
tcs ou les jeunes prcparent lour futur ministere . A MALANG nous
aeons etc emerveilles du travail realise au centre pour handicapes:
plus de 700 enfants dans un cadre fort beau et surtout dans une
ambiance faite de sourire, de honte et de disponibilite. A KEDIRI
nous avons trouve une bonne equipe pastorale et decouvert une
eglise de style javanais batie en 1936 et qui, comme nos vieilles
cathedrales, pout servir de catechisme biblique et sacramentaire.
Et pat-tout nous avons senti vivre une Eglise jeune oil tine grande
part de la pastorale est consacree a la formation catechetique et
au service des pauvres. Nous avons senti partout combien nos con-
freres sont donnes it Ieur travail qui parfois cst accablant, tans it
y a des dernandes de la part des chretiens et des catechumcnes.
Les Filles de la Charite travaillent dans le meme sons. A SURA-
BAYA, DON BOSCO est le patron de I'orphelinat ou vivent 125 gar-
cons dans un climat familial et ou la musique a one grande part.
MALANG o6 la communaute hahite dans une maison que l'on a
peine de distinguer des maisons du quarticr et ocu le travail est la
mise en place dun projet de relevement des pauvres, leer offrant
un terrain et unc maison . II est bon de sentir que hies aides Ics gees
commencent a se sentir capables de se prendre en charge. BOJO-
NEGORO et CEPL' voient les S(rurs se consacrer aux spins infir-
miers et a 1'ecolc, tandis qua TULUNG-AGUNG Ics Swurs. qui
viennent d'v revenir, ont mis l'acccnt sur I'aidc a apporter aux pau-
vres cyclo-pousse, les aidant par une cooperative de medicaments
et d'aliments a ne pas titre des marginaux travaillant peniblement
sans presque aucun profit. Le centre de la province des Swurs est
a KEDIRI. Ici c'est le lieu de la formation, 6 Swurs au Seminairc
et 4 postulantes se preparent dircctement a titre "toutcs donnees
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a Dieu pour le service des pauvres". Elles ont eu a cur de presen-
ter au Pere general, quelques episodes de la vie de Sainte Louise
de Marillac prouvant ainsi qu'a cote de leur sens theatral cues
avaient hien saisi le sens profond de la pensee de la fondatrice. Ici,
les Scours ont bati un asile pour les dames agecs seules, c'est la
une premiere et un signe de la bonte de Dieu pour les pauvres: 25
dames vivent ici dans une ambiance faite de beaute et clans la bonne
humour, touter participant a la marche de la maison.
Et nous voici revenus a ROME, heureux de retrouver noire rnai-
son, rnais gardant au fond des veux lcs magnifiques paysages
d'INDONESIE, meme si nous n'avons pu jouer les touristes et visi-
ter BALI... et dans le ceeur la joie de pouvoir temoigner que I'esprit
de Saint Vincent vit dans cc pays ou ses fils et ses filles continuant
d'affirmer en actes Ic signe que Jesus donnait de sa Mission "les
pauvres sont evangelises..." et qu'ils sont "nos Seigneurs et nos Mai-
tics'.
Jean-Francois GAZIFI,I,O C.M.
USA - DENVER. - De Andreis House
I. A new era in formation
What does the formation program look like at De Andreis
House?
This is not an easy question to answer at this date because the
formation program is in its initial stage. However , we can present
our program in summary form.
The goal of formation on the theology level, as part of a life
long process of formation: is to assist confreres who are ready for
the theology level of formation to discern and to grow in the inter-
related areas which are necessary for them to be ready for full time
ministry as Vincentian priests. These areas are: 1) continuing
growth in apostolic holiness and wholeness; 2) deepening pastoral
understanding of theology; and 3) maturing competence in
ministerial skills.
It is in the theology level that the confreres move outward from
affiliation to incorporation to the mission. A concrete process to
facilitate this is a process of mutuality (personal goal setting, for-
mulation of a Community Plan, and evaluation of others), and,
therefore, the persons involved, formation team and students, are
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%6llinz to commit themselves to their own formation and to the
formation of others.
Much of the formation involved in deepening the pastoral
understanding of theology and the maturing competence in
ministerial skills is handled through the Vincentain student's in-
tegral ion with the St. Thomas Seminary programs, especially is this
in evidence in the areas of academics and Iield education.
The concentration and primary focus of formation at De An-
dreis House is continuing growth in apostolic holiness and
wholeness and community living. Of course, there will always be
a crossover and interrelationship of all areas of formation, but the
primary concern at De Andreis House is on the Vincentian dimen-
sion. The paramount values here are trust in and intimacy with God,
leading to respect for one's own humanness and for that of others,
and commitment of follow Christ the evangelizer of the poor in the
footsteps of St. Vincent DePaul.
Vincentian formation is a twelve month program which makes
available well developed programs of spiritual formation, pastoral
theology, and supervised ministry. All of this is to he nourished and
developed by sacramental life, (daily Eucharist, and Reconcilation)
and community, (common prayer, work, relaxation and faith shar-
ing).
Regular evaluation for accountability is an integral component
of Vincentian formation . Each confere evaluates himself and others
on the basis of their goals and the Community Plan. Each confrere
at De Andreis House is to be evaluated by persons and certain
groups outside the local community. As a whole, we are accoun-
table to the evaluative of the larger community. This process is guid-
ed by the formation team.
I thank all those confreres, friends, and benefactors who have
been instrumental in the realization of this new page in the history
of the Community. Please pray for us as we continue to work out
our future as a Vincentian house of formation.
Run R,4 MSON, C.M.
!l. The Transition in Vincentian Formation
The transition of the Vincentian formation program for those
preparing to be ordained priests began to occur years before the
decision was made to move the program from Lemont. Illinois to
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Denver, Colorado. The transition began to first occur when the de-
cision was made to transfer the theology program from Perryville,
Missouri to Lemont. In implementing that transfer, Father James
Fischer, then the provincial of the Western Province, said that the
De Andreis Institute of Theology was to be an "aggiornarnento" was
the word John XXIII used to describe the effect which the Second
Vatican Council was to have in the Catholic Church. Pope Paul VI
described the same effect as novus hahitus mentis, a new way of
thinking.
The program for preparing priests at De Andreis Institute of
Theology had to go through similar discovery pains as the Catholic
Church in developing the new way of thinking". Much of the pro-
gram in 1964 when the seminary in Lemont pagan looked like
seminaries fifty years before. But there were some small and signifi-
cant changes. During the nineteen years of that seminary's ex-
istence, changes continued to be developed as the local community
reflected on the Second Vatican Council and the new way of think-
ing" which the Council demanded."
One of the major changes which took place was a major re-
vision of the seminary curriculum which was guided by Father John
Minoguc. Prior to the revision, the curriculum was fundementally
the same for each student. However, the revision resulted in in-
dividual curricula designed for each student and he each student
in light of the Church's requirements and the talents and needs of
the student.
Father Phillip Van Linden likewise initiated a reformation of
the formation program with the assistcncc of a committee. The for-
mation program is intended to develop ministerial, spiritual and
emotional skills in the seminarian so that he can effectively be a
priest in the Catholic Church as we journey into the twenty-first
century with the Spirit of Saint Vincent DePaul. The result of the
committee's work was the formulation of a goal for theological for-
mation for the Western region of the Vincentian community.
The formation goal was implemented at De Andeis Institute
of Theology before Provincials and their Councils made the de-
cision to locate the theological program at Saint Thomas Seminary.
The implementation of the goal was through the development of
personal goals for formation developed by each student and through
the annual evaluations of each student.
The formation goal was further refined by the Transition For-
mation Committee to take into account the needs and resources
of the Church in the Colorado area. Further refinement will pro-
bably be necessitated by the lived experience of the Vincentians
at De Andreis House.
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I suspect that the work of developing a new program of'
theological formation for the Vincentian community in the Western
Region in the United States is far from complete. Noted Chuch
leaders, included the Holy Father, have remarked that we, the Peo-
ple of God, have only begun to put the Second Vatican Council in-
to effect; we are not vet aware of the implication of that momentous
event in the Church's life. The community of De Andreis, like the
Universal Church, has started to bring the Council's spirit into our
daily lives and mission. We seek the guidance of God's Holy Spirit
in our attempts and pray that we will follow Christ faithfully.
Alike JOYCE, C.M.
(The Dc Andreae, vol. I. N. 1, pp. 4-5)
El P. General v algunus iniembros do la Curia con un grupo
de Padresll:studiantes del L.coniano.
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MISCELLANEA
"PRESENZA VINCENZIANA", MARCH 1985
Interview with Very Rev. Richard McCullen, C.M.
Superior General of the Congregation of the Mission
1. The General Assembly, which is being prepared for 1986 is
an experience of the Spirit: Father Richard McCullen, with your mot-
to, "One body, one spirit in Christ", you have alluded to this ex-
perience. What are you pushing forward?
The unity of the Company was very dear to the heart of Saint
Vincent and it is a value that the Congregation must not only
preserve but also strengthen. If the unity of the Congregation is
deepened, we will be able to serve the Church better. We will be
able to preach the Gospel more confidently to the poor. The Church
has approved only one set of Constitutions for the Congregation
of the Mission. The Church sees us as one Community, one Con-
gregation, not several. God has throughout the history of the Con-
gregation blessed it with unity. In an age of pluralism we could lose
sight of the importance of unity. The phrase, "one body, one spirit
in Christ", is taken from the third Eucharistic Prayer. It seems to
me a particularly apt one because there is reference to both body
and spirit. If there is to be one spirit in the Congregation, there
must also be one body. We must nourish the spirit, so to speak,
of the Congregation, but also pay much attention to the structure
of the body in the Congregation. The spirit cannot exist without
the body, nor the body without the spirit.
2. Also the Company of the Daughters of Charity is preparing
for the General Assembly. What inspiration would you like it to have:
the service of the poor, evangelization, the mission in the local
Church, or all these together?
The invisible President of the General Assembly of' the
Daughters of Charity will be the Spirit of God Who breathes as He
\vill. It is He Who will give the Assembly its inspiration. The Sisters
all over the world are already praying that those who will par-
ticipate in the Assemble will be attentive to the Spirit of God. I have
confidence that the prayers of the Sisters will be heard.
The best fruit that we can hope from the Assembly of the
Sisters, which will be held in a few months' time, is deeper fidelity
to the Constitutions of the Company. Saint Vincent repeatedly spoke
about the importance of the observance of Rules to the first Sisters.
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Everything is in that . I have little doubt that today he would stress
for the Sisters of the world the importance of observing the letter
and the spirit of their new Constitutions. The service of the poor,
evangelization, and working for and with the local Church will
follow, if the Sisters are faithful to their Constitutions and Statutes.
3. You have said : " To promote the tuntY of the Congregation
is to promote its vitality. Can unity and diversity create harmonious
vitality for us Vincentians and, if so, how?
When in 1646 Saint Vincent was sending missionaries to my
own country, Ireland, he said to them: "Be united together and God
will bless you, but let it be by the charity of Jesus Christ, because
all other union, which is not cemented by the blood of this Divine
Saviour, cannot last. The spirit of Jesus Christ is a spirit of union
and of peace. How could you draw souls to Jesus Christ if you are
not united among yourselves and with Him? It is impossible. Have,
then, only one sentiment and one will, because otherwise you will
be like horses who are yoked to the one plow with some going one
way and others another way and so all is ruined." What Saint Vin-
cent had to say in 1646 is valid today. If there is not unity in the
Congregation, its vitality will be impaired at international, provin-
cial and local levels.
Of course there is a diversity of cultures and of characters
within the Congregation. Jesus Christ recognized and accepted a
diversity of characters among His own apostles, yet He still insisted
on the importance of unity. The "harmonious vitality" of which you
speak, is capable of realization. Otherwise Our Lord would not have
asked us to try to achieve it. It calls, of course, for a readiness on
the part of all of us to he unselfish and not to he too demanding
that our point of view he always accepted as a condition for our
cooperation.
4. Regarding the question of vocations: How are we Vincentians
today, full of hope and optimism, or concerned and worried? What
is our future?
Yes, vocations are few and all of us give much thought to the
subject of the future of the Congregation. Notwithstanding the
fewness of vocations, however, I find a genuine sense of joy in the
communities that I visit, whether of the Congregation or of the
Daughters of Charity. If our communities were not optimistic about
the future, there would be gloom; there would be no joy amongst
our Confreres and Sisters. I am convinced, however, that the Con-
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gregation needs to pray more earnestly for vocations. Some local
communities have abandoned the daily recitation of the traditional
prayer, Expectatio Israel, which for decades, if not centuries, was
used with great effect by the Congregation. I sometimes ask myself
it the Lord in recente years has not been forced to listen to us
discussing the problem of vocations amongst ourselves without our
addressing Him personally, directly and daily, as individuals and
communities, on the topic. Discussion on the topic of vocations is
important, but it must be proportionate to the prayer offered to
the Lord of the Harvest to send more labourers into the field.
As regards the future of the Congregation, it is in God's hands.
We cannot forecast it accurately. We will certainly be fewer in
numbers in the years ahead, in Europe anyway. Conditions for new
growth will be greater intensity in prayer, more reflection on the
vows and virtues which Saint Vincent wished to characterize us,
strong resistance to trends of secularism, and greater awareness
of the value of Christ's presence in the Blessed Sacrament. I am
convinced also that deeper devotion to the Mother of God is linked
to the future growth of the Congregation. That was the experience
of the Congregation in the last century when its numbers grew
dramatically after 1830.
5. What can we say on our pastoral orientations?
Many clear pastoral orientations are offered to us in our recent-
ly approved Constitutions. These Constitutions need to be studied
carefully, for they are a statement on the particular apostolates
which the Church and Saint Vincent would like us to assume to-
day. The Constitutions are what the word itself indicates. They set
us up in the Church and give us direction, not only for our personal
lives but also for the apostolates which the Church would like us
to take up and develop today.
Saint Vincent made it clear that the fundamental apostolates,
so to speak, for the Congregation were the preaching of missions
to the poor and the formation of the clergy. These two basic
apostolates provide large fields in which we could labour. The Prov-
inces are giving much thought to finding new forms of service in
these apostolates that are basic to the Congregation of the Mission.
The reflections of the Visitors at their meeting in Bogota in 1983
are also particularly valuable for future pastoral orientations.
6. Would you say a word about social communications and their
value for our service today?
Yes, social communications are very important for the mission
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of the Church and our Congregation today. We have only to think
of the enormous effect a simple television film on the famine in
Ethiopia has had on the world, to realize the power of the modern
media of communications. The television film on the famine and
drought in Ethiopia not only touched the hearts of millions of peo-
ple and moved them to contribute generously to the relief of these
suffering people, but has also galvanized governments into under-
taking projects to relieve the sufferings of the people in Ethiopia.
In the light of this experience, could one imagine Saint Vin-
cent not using modern means of social communication to make peo-
ple more conscious of their obligations in justice and charity
towards the poor-? The world of social communications is a com-
plex and competitive one. It is not always easy to catch the eye and
the ear of modern man. The children of this world are often more
clever than the children of light in capturing the eyes and ears of
our contemporaries. Much research still needs to be done. More
personnel need to be trained to use the modern media. Above all,
more persuasion must be used on those who control means of social
communications in our society. I say persuade, for throughout his
life persuasion was one of Saint Vincent's most useful weapons in
converting the rich and powerful of this world to think more of
their social obligations and of the plight of the poor. I have little
doubt that, if Saint Vincent were with us today, he would use to
the full modern inventions to help him solve the problems of
evangelizing and helping the poor. With his vision, his genius for
organization and, above all, his intense spiritual life, he would study
the nature of our social problems and then, relying on the Provi-
dence of. God, seek the means of solving them.
DECLARACIONES DEL SUPERIOR GENERAL
AL DIARIO "MENORCA"
El P. McCullen, superior general de los PP. Paules e Hijas de
la Caridad, es un irlandes, alto y robusto, dotado de gran persona-
lidad, en la que se combinan la amabilidad, el sentido del humor,
la energia, la decision, y profunda conviccion de la preferencia en
el servicio a los pobres, carisma caracteristico de las familias ecle-
siales fundadas por San Vicente de Paul.
En un breve intervalo del in- permanencia en Menorca, acce-
tenso programa de sus activida- dio gustosamente a responder a
des en las pocas horas de nuestras preguntas.
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-Desde la oporttntidad de oh-
servacion que le da sit rniniste-
rio de superior general i,como
ve el montento actual de la igle-
sia?
-Hay en la iglesia actual
aspectos muy positivos, que, co-
mo en toda su historia se mcz-
clan con otros negativos, segue
el simbolismo de la parabola
evangelica del "trigo N. la ci-
zana". El liderazgo extraordina-
rio del Papa Juan Pablo 11
constituve uno de los principa-
les aspectos positivos. A este se
suman, entrc otros, el esfucrzo
v afan por encarnarse en la rea-
lidad de nuestro tiernpo con
espiritu de servicio evangelico.
Cierta depreciacion de la villa de
fe v oracion, v falta de audacia
c imaginacion pastorales po-
drian contarse entre los elemcn-
tos negativos. Esta intcrferencia
de aspectos positivos v negati-
vos es, como he manifestado an-
tes, una constante de Ia historia
de la Iglesia. Lo importante es
que asumamos nuestra situa-
cibn con actitudes autentica-
mente cristianas de entrega
esperanzada y generosa.
-ZCcimo describiria la acvua-
lidad de las 1/ijas de la Caridad
v de los PP. Patiles?
-Las Flijas de la Caridad con-
tinuan siendo la Iantilia eclesial
nuis numerosa con mas do
33.000 miembros esparcidos por
todos los continentes. Se esfuer-
zan por servir a Cristo en la per-
sona de los pohres, fieles asf a
los ideales fundacionales de San
Vicente v Santa Luisa, de Maril-
tigos del Evangelio viviendo ]as
virtudes caracteristicas: la sen-
cillez, la humildad, y, sobre to-
do, la caridad.
Los Padres Patilcs, unos 4.000,
estan muv interesados en revi-
talizar las "Misiones Popula-
res", adaptandolas a nuestros
tiernpos. Tengo tamhicn un gran
interes en que se dediquen con
mayor intensidad a la obra de la
formaci6n del clero, otro de los
ministerios concretos que Ics
asignu San Vicente. Han sufri-
do, comp otras congregaciones,
la crisis de vocaciones, aunque
parece que comienzan a supe-
rarla.
-Si comparamos la epoca de
San Vicente v la nuestra l,cudn-
do ha teuido mas sensibilidad la
iglesia hacia los pubres'
-En la Iglesia actual sc evi-
dencia una mayor scnsihilidad
hacia los pobres . La opcion pre-
ferencial , expresada en el Con-
cilio Vaticano II v en Medellin,
In demuestran, asi cones la con-
vicciOn general de los cristianos
de nuestros dias. Sin embargo
hemos de evitar juzgar a las epo-
cas anteriores puesto que su
contexto fue diferente del nues-
tro.
-Las conrunidades cristianas
de America Latina v Africa ,se-
ran la Iglesia del jutnro?
-Ciertaniente a esas comuni-
dades se las considera esperan-
za de la Iglesia, %. ofrecen,
realmente, motivos fundados
para crcerlo asi; por ejemplo el
Ilorecimiento vocacional, que
lac. Intentan seriamente scr tes- contrasta con el descenso sufri-
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do en las iglesias europeas. No
obstante, la Iglesia sera, y debe
ser siempre universal.
-La sociedad enropea parece
haberperdido suorientaciortcris-
tialta i,le parece justificada esta
apreciacidn?
-Indudablemente los euro-
peos, en general, hemos perdido
el sentido de la trascendcncia.
Hemos intensificado el sentido
social, la preocupacion porla jus-
ticia v los cferechos humanos,
pcro ha disminuido nucstra
espiritualidad. Cultivamos me-
nos la oracicin v la meditacion.
I-lay un esceso de activismo. Ne-
cesitamos todos la tranquilidad
de esta maravillosa isla de Me-
norca.
-,Quc cuulidade s observa en
las c•cnrucuidades viceucianas
espain,la.s?
-Quicro resaltar su alcgria,
su entrega, su espiritu de fe,
cualidades mantenidas a pesar
de la crisis vocacional, que tam-
bien han suf'rido. Actualmente
estan buscando con ilusion v ge-
nerosidad nuevos caminos v
nuevas lormas de realizarsu tes-
timonio. Su esperanza no ha de-
caido y estoy seguro que conta-




Una galleria di ritratti
Nei numercr f, di \'incrntiana drl 1980, if padre .lose-Ori„I Bav-
lach ha presentato Lill sintetico ma interessante studio sui Supe-
riors Gencrali delta Congregazione. In esso ha fatto un voto, c cioe
ha suggerito la possibility di una storia dei superiori stessi.
Nell'articolo ha anche offerto una "galleria" di volti. Diverse
case hanno una collezione di ritratti, the pert, per varie ragioni s'in-
ter•rompe. Una casa the ha uuti i ritratti (lei superiors generali -
e non solo delle foto - c it Collegio Alberoni di Piacenza, delta pro-
vincia romana. (1) Il superiors Bella casa, it p. Carlo Braga ha sug-
gerito al p. Francesco Petrini , the negli intcrvalli di tempo Ira una
missionc all'altra si dedica alla pittura, di completare la collezio-
ne the si arrestava al p. Bore. L'artista - ricordiamo the iI suo
Home e giy molto conosciuto in Italia, e i suoi lavori, soprattutto
di grafica, ma anche di pittura e scultura, hanno una quotazione
the sale continuamente - ha eseguito una serie di monocromie ec-
cellenti. Sono ritratti the parlano molto piu di tanti giudizi. L'au-
tore ha saputo scavare " dentro". La quality delle loto non rende
pienamente ragione del fascino degli originali. Davanti ai volti piu
conosciuti, invece the commentare: "era proprio cosi", viene da
dire: "si comportava proprio cost".
Luigi :191,'ZZADRi C.M.
(1) anche la Casa Pro%inciale della Prov. di I3arcellona (n.r.).
X 1 X ^rG.. ^.- ,
1933 --t939
e2c
5-7 1957 4 rn ^_.
.4 4 ( ?r.
19G8 -- iggq
XX !1 4 ^... .
XX`^. don .
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i LA IMAGEN MAS ANTIGUA DI: ESPANA?
1. Hace unos dos anos que el
Consejo Provincial tie las Hijas
de la Caridad de la Provincia
de Barcelona aprobo la con-
struction tie un MUSEO VI-
CENCIANO, referente a la
Compania en Espana, en sus
primeros cincuenta ands; va
que nacio en Barcelona v pron-
to se cumplira el 200 aniversa-
rio.
En no%iembre de 1983, al pa-
sar la Visita Can6nica en las
Contunidades de Herntanas
del Hospital militar de Barce-
lona, en el recreo se hablo de
como se preparaha el Museo
Provincial: objetos que se reco-
gian, documentos hallados,
pinturas e imagenes, libros...
En eso salio la referencia de
que "parece que en cl coro de
la Iglesia, arrinconadas, hay
unas %icjas imagenes".
Fui it] It inmediatamente con
la Hna . Sir% iente, con verdade-
ras ansias e inquictud de hal-
lar un tesoro. Lleno de polvo,
en un rincon, mirando a la pa-
red, habia varias imagenes,
una mas gruesa, chata, de tal-
la, en tronco ahuecado pot- de-
tris... j,seria Sari Vicente?
Quitado el polvo y telaranas, a la luz de una tarde imprecisa,
con gran alegria, pudimos comprobar que, efectivaniente, se pare-
cia it nuestro santo Fundador.
2. La imagen' va esta en la Residencia de ".Maria Reina", en espc-
ra de set- colocada en el museo. con cierta incertidumbre; porque
faltaha algo muy importante: el estudio de esa obra de arte, y bus-
car Iuces sobre su originalidad. He ahi aigunas deducciones que
inc hacia, nacidas de una busqueda ansiosa v reflexion prolongada:
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- La primera Iglesia de los Padres Panics se construvo en Bar-
celona, de 1710 a 1746, en el recinto de la casa, pues era capilla
interior v no daba a la calle.
- San Vicente fuc canonizado en 1737 por el Papa Clemente
XI1. ,Como la celebrarian los Misioneros de la Ciudad Condal?
- En 1823 la Casa Cue expropiada N. convertida en Hospital mi-
litar. La Iglesia se conservo y se continuer el culto en ella conto ca-
pilla del Hospital.
- En 1896 cl Hospital militar fue entrcgado al cuidado de las
Hijas de la Caridad.
- Tenenios fotografias rnuv antiguas, de principios de siglo,
v esta misma imagen de San Vicente, esta colocada en la urna si-
tuada a la izquierda del presbitcrio , sobre gruesa peana . Al otro
lado csta una Inmaculada.
- Cuando la guerra civil espanola en 1936, la Iglesia se cerro
y fuc conservada por encontrarse en recinto militar, aunque sin
culto. Las Hermanas ahandonaron el edificio, peru el administra-
dor general, C'omandante Juan Garcia Lozano, que apreciaba mu-
cho a la Connmidad'guardo y escondi6 todas sus cosas v objetos,
de tal forma que al terminar la guerra civil N. regresar las Hernia-
nas, recogieron sus mismos hahitos v dcmas enseres.
- Durante la guerra de 1936-1939, se inauguro un nuevo Hos-
pital militar. Ahora las Ilijas de la Caridad, it su regreso, traslada-
roll Codas sus "cocas" a la nueva Residencia; entre ellas bellas v
valiusas imagenes de la Virgen Milagrosa, la Inmaculada ... v esta
imagen del Santo. Pero prefirieron comprar otro nuevo "mas bo-
nito", rclegando cse al desvan de los trastos viejos. Y gracias a esta
triste realidad, se ha podido recuperar.
- La imagen del Santo es barroca, estilo anterior at neoclasi-
co que en Cataluna abarca entre 1770 v 1840. Tal vez podriamos
situar la talla de la imagen entre 1710 v 1770, en pleno siglo XVIII.
- Imagen tallada en pino, bastante bier conservada; la altura
es do 1,50 nits. Viste manteo negro muy perfecto, Ileno de arrugas
superpuestas que sostiene con la mano derecha pegada al cuerpo;
esta mano derecha es toda una obra de arts, con detalles de unas,
arrugas, circulaciones... La cara y rostro es tambirn perfecto, pe-
ro parece que ha lido, en algun nurrento , algo repintado. La mano
izquierda no parece set- la original; sostiene v levanta un Crucifijo
que tampoco es el primitivo. Los ojos estan Bien pintados sobre ma-
dera; Boca pequena, barba v pelo canoso. Aureola muv simple orla
su cabeza. El aspecto general do la imagen es de un anciano vene-
rable.
3. Y vino Cl estudio tecnico. Logramos encontrarnos con el Sr.
Luis Monreal v Tejada, expcrto en arts, Licenciado en Derecho e
Historia, ex Comisionario del Patrimonio Artistico Nacional, Micm-
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bro de la Real Academia de Buenas Lett-as de Barcelona, Correspon-
diente de las Reales Academias de Bellas Aries de S. Fernando de
Madrid y S. Luis de Zaragoza; y isle fue su veredicto.
El canto esta en pie, con el cucrpo ligeramente inclinado hacia
su hombro izquierdo. Vistc sotana v amplio manteo que recoge con
sit mano derecha. En la izquierda empuna y muestra on crucifijo-
El rostro no es rigurosamente fiel al retrato de Simon Francois.
Probableinente el escultor no dispuso de rnas modclo que alguna
estampa y ademas es seguro que los repintes han alterado su cx-
presion. Hay que destacar la noble monumentalidad del ropaje y
de sus pliegues, asi conto el dctallado estudio de la mano derecha.
Todo ello acusa unit extraordinaria ntaestria en sit actor, v justif'i-
ca la atrihucion que proponentos.
Epoca y estilo: Transicion del Barroco al Neoclasico. Siglo
XVI11
Autur: Atribucion it Luis Bonifas Masso (1730-1786)
Obse ri aeioties: La atribucion a Luis Bonifas se hace por confron-
tacion estilistica. La inconfundible manera de resolver los pliegues
del ropaje por pianos, aristas v curvas,asi coma la calidad del mo-
delado tienen ahsoluta analogia it las obras documentadas de di-
cho maestro, especialmenic con los relieves del Coro de la Catcdral
de Lerida, que Bonifas ejecuto a partir de 1774.
Titnlo: San Vincente de Paul.
Propiei1a 1: Hijas de la Caridad. Barcelona.
Procerlenciu: Procede esta estatua del convento e Iglesia dedi-
cada a San Severo y San Carlos Barromco, en Barcelona, junto a
la Calle do Tallers, que levantaron los Padres Patiles, durante mas
de cien anos, a partir de 1705...
Esperamos ahora ponerlo en manos de otro experto cn arte pa-
ra que Ic de una cura, limpieza y delicada perfeccion.




de las Hijas de la Caridad
Con gran scncillez. Nues-
tra Madre Duzan acepta
ser entrevistada por el
"Correo de la Asamblea".
Madre, ha llegado usted a
la Asamblea General comU
Visitadora de Toulouse v
saldrei de ella como Madre
General. ^Cual es su prime-
ra intpresion?
Le repito sencillamente
lo que dipe esta rnanana en
la Asamblea: "Lo que El
quiere es lo quc yo prefic-
ro...... frase que es de San-
to Margarita Maria, mi patrona. Hoy sohre todo, icuesta decirlo!
pero lo hago en espiritu de obediencia, v con toda humildad acep-
to este servicio a la Compania, sabiendo que el Senor suele servir-
se de pobres instrumentos...
Es usted la 61" Madre General. La segurtda, Margarita Cheri f,
procedta de la ciudad; la tercera, Maturi ►ta Guerin, era campesina.
Y usted?
Yo soy del campo, con todas las caracteristicas propias de los
rurales: prudencia, confianza en la Providencia, esa capacidad de
espera que hacia pasar a San Vicente por lento.
Pero , como San Vicente , soy gascona , de la misma tierra que
el, gascona con esa pizca de humor quc desdramaiiza las cosas,...
pero que no por eso deja de decir lo que quiere decir.
Como Santa Luisa, mire usted I in. 50. 4,Tiene usted otros pun-
1os co ►rrunes con nuestra Fundadora?
iCompararme con Santa Luisa! i,Como atreverme a ello?... San-
ta Luisa amaba a Dios; creo poder decir que es la base de toda mi
vida: "Lo que El quiere es lo que yo prefiero...... Como Santa Lui-
sa, me parece quc tengo el sentido de la organizacidn. Me ocurre
poder Ilevar de frente 'arias cosas a la vez.. Me parece igualmente
que Santa Luisa era muy viva; pucs esto tambien lo comparto con
ella.
Estd usted en la Contpaizia desde pace 38 ahos. ,Cuales Iran si-
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do stns nravores alegrras en el servicio a los Pobres?
Durantc 23 anos he trabajado como Asistente Social en la Ofi-
cina de Avuda Social, en Burdeos; por lo tanto, con los mas pobres
cie la Ciudad. iCuantas alegrias me ha proporcionado estc servicio!
Alli, verdaderamentc, aprendi to quc es el contacto individual v la
relacion personal de avuda a tantas personas quc vivian en sole-
dad, mavormente ancianos.
i,Puedo preguntarle males !rail silo sus rnomentos aids di fici-
les?
Los cierres de casas. Como Hermana Sirviente, he pasado por
trey... El Hospital de Ninos en el que vivi mis primeros 20 anos,
8 de ellos como enfermera, vio tambicn la retirada tic las Hijas de
la Caridad.
Viene usied de la Provincia de Toulouse gate time la dieha de
poseer la Casa Metal - e! Berceau - de San Vicente. i,Que es lo que
ntds admira usted en el?
San Vicente, ante todo, es un content plat ivo. De no set- asi, no
hubicra hecho nada. Me parecc que no se pone bastante de relieve
este aspecto: "...hijas arias, si podeis, haced oracion it toda hora..."
A la Superiora General incumbe el cargo de gobernar la Com-
paiua. i,Podria usted decir en que pantos le parece irrtportarne in-
sistir?
La unidad dentro de la fidelidad at carisma, a traves de
nuestras riquezas diversas v nucstras complementariedades. Es lo
quc cl Padre McCullen ha subravado esta manana.
i,C'uales soli las orientaciones que zomara usted con sit Consejo?
Es usted nurv rapida... Primero habra que esperar la eleccion
del Consejo... Nos hemos entregado a Dios para servir a los Pobres.
Este Servicio motiva toda nuestra vida. Pero es muv importante
Scar antes que hacer. Yo no temcria decirlo y repetirlo.
("Correo de la Asamblea", n. 2, p. 2-3)
LA AG-85 DE LAS HIJAS DE LA CARIDAD
Notas a vuela pluma - Conversando con Sor Duzan - Alo-
cucic n del Papa
1. - Miembros , trabajos , elecciones - Despucs del Retiro pre-
paratorio que tuvo Lugar en la Casa-Madre, rue du Bac, en Paris,
a principios de mavo. la AG-85 tie las Hijas de la Caridad dio co-
mienzo cl 16 de mavo, en Roma, Casa do "Maria Immacolata", en
la via Ezio. El Padre General, en su alocucibn tie apertura, toman-
do pie del texto tie Jcrcmias (6,16), v como Presidcnte de la Asam-
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blea, invite a "hacer un alto en la encrucijada de los caminos, mirar
hien los caminos del pasado, v vivir el pasado en el presente, si-
guiendo los caminos de los Fundadores... Dejemos que ellos nos
guien v no caminenws delante guiandoles a ellos; no necesitamos
tanto provcctar nuestros pensamientos en el espiritu de los Fun-
dadores que dejarles a ellos provcctar los suvos v, solve todo, sus.
principios espirituales, en nuestros ecpiritu. N. corazoncs". Despues,
Sor Roge, Ilegada al termino de sus dos pcriodos, of recio unas
reflexiones sobre la panoramica de la Compauiia en los ultimos cinco
anos, en base a tres pancles: accion de gracias, realidades inter-
nas, puntos de esperanza.
- Irrtegran la AG 171 mierrrbros: per of icio, cl Consejo Gene-
ral, con la Economa v la Secretaria Gencrales, las Visitadoras de
las 74 Prov. % Vicc-Provincias; per eleccion, al menos una delega-
da por cada Provincia, pcro las Prov. que cuentan entre 750 v 1499
Hermanas, tiencn dos dclegadas (en este case son 10 Prov., i.e. 6
do Espana, 3 de Italia v una de Francia); v 3 dclegadas en ]as Prov.
do mas de 1.500 Hermanas (2 Prov. de Espana). Un numcroso per-
sonal auxiliar asiste a las sesiones de la AG, pero sin scr micmhros
de ella: una Visitadora recien nombrada pcro sin asunrir todavia
el cargo, 2 Secretarias, 40 traductoras de 15 paises, 2 encargadas
cle grahar lode cuanto se dice en las sesiones generates, 3 de la co-
mision de redaccion v la secretaria del comite de prensa. Todas
estas Hermanas, hajo la Prcsidencia del P. McCullen at que acom-
pana el P. Lloret, Director General, laboran, segun los casos, en di-
versos gropes: una comision de coordinacion (8), las moderadoras,
por turno, do la sesiones, (10); escrutadoras (4), grupos do trabajo
(14 donde estan todos los micntbros de la AG), comisiones de re-
daccion (4, para ingles, espanol, frances, italiano), de prensa (10,
representando los grupos linguisticos), de liturgia (1 I ). Err "Maria
Immacolata" estan alejadas 135 Hcrmanas, en "Santa Marta", Va-
ticano, 80, v en "Santa Luisa", vecina a "Maria Immacolata", 20.
Para atender a todo estc personal. hay una veintena de otras Her-
manas que trabajan para asegurar los servicios de acogida.%infor-
macion, comidas, lavado de ropa, secretaria.
- La AG trabaja en base a lus tlocunrentos de la Conrision de
St'ntesis de los aportes de las Pro%incias . de los Postulados v Pro-
puestas . Dc estos documentos sohresalen sietc ternas : pertenencia
it la Comunidad , servicio a los pobres, actitud do sirvientc , enrai-
zamiento en la fc, vida fraterna, miembros v su formacion , gobier-
no. Todos los grupos trabajan sohre un mismo terra; una comision
cle relatoras hace la sintesis de los trabajos de grope v los presen-
ta a la Asamblca . En sesiones plenarias , se Ios estudia v, si hay lu-
gar, sc precede a votaciones.
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- El lanes de Pentecostes (fecha traditional en Santa Luisa),
27 de nutvo, tuvo lugar, por la manana, la election de la nueva Su-
periora General. Sor Ana Duzan. Visitadora de la Prov. de Toulou-
se resulto elegida v acepto el cargo. Para Ilegar a este resultado,
v habida cuenta del numcro de flermanas en el mundu (al 1° de
enero de este ano 1985, eran (contando ]as "seminaristas"), 32.946
en 74 paises), el procedimiento que se sigue es el siguiente (Estat.
37): el Superior General a finales del ano pasado envio unas 500
cartas para consults it los mienibros de los Consejos Provinciales
v a las que fueron miembros de la tiltima AG; hecho el recuento
de las respuestas, el P. General lo presento al Consejo General; este,
de este recuento, selecciono diet nombres que fueron propuestos
a la AG, siendo claro que cada cual era libre para votar por otros
nombres. Ouicn resulte electa debe alcanzar por lo menos la mayo-
ria absoluta
- El 8 de junco tuvo lugar las elecciones de las Consejeras Ge-
nerales. Cada Asamblea Prov. habia propuesto unos nombres. Los
Consejos Prov. hicieron el recuento de estas propuestas c informa-
ron al Consejo General. Este, a su vez, confecciono una Iista de los
nombres propuestos para los 8 grupos linguisticos, V los presento
it estos grupos en la AG. Estos, a su vez, seleccionaron ti-es nom-
bres para cada grupo. Por fin, la AG eligio a las Consejeras Gene-
rales. Fueron reelegidas las cinco que terminaban un primer
periodo: Sor Magermans, holandesa, por la lengua alemana; Sor
Denton, australiana, por la lengua inglesa; Sor Ramaccini, italia-
na, por la lengua italiana; Sor Barros, brasilena, por la lengua por-
tuguesa y Sor Chorala, polaca, por las lenguas eslavas. Las nuevas
elegidas fueron: Sor Rueda, espanola, ex Visitadora de Granada,
por Espana; Sor Reynoso, guatemalteca, Visitadora de America Cen-
tral, por America Latina, v Sor Foucherot, francesa, Visitadora de
Africa del Norte, por la lengua francesa.
- El 21 de junio se verifico la election de la Asistenta General.
Para ello el Consejo General, de entre sus miembros, escogio a ties
nombres que fueron propuestos a la AG la cual eligio it Sor Maria
Luisa Rueda.
- El dia anterior, los miennbro. ele la AG Fueron recibidos por
el Papa. A la audiencia participaron otras Hermanas (un total dc
230), el Superior General con los PP.Lloret, Sheldon N, Perez Flo-
res. Luego de su alocucion (que se publica Inds adelante), el Papa
saludo a cada una de las personas v les hizo un regalo, mientras
tanto siete reporteros graficos sacaban numerosas Iotografias.
- Aparte el trabajo ordinario, la AG ovo varias experiencias
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de apostolados, las "esperanzas" de las Hermanas jovenes, y diser-
taciones de los Cardenales Hamer y Etchegaray. Uno de los traha-
jos mas Aridos y "conflictivos" ha sido la adaptacion de [as C&S
al nuevo Codigo dc Derccho Canonico; el P. Perez Flores fue llama-
do a prestar su aguda en esta labor.
- Al redactar estas lineas, parece quc la AG se clausurara el
29 de junio v que se enviara a la Compania un "mensaje".
II. - Conversando con Sor Duzan, nueva Superiora General
- Para completar la entrevista publicada por el "Correo de la Asam-
blea", deje pasar los primeros (has del trasiego v emociones. Esco-
gi el domingo 16 de junio para solicitar un encuentro con Sor Duzan,
pensando que estaria mas libre. Dc hecho ella estuvo todo este do-
mingo recihiendo a Hermanas, pero me atendici a las 6 de la tarde
en su despacho de la casa "Maria Immacolata". En el despacho ad-
junto, mientras esperaba el turno, Sor Brossard, secretaria gene-
ral. me cntrctuvo sobre algunos aspectos organizativos v materiales
de la AG. A los pocos minutos vicne Sor Duzan que me invita a pa-
sar a su despacho. Los dos solos iniciamos una conversacion.
- %Que clase do entrevista prefiere?: ZVd. me contesta y to-
do se graba ert el magnetof(in?, o bien, Zle cntrego las prcguntas
v Vd. contesta por escrito mas tarde?, o hien, i,conversamos v Co-
mo algunas notas? - Mejor habletnos, hay orris espontaneidad en
una conversacian, v tome Hulas si desea - Entonces, he aqui mi
primera pregunta: "^,cual es su "curriculum vitae"?; lei en el "Os-
servatore Romano" que Vd. naci(i en Loupiac-de-La Reolc - Es an
paeblito cercano a la pequena ciudad de La Reole. - En mis ma-
pas no he encontrado este pueblecito; La Reole, si, situada a unos
55 km. al sud-este de Bordeaux - La Reole es rrtds conocida - Se
trata do una region fronteriza entre las antiguas regiones de Guic-
na v Gascuna; yes Vd. gascona o...?" Me corta enseguida: "No, rto!
Soy gascona! Todos mis antepasados desde ntrtchisintas generacio-
rtes atrds heat sido gascones! - ,C6mo San Vicente? - Asi es!, gas-
cona , del campo coma el". De La Reole al "Berceau", en linea
directa, se cuentan unos 125 knm. "4Cuando nacio? - En ocvubre
de 1921 - ZEn quc dia? - Para que precisar mds... - Asi quc fue
elegida al tener 63 anos". Sor Duzan dihuja un gesto con las ma-
nos, quc podria expresar "aceptacion" y "obediencia".
- Frente a frente, estamos sentados cn dos sillas. Sus manos
cruzadas sobre el regazo y, como es vivaz, de vez en cuando un ges-
to subraya sus palabras. Yo garrapateo notas taquigraficas, pero
al preguntar veo unos ojos que despiden aguda penetracion. Sor
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Duran es de talla pequena (cl "Corrco", ha dicho was arriba, que
mide 1,50 in., con-to Santa Luisa); puede set-; de todos nurdos es al-
go mas pequefia que la talla que yo wide (1,58 m.). Un instante pa-
sa por mi niente el refran que se suck aplicar a los de talla pequena,
no se si para consolarnos o como rellejo de la realidad: "esencias
do perfumes en frascos pcquenos Sc guardan" (el equivalcnte fran-
ces: "dans Ies petits pots, les bons onguents".
- iOue hizo de joven? - f'tci ima joven del campo como las
denies, solo que, aclemds, me dediquc al apostolado entre las nut-
chachas rurales: ingrese en el Alovirnierito de la Acciort Catcilica Ru-
ral Femenina : aridando el tiempo tree nombraron Responsable
Regional de este 1Novirrtiento - Todo lo cual le supondria reunio-
nes, cursillos, encuentros, etc. - Asi fue - Y, i,hasta cuando? -
Hasta 1947 cttattdo ingrese en la C'ontpaitia de las Hijas de la Cari-
dad - i,Sus destinos? - En los prinreros altos, siempre en Bordeaux;
dnrante unos 20 altos en el Hospital de Niiios, siendo, adenuis, en-
fermera por 8 afios - i,Luego? - He rniana sirviettte por tres oca-
siones; por macho tiempo, cotno Asistente Social, lie trabajado en
la Oficina de Avuda Social de Bordeaux - i,Y despues? - Alas tar-
de me nombraroti Lconorna Provincial de la Provincia de Toulou-
se y, en 1982, Visitadora de la znisnra.
- "Hablemos de su vocacion; ,que Ic impulso, o quiches le in-
dujeron a ingresar en las Hijas de la Caridad? - Lo tinico que me
impulso fee nit deseo de darnte enterarne me a Dios - i,I lubo algun
acontecimiento que funciono como despertador de este impulso?
- No hobo rtada de particular; vo estaba ejerciendo oil apostolado
en favor de las nntchachas de los sectores rurales v surgi6 en ??it
este deseo, darm' tuda a Dios; eso foe ludo. - Pero, Lliubo aIguna
persona que intervino en particular? - No; nadie ititervino - Sin
embargo estc desco de darse a Dios entcramente es un deseo de
tipo general; en camhio en la vocacion a la vida de Hija de la Cari-
dad, hay algunos aspectos mas especificos. - Sin Buda, pero yo so-
lo deseaba darnte a Dios enteratnente; eso es todo. - Entonces, en
concreto, ,que la dctcrmino a solicitar sit ingreso en la Comuni-
dad? - Fue una circntistancia m u 'v seticilla. - i,Cual? - ho la ciu-
dad de La Reole, habit rata casa de Hijas de la Caridad; Yo lets
cotiocia, v alli me dirigi '. A medida que Sor Duzan contesta a mis
preguntas, tengo la clara impresion de que, de joven, v ahora, ella
es una personalidad hien definida: sake to que quiere v lo dice di-
rectamcnte; no anda con rodeos. Insisto: "pero, ,no hubo en su vi-
lla de joven, o mas tarde, alcuna experiencia espiritual de tipo
particular? - No; nittgttna; ya le dije, vo tan s6lo deseaba darnte





- "Lo que ha hecho ya lo ha dicho en terminos genet-ales: en
sus 38 anos de 1-lija de la Caridad, servicio a los ninos en on hospi-
tal Como enfermera, servicio a gente desvalida, como Asistente So-
cial, y servicio a la Comunidad en puestos de responsabilidad,
digamos administrativa, i,podria senalar algtin aspecto particular?
- Particular, no creo; es el mismo servicio que prestan tantas y tan-
tas Her►nanas; si acaso, en largos ahos el contacto directo en el ser-
vicio de toda clase de pobres". Las palabras de Sor Duzan tintinean
a mis oodos con un claro acento frances del "mediodia" de Francia
("le Midi") y le digo : " con su acento se ve enseguida que es Vd. del
"Midi" - Naturalmente; soy de la region y alli lie trabajado". Ins-
tintivamente me recuerda el acento de Fresnay en la pelicula "Mon-
sieur Vincent". Supongo que nuestro Fundador hablaria con un
acento igual. Debo decir que nuestra conversacion se desenvuelve
en frances, pues Sor Duzan no habla el espanol, aunque lo entien-
de bastante y, yo, aunque espanol, no tengo trabas para el frances.
- "La riltima pregunta es tal vez la mils importance para los
lectores de VINCENTIANA". Interviene rapidamente: "lquienes
son? - La revista es enviada a los Visitadores de nuestra Congre-
gacion y a todas las casas de la misma y a cohermanos que estan
suscritos; tambien va a otras personas pero dentro del ambito de
la Familia Vicenciana, algunas Visitadoras y Hermanas, directivos
de Asociaciones tipo las Conferencias de Ozanam, etc. - Al,!, biers;
yo no quisiera que esto que le digo salga en alguna revista a perio-
que no fuera de nuestra familia- No, no!,VINCENTIANA es revis-
ta de nuestra familia, aunque el Padre General ha qucrido que,
por intercambios, tambien Ilegase la publicacion a algunas perso-
nas que no son de la Congregacion - Bien, icttdl es su tiltima pre-
gunta? - Es esta: ahora, como Superiora General de las Hijas de
la Caridad, i,que espera Vd. de los miembros de la Congregacion
de la Mision?, pees aunque dos Cornunidades distintas, tenemos
muchisimos aspectos que nos unen empezando por San Vicente -
Yo, ique espero de los Sacerdotes de la Mision? - Quisiera distin-
guir: los de la Congregacion en general, los que habitualmente ayu-
dan espiritualmente a las Hijas de la Caridad y aquellos que
colaboran con ellas en obras concretas, corno rnisiones por ejem-
plo - Referente a estos tiltimos, no puedo decir nada, pees no he
tenido ocasion de trabajar en una obra direciamente con ellos. En
cuanto a todos yo espero que, como hijos de San Vicente, nos sigan
prestando su ayuda espiritual sobre todo en los retiros, sesiones de
estudia, encuentros de formacion y que sigan colaborando con no-
sotras particularmente en estos aspectos. En esto yo estoy sumamen-
te agradecida a los Padres de la Mision que ayudan a las Hernranas
de la Provincia donde estaba pasta ahora; nos Iran prestado una ayu-
da invalorable desde el Director Provincial, el P. Flourens, lrasta tan-
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tos y tantos sacerdotes , algunos no tan jdvenes; estoy may, nary
agradecida. Espero que asi sea en los sacerdotes en todo el rnundo,
como hijos de San Vicente".
- Sor Duzan ha hahlado con emocion. Silencio. Solo breves
palabras de despedida y de agradecimiento por el tiempo concedi-
do: los 15 minutos pcdidos han lido desbordados ampliamente. Mas
ally de las respuestas , me queda la impresion de una Hija de la Ca-
ridad, recien elegida Superiora General, de inteligencia clara, de
marcada personalidad, pues dice directamente lo que quiere decir
y solo lo que quiere decir, y de una disponibilidad bondadosa. Sor
Brossad me acompana hasta la puerta de la casa ; ivaya gentileza
a un "pequeno" como yo! Le desco paciencia en las disquisiciones
sobre Cost./Estat. y Derecho Can6nico! Ya en la calle Ezio me cru-
zo con grupos de Hermanas que, tras el parentesis dominical, van
regresando al "hogar ". Y vo me encamino hacia la via di Bravetta
mientras voy pensando que, dentro de un ario, la Congregacion ya
estara para empezar en la misma casa de via Ezio su AG-86; menos
mal que nuestra AG ya no tendra que adaptar las C&S al nuevo De-
recho Canonico, el trabajo va esta hecho v aprobado por la Santa
Sede.
Jose-Oriol BAYLACH C.M.
III. - ALOCUCIO1 DEL PAPA
Nella Sala del Concistoro Giovanni Paolo 11 ha ricevuto slamane, gio-
vedi 20 giugno, i partecipanli all'Assemblea Generale dell'Istituto delle Figlie
dclla Carita di San Vincenzo, a conclusione del Capitolo Generale.





Cette rencontre familiale nous procure u toes one grande joie
d'Eglise. Dieu soit hem pour le Chapitre qui vient de s'aclrever et
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pour les Irentetrois mille Filles de la Charite dons vous etiez les dele-
guees! Dieu soit lone pour vos fondateurs tout a fait rentarquables,
saint Vincent de Paul et sainte Louise de Marillac.z L'Eglise eprouve
a votre egard, comme envers toutes les congregations religieuses,
une sollicitude impregnee de respect, de con fiance et d'exigence.
En premier lieu, je me dois de saltier la Reverende Mere Anne
Duzan. Clue le 28 mai dernier, et de lui presenter rates vaux fervents
et priazzts pour la fecondite du mandat qu'elle a accepte avec un
esprit de foi vincentien. le Liens egalentent a rentercier, an nont de
I'Eglise, Mere Lucie Roge pour son vaillant service de l'Eglise et de
la Connpagnie, a la suite de Cant de Responsables generales tres nzeri-
tantes , telle tune Mere Guillemin , de recente mentoire.
Utz chapitre petit avoir des objecti fs varies. 11 vise touiotzrs a
revigorer la seve premiere dun Institut religieux. En cette visite. qui
est un nouveau signe de votre attachement exe ►nplaire - je tie crains
pas de le souligner - an successeur de Pierre eta 1'Eglise, vous atten-
dez aussi ►ntes encouragements. Je pourrais les resu ►neren une phrase
lapidaire, un pen a la nnrniere de Monsieur Vincent: 'Comre vents
ei marees, garden-bien votre ide ► ztite »! Ie developperai cependant
quelque pen nzon propos, en raze rCferant a votre fozzdateur. 11 existe
tin portrait de la Fille de la Charite qu'il brossa lui-meme lors de
l'envoi de sept sceurs en mission: ,,Soyez routes donnees a Dieu pour
le service des pauvres... u (cf. IXe tome des Ecrits et Conferences de
saint Vincent, par le Pere Coste, c.m., 192.5). Chaque ternne a son
importance. Des commentateurs oznt a propos nnis en relief la pre-
position 'pour-. C'est bien elle qui finalise la consecration et qui
consacre le service. Celui-ci, en e f fet , nest pas com ►ne un deuxiCme
temps de la consecration. Il est deja present dans la consecration.
Pourrait-on co ►nprendre cette consecration en faisant abstraction
du service des pauvres? Et le service des pauvres tie serait-il pas
fausse, sinon denature, en 1'isolant de la consecration? De toute evi-
dence, la consecration est fonda ►nentale dans /'esprit de saint Vin-
cent. C'est rune des raisons, parmi d'autres, qui le poussa a en
proposer le renouvellement annuel a la date du 25 mars.
Pour que cette radicale donation an Seigneur a cause des pau-
vres et pour les pauvres conserve sa fraicheuret son elan quotidien,
Vincent de Paul, marque par les departs de 1647, revient vigoureu-
setnent , le 31 tnai 1648, stir le probleme de la priere: a11 est vrai, mes
Sours, qu'une Fille de la Charlie tie petit subsister si elle tie fait orai-
son. Il est ntenne impossible qu'elle persevere. Elle durera bien quel-
que temps, mais le monde l'emportera. Elle trouvera son entploi trop
rude... Elle deviendra languissante... et enfin, elle quittera» (cf. IX°
tome du Pere Coste, p. 416). Votre saint fondateur ose me ►nte ajou-
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ter tot veritable diagnostic: -Et d'oti pensez-vous, mes Filles, que taut
aient perdu la vocation ? Oh!c'est parce qu'elles negligeaient l'orai-
son' (ibid.). Quand on songe que, si souvent, Monsieur Vincent a
dit que quitter l'oraison pour le service, c'est quitter Dieu pour Dieu,
it demeure certain que cet enseignement ne petit titre exploits pour
relativiser 1importance de l'oraison. Je me rejouis de savoir que sur
cc plait, la C'ontpagnie connait conmte un renouveau de sa fidelite
a is priere.
Action et priere distinguees et cependant tres uni flees duns la
pertsee vincentienne, sont favorisees par une vie contntunautaire
digne de ce nont. Depuis tine vingtaine d'annees, les Instituts reli-
gieux en general ont beaucoup refleclti et beaucoup experiments en
ce dontaine de la vie connnunautaire. 11 sernble que le fractionne-
ment excessif des comnuotautes - leur «atomisation" disent cer-
tains observateurs - alt engendre d'autres di f ficultes. En effet, en
meditant le dessein de Dieu sur l'humanite , it est evident qu'il ne
peat y avoir d'accomplissement de la personne huntaine si l'indi-
vidu tie consent pas c sortir de lui-meme pour s'inserer dins une
famille, tine cite, dans l'Eglise. La vie communautaire, element indis-
sociable de la vie religieuse quotidiennement vecue et periodique-
tnent revisee, devrait toujours apporter, et apporte en realite,
beaucoup a ses rnemhres, grace an concours actif et intelligent de
chaque sceur, grace au bier fait de la complementarite a travers les
diversites, grace a l'entraide fraternelle qui sons autant de tests de
dilection dans le Seigneur. Une tells vie communautaire est en outre,
comme le rappelle le chapitre VI de Lumen gentium, une manifes-
tation et tine annonce du monde a venir, deja en gestation dans 171is-
toire presente. Si le tentoignage individuel a sa valeur, la
communaute religieuse elargit singulierement la sur/ace du temoi-
gnage evangelique, multiplie sa puissance d'impact. Le groupe est
plus que la sontme de ses ntembres. Le monde contemporain a grand
besoin de la visibilite et de la transparence spirituelle des commu-
naute.s religieuses.
Puis-je encore vous confier un souhait ecclesial, que saint Vin-
cent de Paul vous aurait suns douse exprinte au cours de votre recent
chapitre? Mes Sours, faites l'impossihle pour aller vers les plus pau-
vres! Its sont si nombreux aujou rd'hui!Au nom de l'Eglise, je desi-
gne a votre attention , que dis-je, a la charite de Dieu qui bride en
vos cceurs, les refugies, les chotneurs, les a//ames, les victimes de
la drogue et de la marginalisation. Plus vous serez disponibles aux
plus ntalheureux, plus vous eprouverez le besoin de vivre vous-
metnes cette pauvrete materielle dont parfait avec ardeursaint Vin-
cent de Paul: «Vous avez droit uniquement au vetentent eta la nour-
riture, le reste appartient aux pauvres» (cf. Xe tome des Ecrits et
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Conferences de saint Vincent). L'Eglise tout entiere a besoin de se
souvenir que, si !'evangelisation tie pent faire fi des movens du temps,
les evang_ elisateurs doivent apparaitre comme les disciples du Christ
panvre.
Allez, chores Scours, par le monde entier! L'Eglise co mpte beau-
coup stir vous. File snit que la niubilite apostolique fait partie de
votre consecration . L'Eglise, de diverses niailieres , vous communi-
que les richesses du Christ pour aller tonjours plus loin dans cet emi-
nent service des pauvres . L'Eglise vows propose * aussi son
enseignement magisteriel pour e.clairer les situations socio-politigties
et les problemes ethiques auxquels Cant de Filles de la Charite se
trouvent offr mtt 's clans Ic'uramurir des pauvres. Que les Sceurs uti-
lisent all 7Ntt ' tl i (O1Ctc .c cos y'ptcrc es!
Au ternie de noire entretien, tournons-nous ensemble vers le
Christ Redempteur. Supplions-le de susciter des vocations nontbreu-
ses pour votre Compagnie. Tarsi de jeunes, bouleversees par la misere
du monde pourraient trouver place duns vos rungs, investir tons leurs
talents pour le service des plus pauvres et connaitre paradoxalement
le bonheur evangelique des Beatitudes! Supplions aussi la Mere du
Redempteur, l'Unique Mere de la Compagnie, d'accompagner tou-
tes les Scours clans leur donation au Seigneur et leurs relations avec
les pauvres.
Avec mon affectueuse Benediction Apostolique.





The author writes with some hesitation, knowing that the task
he undertakes is a difficult, though important, one. For Vincent de
Paul, simplicity, humility, meekness, mortification, and zeal were
the characteristic virtues of a missionary. He saw them as "the five
smooth stones by which we might conquer the evil Goliath" (Com-
mon Rule XII, 12). These virtues are so central to St. Vincent's think-
ing that in efforts at renewal all those who share in Vincentian
t radition must grapple with their meaning and the forms they might
take in the modern world.
This article is divided into three parts: 1) a study of the five
characteristic virtues as St. Vincent himself understood them; 2)
a brief description of horizon shifts that have taken place in
theology and spirituality between the 17th and 20th centuries; 3)
an attempt at retrieving the five virtues in contemporary forms.
I offer the research and theological reflection in this article
especially to the members of the Congregation of the Mission and
the Daughters of Charity, but also to the many other groups of
priests, sisters, brothers and lay people who walk in the spirit of
Vincent de Paul. I hope that it will help in their efforts at ongoing
renewal. I recognize the limitations of what I have written in the
third part of the article. I trust that through dialogue the reflec-
tions that I have sketched there will be supplemented.
I - THE FIVE CHARACTERISTIC VIRTUES AS TAUGHT
BY ST . VINCENT'
1. Simplicity
a. For St. Vincent, simplicity is first of all, speaking the truth
(CR 11, 4; XII, 172). It is saving things as they are (I, 144), without
concealing or hiding anything (1, 284; V, 464). He expresses this in
a letter to Francois du Coudray on November 6, 1634:
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You know that your own kind heart has given me, thanks he to God,
full liberty to speak to you with the utmost confidence, without any
concealment or disguise; and it seems to me that up to the present
you have recognized that fact in all my dealings with you. My God!
Am Ito fall into the misfortune of being forced to do or to say in my
dealings with you anything contrary to holy simplicity? Oh! Sir! May
God preserve me from doing so in regard to anything whatsoever! It
is the virtue I love most, the one to which in all my actions I pay most
heed, so it seems to me; and, if it were lawful to say so, the one, I may
say, in which I have, by God's virtue, made some progress (1, 284).
The heart must not think one thing while the mouth says
another (IX, 81; IX, 605; XII, 172). The missionary must avoid all
duplicity, dissimulation, cunning, and double meaning (II, 340; IX,
81).
For myself, I don't know, but God gives me such a great esteem for
simplicity that I call it my gospel . I have a particular devotion and
consolation in saying things as they are (IX, 606).
b. Simplicity also consists in referring things to God alone (CR
11, 4), or purity of intention (XII, 172). In this sense simplicity is
doing everything for love of God and for no other end (XII, 174;
XII, 302; II, 315). It entails avoiding "human respect" (11, 340). The
missionary must never do good acts in one place in order to he
recommended for another place (II, 314).
c. Simplicity involves an unadorned lifestyle. We fail against
simplicity, St. Vincent tells us, when our rooms are filled with
superfluous furniture, pictures, large numbers of books, and vain
and useless things (XII, 175). We must use with great simplicity
the things that have been given to us (IX, 607).
d. For the missionary , simplicity also entails explaining the
gospel by familiar comparisons (XI, 50), using the method that was
employed in the Congregation of the Mission in his day (CR XII, 5).
e. In St. Vincent's mind, simplicity was very closely linked with
humility (I, 144) and it was inseparable from prudence (CR II, 5),
which for him meant always basing one ' s judgment on the
evangelical maxims or on the judgments of Jesus Christ (XII, 169;
XII, 176). Both prudence and simplicity tend toward the same goal:
to speak and to act well (XII, 176).
f. St. Vincent gives a whole series of motives as to why his dou-
ble family should practice simplicity. God communicates with the
simple (CR 11. 4; II, 341; XiI, 170; XII, 302). The world loves simple
people (XII, 171). God himself is simple; so where simplicity is there
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God is too (XI, 50). Missionaries especially ought to love it (XII, 302),
since it will help them in dealing with simple people. It is the spirit
of Jesus Christ (IV, 486). God wants the Community to have this
virtue (XII, 303), especially as it lives in a world that is filled with
duplicity. Duplicity is never agreeable to God (IV, 486). It is the sim-
ple who keep the true religion (XII, 171).
g. St. Vincent also lists means by which simplicity is acquired.
It is obtained by frequent acts (XII, 181). We should say everything
openly to our superiors, without trying to hide what is embarrass-
ing to us (IX, 606; X, 64; X, 96; X, 146; X, 355). We should obey the
rule to please God, not the superior (IX, 444). We should carry out
orders without asking why (IX, 605).
2. Humility
a. Humility, for St. Vincent, is the recognition that all good
comes from God. He writes to Firmin Get on March 8, 1658: "Let
us no longer say: it is I who have done this good work; for every
good thing ought to be done in the name of ourLord Jesus Christ..."
(VII, 98-99). "Be ve rv much on your guard against attributing
anything to yourself. By doing so you would commit robbery and
do injury to God, who alone is the author of every good thing," he
writes to Jacque Pesnelle on October 15, 1658 (VII, 289). God pours
out his abundant gifts on the humble "who recognize that all good
which is done by them comes from God" (i, 182).
b. Humility is recognition of our own lowliness and faults (CR
II, 7), accompanied by exuberant confidence in God (II1, 279; V, 165;
11, 233; II, 336; X, 201; IX, 382). In writing to Charles Nacquart on
March 22, 1648 about the gift of vocation, he states: "Humility alone
is capable of receiving this grace. A perfect abandonment of
everything that you are and can be in the exuberant confidence in
your sovereign creator ought to follow" (111, 279).
Our sins too should help us grow in humility (X1, 397).
c. Humility involves voluntary self-emptying (V, 534; X1, 61;
XI, 312; XII, 200). This entails loving to he unknown and abandon-
ed (VII, 312; X, 129; X, 152; XII, 709). It means avoiding the applause
of the world (1, 496; IX, 605; X, 148). It involves taking the last place
(IX, 605) and loving the hidden life (IX, 680).
d. 1-lumility involves esteeming others as more worthy than
yourself (V, 37; IX, 303). It is a communal virtue not just an in-
dividual one. We arc to regard the Company as the least of all (IX,
303; X, 200; XI, 60; XI, 114-15; XI, 434; XII, 438).
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e. St. Vincent gives numerous motives for the practice of
humility. He notes that Jesus was humble and happy to be seen
as the least of men (1, 182; 1, 534; XI, 400). "It is the virtue of Jesus
Christ, the virtue of his holy mother, the virtue of the greatest of
the saints, and finally it is the virtue of missionaries" (XI, 56-57).
God blesses humble beginnings (II, 281; V, 487). "Humility is the
origin of all the good that we do"(IX, 674). It is the arms by which
we conquer the devil (I, 536; XI, 312). The devil and pride are the
same (IX, 706). God has called us, lowly people, to do great things
(X, 128; X, 198). We cannot persevere without humility (1, 528; X,
528; XII, 304). It brings all other virtues with it (XII, 210). It is the
foundation of all evangelical perfection, the node of the whole
spiritual life (CR II, 7). Everyone loves it (XII, 197), but it is easier
to think about than to practice (XI, 54). It is the source of peace
and union (XII, 106; XII, 210). It is the characteristic virtue of Jesus
(XI, 400). It should be the characteristic virtue of the Company (XI,
57). "Grant that humility may be the characteristic virtue of the Mis-
sion ! Oh holy virtue, how beautiful you are. 0 little Company, how
lovable you will be if God grants you this grace "(XII, 204). It is also
the characteristic virtue of a true Daughter of Charity (X, 527). If
the Company possesses humility, it will be a paradise. "If you
establish yourselves in it, what will happen? You will make of this
company a paradise and people will likely say that it is a group of
the happiest people on earth... "(X, 439). Heaven is won by humility
(CR 11, 6).
I. St. Vincent suggested many means for acquiring humility.
We should do acts of humility daily (IX, 680; XII, 716; I, 183). We
should confess our faults (V, 164; XI, 54). We should confess our
faults openly and accept the admonitions of others (CR X, 13-14).
We should desire to be admonished (IX, 382). We should pray to
our Lord and the Blessed Mother as models of humility (IX, 680;
XI, 56-57). We should believe that we are the worst in the world
(X, 552). We should recognize that everyone has his faults; then there
will be little trouble excusing others (X, 438). We should preach
Jesus Christ and not ourselves (XII, 22). Superiors should so act
that others will not be able to tell that they are superiors (XI, 346;
IX, 302).
3. Meekness
What St . Vincent teaches about meekness is most clearly
delineated in a conference given on March 28, 1659. We also owe
much to his letters to Louise de Marillac to whom he often speaks
about combining meekness with strength.
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a. Meekness is the ability to handle anger (XII, 186). One can
do this either by suppressing it (XII, 186) or by expressing it (XII,
187), governed by love (XII, 188).
b. Meekness is also approachability, gentleness, affability, and
serenity of countenance toward those who approach us (XII, 189).
c. It entails enduring offenses with forgiveness and courage.
We should treat gently even those who do injustice to us (XII, 191).
"Meekness makes us not only excuse the affronts and injustices we
receive, but even inclines us to treat with gentleness those from
whom we receive them, with kind words, and should they go so far
as to abuse us and even strike us on the face, it makes us endure
all for God. Such are the effects produced by this virtue. Yes, a ser-
vant of God who truly possesses it, when violent hands are laid upon
him, offers to the divine goodness this rough treatment and remains
in peace" (XII, 192).
d. It is based on respect for the person (IX, 269).
e. It involves combining gentleness and firmness . He writes
to Louise de Marillac on November 1, 1637: "If the meekness of your
spirit needs a drop of vinegar, borrow a little of it from the spirit
of our Lord. Oh, Mademoiselle , how very well he knew how to find
the hitter-sheet when it was necessary" J, 393-94 ). To Denis Laudin,
superior at Mans, he writes on August 7, 1658 : "Bear with him,
therefore , Monsieur, but make him keep the rule as much as you
can, according to the spirit of our Lord who is equally gentle and
firm. If a man is not won over by meekness and patience , it will
be difficult to win him over in any other way." (VII, 226)
g. St. Vincent offers many motives to the double family for
practicing humility. He tells them that our Lord is eternal meekness
toward us (IV, 53; 1, 341; IX, 266). Where Daughters of Charity live
in respect and meekness, it is paradise; it is hell where they do not
(IX, 268). Charity is love and meekness (IX, 267); if a sister is not
meek, then she is not a Daughter of Charity (IX, 268). "There are
no persons more constant and firm in doing good than those who
are meek and gracious. While on the contrary, those who allow
themselves to yield to anger and to passions of the irrascible appetite
are usually more inconstant, because they act only by fits and starts.
They are like torrents, which are strong and impetuous only when
in full flood but which dry tip immediately afterwards, while rivers
which represent the meek and gracious flow on noiselessly, tran-
quilly and unfailingly" (XI, 65). Meekness disposes people to turn
to the Lord (CR II, 6). Heretics, galley slaves, and those fallen away
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are won over by patience and cordiality (IV, 53; IV, 120; XI, 66; IV,
449; 1, 341 ). Disputation does not aim at truth but at resisting the
arguments of others , whereas meekness aims at the truth ( XI, 65).
A missionary needs meekness if he is to be able to endure the
roughness of poor people (XII, 305).
h. St. Vincent suggests many means for acquiring meekness.
He tells the Company that the contrary vice can be overcome if one
works at it, as he himself had to do (IX, 64). Before speaking or
deciding or acting. the angry person should hold his tongue and
cool down (XI, 67). We should refrain from invective, reproach and
rough words (IV, 53). We should not speak too loudly but modestly
and gently (IX, 274).
We should ask pardon readily (IX, 275). We should learn, like
St. Augustine, when to tolerate evil rather than try to abolish all
evil practices (IV, 121). We should learn to submit our judgments
to others (XII, 318).
4. Mortification
St. Vincent has a very developed teaching concerning mortifi-
cation which he explains in numerous conferences, particularly to
the Daughters of Charity.
a. Mortification entails denial of the exterior senses: sight,
smell, taste, touch, and hearing (IX, 23; X, 59; X. 151; X, 246; X,
280; X, 399; XI1, 215). He gives many examples in this regard. The
Daughters of Charity, for example, should look at men only if this
is necessary or useful. They should not be looking all around, but
should keep their eyes moderately low (although service of the poor
demands that they maintain a cheerful appearance). They should
learn to endure bad smells especially when they are with the sick
poor. They should mortify taste by not eating between meals. They
should also eat foods which are not pleasing to them. They should
not listen to gossip. They should not touch the neighbor nor allow
themselves to he touched.
b. Mortification also involves denial of the interior senses:
understanding, memory and will (X, 151; X, 246; X, 280). They
should not want to know all sorts of curious things (scien tia in flat).
Nor should they be conjuring up in their memories pleasures that
they had with their families, their romances, the caresses of their
parents, etc. They sould seek to come to a state of complete indif-
ference, desiring only to do the will of God.
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c. It entails denial of the passions of the soul. There are eleven of
these, according to St. Vincent, of which love/hate and hope/despair
are the most important (X, 248).
d. Basically , for St. Vincent, mortification is the subjection of
passion to reason (X, 56). A person has a lower and a higher part.
The lower part makes him like an animal ; the higher part tends
toward God (X, 55). The lower wants to revolt against the higher
(X, 56; X, 244-45).
e. Mortification aims at indifference (X, 282) detachment (XII,
20). It is a continual struggle, but the struggle does get easier as
time goes on (X, 251; XII, 226).
f. St. Vincent proposes many motives to his double family for
practicing mortification . He quotes scripture passages recommend-
ing mortification : Matthew 16 : 24; Luke 14:26; Matthew 10:37;
Romans 8:13 ; II Corinthians 4:10 (IX, 170 ; X, 61; X, 398 ). He tells
them that in the long run it is necessary to suffer , so we should
be sure to make good use of our suffering ( X, 186-87). He points
out that the lives of some, like M. Pille, are a perpetual mortifi-
cation ( II, 342 ). Mortification of the senses helps us in prayer (X,
279; IX, 427). Mortification and prayer are two sisters who always
go together . "Mortification is another means , my daughters, which
will be of great help to you on the road to prayer . Prayer and morti fi-
cation are two sisters who are so closely united together that one
will never he found without the other . Mortification goes first and
prayer follows after, so that, ntv dear daughters , if you wish to
hecorne daughters of prayer, as you should , learn to mortify
yourselves" (IX , 427). Mortification makes satisfaction for our sins
(X, 61). It is not as demanding for a Daughter of Charity as for a
Carmelite and others ( X, 98). Many have lost their vocations because
they failed to accept mortification from the hands of God (X, 186;
XII, 320). If we do not continually work to get better , we will get
worse; there is no standing still (X , 245). It is a paradise on earth
when we can accept mortification as coming from God ( X. 284). Pro-
gress in the spiritual life depends on progress in mortification (X1,
70).
Jesus did only the will of his Father ( XII, 214). "Gentlemen, let
us keep this example before our eyes. Let us never lose sight of the
mortification of our Lord, seeing that , to follow him , rve are oblig-
ed to mortify ourselves after his example. Let us model our affec-
tions upon his, that his footsteps may be the guide of ours in the
wary of perfection . The saints are saints because then walk in his
foosteps, renounce themselves , and mortify themselves in all things"
(XII, 227 ). To encourage the Company , St. Vincent tells the story
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of his own difficulty in separating himself from his relatives (XII,
219).
g. St. Vincent proposes a number of means for acquiring the
habit of mortification . It is acquired little by little, through repeated
acts. '7n regard to what you have proposed about working hard to
mortify the judgment and the will of your seminarists , " St. Vincent
writes to Pierre du Beaumont on October 3, 1655, "1 will say to you,
Monsieur , that that cannot be done all at once, but little by little
with meekness and patience . Mortification , like the other virtues,
is acquired only by repeated acts. .." (V, 436).
It involves bearing with one another (IX, 176), accepting in-
conveniences in the house ( IX, 188-89 ), checking our tongues (X,
403), and being careful and reserved in dealing with members of
the opposite sex (XII , 21; X, 60 ; X, 151). The Rule asks for mortifi-
cation in regard to 1) will; 2) judgment ; 3) senses; 4) relatives and
parents ( CR II, 8-9 ). In a conference to the Company given on May
2, 1659, he adds, citing St. Basil : 5) pomp ; 6) the desire to preserve
yourself and live long ( XII, 220-23). He also adds : 7) putting off the
old man and putting on the new (XII, 224).
h. St. Vincent encourages his confreres to practice mortifi-
cations, under the guidance of their superiors or directors, to the
extent their health and their labors permit. But because of their
continual labors as missionaries he does not wish the Rule to
burden them with mortifications and bodily austerities (CR X, 15).
5. Zeal
St. Vincent speaks less frequently in an explicit way about zeal.
He touches on the subject in passing , however, and speaks about
it eloquently on those occasions.
a. Zeal is love on fire . ' if love of God is the fire, zeal is its flame.
If love is the sun, then zeal is its ray"(XII, 307-08; XII, 262). "Chari-
ty when it dwells in a soul takes complete possession of all its powers.
It never rests. It is a fire that acts ceaselessly" (X I, 216). It involves
a willingness to go anywhere to spread the reign of Christ. "Let its
ask God to give the Company this spirit, this heart, this heart which
will make its go everywhere, this heart of the Son of God, the heart
of our Lord, the heart of our Lord , the heart of our Lord, which will
dispose its to go as he went and as he would have gone if his eternal
wisdom had judged it fitting to labor for the conversion of those
poor nations. He sent his apostles to do that. He sends its, like them,
to bear this divine fire everywhere, everywhere " (XI, 291, cf. XI, 402;
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XII, 307). It entails a willingness to die for Christ. "You see,
gentlemen and my brothers, we should all have in ourselves the
disposition and desire to suffer for God and for our neighbor and
to wear ourselves out for that. Oh, how happy they are to whom God
gives such dispositions and desires. Yes, gentlemen, we should be
completely for God and for the service of the people. We should give
ourselves to God to that end and wear ourselves out for that and
give our lives to that end. We must strip ourselves hare, so to speak,
in order to put on the new mran. At least we should desire to he so
disposed if we are not so already: to be ready and disposed to come
and go according to God's pleasure, whether it be the Indies or
elsewhere. Finally, we should be willing to devote ourselves to the
service of our neighbor and to extend the rule of Jesus Christ in souls.
And I myself, old and infirm as I am, should not cease to be dispos-
ed, yes, even to set out for the Indies to win souls for Christ, even
if I should die on the way or on hoard ship" (XI, 402; cf. XI, 371;
XI, 415).
b. It involves hard work for the salvation of our neighbor (XI,
444-45; XI, 307). "Let us love God, my brothers, let its love God, but
let it be with the strength of our arms and with the sweat of our
brows. So very often many acts of love of God, of complacency, of
benevolence, and such interior affection and practices, although very
good and very desirable, are yet to be suspected if they do not reach
the practice of effective love" (XI, 40).
c. It is to be contrasted with two extremes (CR XII, 11): 1) sloth,
laxity, lack of fervor and sensitivity (XI, 193; XI, 17; XII, 321); 2)
indiscreet zeal (1, 96; I, 84; II, 140; X, 671). The latter includes over-
work (1, 84), unnecessarily exposing oneself or others to danger (IV,
121), being rigorous and overbearing with people as the young
sometimes are (1I, 70-71), and remaining too long with one sick per-
son to the prejudice of another (X, 671). He urges Louise de Marillac
(I, 96): "Be very careful to conserve it (your health) for the love of
the Lord and his poor members and be careful not to do too much.
It is a ruse of the devil by which he deceives good souls when lie
incites them to do more than they can in order that they might not
be able to do anything."
d. St. Vincent offers the double family several motives for zeal.
He tells them that Jesus' love was so great that he was willing to
die (XI, 415). The blood of christians is the seed of christianity (XI,
415). God allowed the deaths of many in the beginning of the church
(XI, 415; XI, 422).
e. He urges confreres to take the means to grow in zeal. He
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writes to Francois du Coudray: "Picture to yoursel f then, sir, that
there are m illions of souls with outstretched hands calling you say-
ing: 'Ah , M. du Coudray, who have been chosen from all eternity
by the providence of God to be our second redeemer, have pity on
us who grope in ignorance of the things necessary for our salvation
in the sins that we have never Bred to confess and who without your
help will certainly be damned" ( 1, 252). He encourages M. Descart
(II, 70-72) to grow in a charity that is nourished by experimental
knowledge and that avoids rigor and excess.




One could write extensively on this subject. This article will
offer merely a brief description of some horizon shifts that have
taken place between the 17th and 20th centuries. Except for a few
references to church documents, the author will not attempt to pro-
vide extensive documentation concerning these shifts since he trusts
that the reader, whether he might react favorably or unfavorably
to the shifts, will quickly recognize them as changes in thinking
that have already taken place or are currently taking place. Only
those horizon shifts have been selected which have some impact
on the way one views the five virtues.
1. A change in philosophical and theological methodology
The emphasis here has shifted from a classical to a more
historical way of thinking.' The classicist mentality is deductive.
It emphasizes universal principles and necessary' conclusions.
Working, for example, from the datum that Jesus is God, it draws
necessary conclusions about his certain knowledge of future events.
Over the centuries a detailed christology from above" has been
worked out through a rigorous application of the deductive pro-
cess. The method tends to be abstract and a priori. It examines the
nature of things and draws conclusions in regard to particular in-
stances depending on whether or not they correspond to the
abstract nature. The method has been applied systematically to
dogmatic, moral, and spiritual questions.
The historical mode of thinking emphasizes changing cir-
cumstances and contingent conclusions. It begins with concrete
data, employs an empirical method, stresses hermeneutics, and
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draws its conclusions inductively from its sources. This historical
way of thinking has brought in its wake numerous changes in
liturgical matters like the reform of the sacrament of penance, the
restoration of communion under both kinds, the reception of com-
munion in the hand, the use of Eucharistic ministers, etc. It also
has had great influence in the development of a christology from
below", the question of religious liberty, and the contemporary
discussion of many moral questions.
A significant consequence of this shift in emphasis in
philosophical and theological methodology is that change has come
to find a greater place in our expectations. People today are will-
ing to accept fewer absolutes. They question absolute prohibitions
which were formerly accepted. They emphasize that changing cir-
cumstances make one case different from another.
Another consequence of this horizon shift has been increasing
pluralism. Contemporary thinkers recognize the value of different
cultures, philosophies, and theologies. The inductive method em-
phasizes the search for truth rather than the possession of truth.
An obvious sign of this in ecclesial matters is the ecumenical move-
ment
2. Increasing consciousness of interdependence
Communication has been the key in this regard.' When an
event took place in the 17th century in Europe, it might take a year
before the news reached the colonies in North and South America.
Even more, many in the colonies never came to know of the event.
In the 20th century we know of events everywhere in the world
seconds after they happen. Struggles in the Middle East have
worldwide ramifications (e.g., because of the importance of oil
throughout the world). People are increasingly conscious of their
interdependence on one another.
An evident consequence of this change in horizon has been the
emphasis on a global world view in the writings of John XXIII, Paul
VI, and John Paul II. While patriotism, for example, is still seen
as a virtue, exaggerated forms of nationalism are viewed as an
enemy to global solidarit . Episcopal and papal writings emphasize
universal brotherhood and sisterhood. Social encyclicals criticize
the widening gap between the rich nations and the poor nations.
Critical voices note that some are rich because others are poor.
This horizon shift has had great arnifications in religious com-
munities. Young people especially seek new forms of community
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where there is real communication. They spurn formalized struc-
tures that sometimes thwart communication while purporting to
promote it. They expect shared responsibility. They look for com-
munal forms of prayer which are alive and which do not smack
of formalism.
In the secular and religious spheres, the global community has
also grown in consciousness of the implications of the arms build-
up. The arms race between the United States and the Soviet Union
is proceeding at full speed. Concomitantly, a series of local wars
(Iran/Iraq, Israel/Lebanon, Ethiopia/Somalia, the Soviet invasion
of Afghanistan, the revolutionary movements in Central America,
etc.) makes the international scene quite volatile. Young people at-
test to an uncertainty about their future because of the possibility
of nuclear annihilation.
The United States Bishops' Peace Pastoral has set off a broad
series of discussions on the question of war and peace among
episcopal conferences throughout the world. Numerous papal
statements have likewise addressed the subject.
3. A changed paradigm for the exercise of authority
There has been a shift from a monarchical model of authority
to a collegial model. Lumen Gentium has made this shift a part of
official church thinking.'
The new paradigm brings with it new expectations: dialogue,
questioning, shared decision-making, shared responsibility. It em-
phasizes that authority serves the community and seeks to empower
the group and individuals within it.
This shift in horizon has also brought with it the current crisis
of authority in the church, as well as a crisis of authority in civil
society. Dissent from official church teaching has become fairly
common (e.g., in regard to birth control). Civil unrest has become
the inevitable response to governments that deny people a voice
in regard to decisions affecting their future (e.g., the rise and sup-
pression of Solidarity in Poland).
4. Emphasis on a christology and an ecclesiology "from below"
This horizon-shift is related to the first and third shifts men-
tioned above.
The explosion in scriptural, linguistic, archaelogical, and
historical research in the 19th and 20th centuries, as well as the
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development of hermeneutics, has led to a deeper understanding
of the varying christologies in the New Testament. These are often
roughly grouped into the categories "from above" and "from
below". More recent research, as well as the concrete experience
of the church in Latin America and Africa, has brought about reflec-
tion on an ecclesiology "from below".
Different from the classical christology, a christology "from
below" focuses on data about the humanity of Jesus, while also af-
firming his divinity. It accepts the scriptual data about his
weakness, his lack of knowledge about the future, his ignorance
of events outside the scope of his experience, his anger, his deep
human love, his feelings, his emotions, etc.
An ecclesiology "from below" emphasizes base communities,
the role of the lay person, shared decision-making and responsibili-
tv, varied ministries, the identification of the church with the poor
and their struggles, etc. Much of this shift in emphasis can be found
in official church documents such as those of Medellin and
Puebla.`
5. A shift toward a more positive attitude in regard to creation
and toward less emphasis on sin
The struggle with Jansenism greatly influenced 17th century
thinking. Theologians and spiritual writers, while combatting
Jansenism, were influenced by many of its presuppositions. It was
"in the air they breathed," so to speak. Like Manicheanism and
Albigensianism, two of its predecessors, it had a very negative view
of created reality. It was overly rigorous. It focused on sin. The 20th
century has brought a renewed emphasis on the dignity of the
human person and on the goodness of creation. This is particular-
ly evident in Gaudium el Spes6 and the writings of John Paul 11.7
Theologians and spiritual writers take a much more positive at-
titude toward "the human". The human person is seen as the center
of creation. Created realities are extensions of his being and ways
in which he celebrates and shares God's gifts.
The shadow side of this horizon shift is that it has brought with
it a deepening loss of the sense of sin. Consequently, among young
people especially, there is a diminished consciousness of the need
for mortification and penance. The 20th century has witnessed in-
creased sexual permissiveness in society and a weakening of fami-
ly structures. In some parts of the world, one out of two marriages
ends in divorce. The number of single-parent families is huge. In
some cities more than half the children are born out of wedlock.
The extended family and its tight network of' relationships is becom-
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ing much less common. Abortion is widespread.
Moral attitudes toward sexual behavior have changed very
significantly since the 17th century. Divorce is now widely accepted
as a way of terminating marital commitment. Birth control and pre-
marital sex are widely engaged in and frequently accepted as moral-
ly legitimate. Beyond efforts at eliminating prejudice against
homosexuals, there is considerable agitation to accept the homosex-
ual lifestyle as an alternative one.
6. A shift from the " era of christendom " to the "era of the secular"
"Christendom", where religious values and practice were rein-
forced by civic and societal structures, has gradually been disap-
pearing. Church and state have become more and more separated.
"Post-Christian" and "non-Christian" societies have developed.
Concomitantly, theology and spirituality emphasize a positive
sense of the secular. Secular reality, as God's gift in creation, has
an autonomy and Value of its own.` It can be understood on its
own terms. In ethical terms, what is truly human is perceived as
a moral good. Consequently, what truly promotes humanity builds
up the kingdom of God.
This shift in horizon has actually brought in its wake a move-
ment toward unity in theological perspective. It displaces the "two-
storied" approach to nature and grace. It sees them as coinciding
in the concrete. It avoids the split between the religious sphere and
the secular sphere or between religion and morality.
At the same time, however, on the negative side, the 20th cen-
tury has seen the widespread diffusion of "secularism" in the form
of materialistic philosophies and attitudes. Marxism/communism
has come to dominate much of the world. Capitalism too has had
negative impact by its overemphasis on capital itself, productivi-
ty, and the amassing of material goods, with a consequent underem-
phasis on man and his labor, the universal destiny of material
goods, the rights of the poor, etc.
There has also been a geographical shift of focus within the
church from the north to the south, away from the heartland of
traditional "christendom". This is what Walbert Buhlmann calls
"the coming of the third church".
By the year 2000, there will be 153 million catholics in Africa
alone. The majority of catholics will live in Latin America, Africa,
and Southeast Asia. Among the peoples of these emerging nations,
there is increasing emphasis on human rights, equality, and liber-
ation. This is evident in the Puebla document and in the struggle
of the churches of Latin America.
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As a result of this horizon shift, church life is strongly influenc-
ed by comunidades de base. Moral reflection emphasizes the need
to liberate peoples from oppressive socio-economic structures.
"Social sin" and "sinful structures" are much emphasized.
PART III - THE FIVE VIRTUES RETRIEVED
The third part of this article will be an attempt at retrieving
the values underlying the virtues which St. Vincent left to the com-
munities that he inspired. Put in traditional terms, the object of
this section of the article will be to uncover the substance of the
five virtues, to put aside those forms that are no longer appropriate
to the modern world, and to suggest contemporary forms which
the virtues might take. Naturally, not all of the forms which these
virtues took in the 17th century are irrelevant today. Many still app-
ly. On the other hand, some forms, and the language by which they
are described, are no longer relevant because of changing times
and circumstances. Other new forms have arisen which embody
the substance of the five virtues.
1. Simplicity
In some ways simplicity is the easiest of the five virtues to
retrive. Gandhi's Truth,' as the title of Erik Erikson's psycho-
biography puts it, speaks eloquently to young people in the modern
world. The virtue which St. Vincent loved most, his "gospel", so
to speak, still appeals. In a contemporary context, it can take many
forms, some of which are suggested below.
a. Simplicity, today as in St. Vincent's time, is speaking the
truth.
Truth is a keystone concept. It forms the basis of various
philosophical and theological systems. For aristotelianism and
scholastic philosophy contemplation of the truth is the highest good.
From a personalist perspective, truth is the foundation of trust,
which is the basis of all human relations; falsehood, on the other
hand, violates trust and makes genuine human relationships im-
possible.
Speaking and witnessing to the truth are central Christian
values, especially in John's gospel. Jesus is the truth (4:6). The per-
son who acts in the truth comes into the light (3:21). When the Spirit
comes, he will guide us to all truth (16:13). It is the truth that sets
us free (8:32). The reason why Jesus has come is to testify to the
truth (18:37). Anyone who is of the truth hears his voice (18:37).
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But experience proves that it is very difficult to let our yes mean
yes and our no mean no ( Matthew 5 : 37), as Jesus puts it. It is precise-
ly because Jesus speaks the truth that his enemies give him no
credence (John 8:44). Ultimately, he dies for the truth.
On the other hand, as St. Vincent reminds us, there is a great
attractiveness about those who speak the truth. We sense spon-
taneously that they have nothing to hide, that they have no hidden
agendas. They are truly free. Consequently, it is easy to relate to
them.
Yet speaking the truth with consistency is an extremely dif-
ficult discipline. We are tempted to blur the truth when our own
convenience is at stake or when the truth is embarrassing to us per-
sonally . It is also difficult to be true to one ' s word, one's promises,
one's commitments . When we make a statement in the present, it
is either true or false right then and there. When we make a com-
mitment into the future, however, it is true only to the extent that
we keep it true. Truth, in this sense, is fidelity. It is in this sense
especially that Jesus is true to us. He promises to be, and is, with
us always, even to the end. It is in this same sense that we are call-
ed to be true to friendships, to vows, to our commitments to serve.
Speaking the truth is especially important in the relationship
we call "spiritual direction". We choose a "soul friend" so that,
with his or her help, we might grow in the Lord's life and in discern-
ing those things which promote his Kingdom. It is imperative,
therefore, that this relationship be characterized by free
selfdisclosure and by the avoidance of "hidden corners" in our lives.
No one is an island . We need others to mirror back to us what is
happening or not happening in our journey toward the Lord (cf.
the second horizon shift above). The quality of such relationships
in spiritual direction will depend largely upon the simplicity with
which we disclose ourselves.
b. Simplicity is genuineness , authenticity , realness, integrity.
This understanding of simplicity is most relevant . A 1975 survey
by the Association of Theological Schools10 disclosed that the
quality people most sought in ministers was genuineness , authen-
ticity. This seems to be a perennial desire . The reader will recall
Chaucer's favorable description of the parson in the Canterbury
Tales:"
This noble e .tample to his sheep he gave
That first he wrought and afterward he raaglrt.
In an era when so many young people have lost confidence in
civil and religious authorities because of corruption and proved
duplicity (e.g., Watergate), those whose lives match their words
speak more powerfully than ever.
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Simplicity, from this point of view, means that when we preach
justice we must also live justice. When we preach solidarity with
the poor, we trust also live in solidarity with the poor. When we
exhort others to a simple lifestyle, we must live simply ourselves.
When we say that we are celibate, we must live as celibates. When
we proclaim the ways of peacemaking, we must act as peacemakers.
This type of simplicity is also extremely attractive in the
modern world. Young people love those who are "real". Contem-
porary spirituality focuses again and again on "integration ". These
are contemporary navies for simplicity.
Being "real" or genuine today, as is evident from the first
horizon shift described above, may often demand our admission
that we are groping to find the truth, that we are uncertain as to
the truth, or that there are complementary truths. This is all the
more necessary in a world where it is not longer possible to have
universal knowledge.
Such genuineness comes across to others as integrity, or a
transparency that discloses inner richness. It assures others that
they can believe in its. As Shakespeare put it:12
This above all: to thine own self he trite
And it nrust follow, as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false to any man.
c. Simplicity also means single-minded devotion to the Lord
and his kingdom. In this sense, when the simple person labors, he
labors because he loves God and he loves his people. He does not
labor in order to be placed in high positions. Ivor does he labor
because admiration or money may come his way if he takes on ex-
tra work. When a simple person recognizes that his motives are
mixed, he talks them out and seeks the aid of another to help him
discern why he is really doing things. He knows that it is imposs-
ible always to have a single intention , but he seeks to make love
of God and service of the neighbor the dominant motive in
everything. If, as mentioned above in describing the fourth horizon
shift, Jesus groped to know his Father's will and struggled with
contrary desires as he resolved to do it, the simple person today
will necessarily engage in and work through a similar struggle.
As an aid in growing in this type of simplicity it is helpful to
survey the competing values in our lives from time to time. Com-
fort, power, popularity, and financial security can subtly compete
with love of God and love of neighbor. Sometimes these secondary
motives will coincide with purer motives (as when the people whom
we serve admire us and give us lots of positive feedback). But when
they conflict, are we willing to sacrifice?
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2. Humility
It is difficult for modern men and women to accept St. Vin-
cent's language when he speaks about humility. We tend to cringe
when he calls himself the worst of all sinners and speaks of his com-
munity as the most wretched in the world.
Yet when he emphasized humility, prescinding from the
language in which he speaks, St. Vincent penetrated a basic abiding
New Testament truth. St. Luke's gospel in particular tells us that
God comes to the lowly, the poor of Israel, those who recognize
their need from him and long for him. In this sense humility is "the
foundation of all evangelical perfection, the node of the whole
spiritual life"(CR II, 7). In this sense too, St. Vincent went to the
core of the gospels when he said that "humility is the origin of all
the good that we do" (IX, 674).
Moving beyond St. Vincent's language and a rhetoric that was
characteristic of the 17th century, it is important to articulate an
understanding of humility and the contemporary forms that it
takes.
a. Humility is a recognition of our creatureliness and our
redeemedness, both being gifts of God's love.
We are completely dependent upon the Lord. "In him we live
and move and have our being" (Acts 17:28).
There is nothing that we have not received. "Truly you have
formed my inmost being; you knit Pne in my mother's womb ''(Psalm
139:13). Whatever we are, whatever we do, whatever we possess
comes from the Lord.
We are also very much dependent on others. As mentioned in
describing the second horizon shift, the modern age is increasing-
ly conscious of the interdependence of all men and women. The
humble person recognizes interdependence both as a sign of his
limitedness and as a source of enrichment. We need others and can-
not do without them. In solidarity with them, we journey toward
the kingdom.
Besides being creatures, we are sinners who have been redeem-
ed through God's gracious love. "All have sinned and are deprived
of the glory of God. All are now undeservedly justified by the gift
of God, through the redemption wrought in Christ Jesus" (Rom.
3:23-24).
Perhaps as a distorted reaction to an overemphasis on sin in
the past, the modern age has difficulty sustaining a sense of sin
(cf. the fifth horizon shift described above). Yet sin, if we are alert
to it, shows itself in numerous different ways in our lives: in our
prejudices, in our tendency to categorize other people in-
discriminately, in our speaking lightly about others' negative points,
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in our slowness to pray, in our inability to get excited about gospel
values, in our selectivity in reading the gospels, in our unwillingness
to share what we have with the poor, in our hesitancy to divest
ourselves of power and to stand with the needy in their misery, in
our compliance with unjust social structures. In face of all this.
the Lord forgives its eagerly and gives us life in Christ Jesus. It is
not by the works we do that we are saved, but rather by the gift
of God in Christ Jesus." Otherwise grace is not grace.14
b. Humility is gratitude for gifts. Gratitude is the opposite side
of the coin from humility. The person who has received all stands
before the Lord in a spirit of thanksgiving . In this sense thanksgiv-
ing is the central christian attitude . It is thanksgiving, "Eucharist"
that we celebrate daily.
Mary epitomizes this attitude in Luke's gospel:
My being proclaims the greatness of the Lord.
M y spirit finds joy in God my Savior for he has looked upon his ser-
vant in her lowliness.
All ages to come shall call me blessed . God who is mighty has done
great things for me.
Holy is his name . His mercy is from age to age on those who fear hint
(Luke 1:46-50).
Marv cries out in praise and thanksgiving for the many gifts
that God has given her. She recognizes God's gifts, without
diminishing or denying them, and responds with gratitude. In this
she echoes the psalmist: "Give thanks to the Lord for he is good
for his loving kindness endures forever. Give thanks to the God of
gods for his loving kindness endures forever. Give thanks to the Lord
of lords for his loving kindness endures forever" (Psalm 136:1-3).
This type of gratitude characterizes the poor. Henri Nouwen
writes:
Many poor people live in such close relationship with the inane
rhythms of nature that all the goods that come to them are experienced
as free gifts of God. Children and friends, bread and wine, music and
pictures , trees and flowers , water and life, a house, a room with just
one bed, all are gifts to be grateful for and celebrated. This basic sense
of gratitude is indeed one the most visible characteristics of the poor
I have come to know. I am always surrounded by words of thanks,
,, Thanks for your visit, your blessing, our sermon, your prayer, your
gifts, your presence with us." Even the smallest and most necessary
goods are a reason for gratitude . This all pervading gratitude is the
basis for celebration. The poor not only are grateful for life, theY also
celebrate life constantly.)
Recognizing that all is gift, the humble person will be eager
to avoid comparisons. He or she will receive life with gratitude,
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leaving judgment to the Lord, as the gospels frequently exhort us
to (cf. Matthew 7:1-5). Pride loves comparison. The avaricious per-
son is satisfied when he possesses much ; the proud person remains
restless as long as anyone else has more . Humility spurns com-
parison . It can focus on the good in others, just as in oneself, and
thank the Lord for it.
c. Humility involves a servant's attitude. This is central in the
New Testament, especially for those who exercise authority. ,If
anyone it isltes to be first, he must be the last of all and the servant
of all- (Mark 9:35). In John ' s gospel Jesus demonstrates this for his
disciples through a parable in action when he washes their feet.
-Do yoti understand what I just did for you? You address me
as 'teacher' and 'Lord', and fittingly enough for that is what I am.
But if l washed your feet - I your teacher and Lord - then you
must wash each other's feet. What I just did was to give you an ex-
ample: as I have done so you must do-. (John 13:12-15).
We are called , like Jesus , - not to be served but to serve- (Mat-
thew 20 : 28). This is especially imperative in light of the third horizon
shift described above. The expectation of the church in the modern
world is that authority figures will be collegial, dialogic, humble
servants. An ancient christian baptismal hymn captures this insight
into Jesus and applies it to his followers:
Your attitude must be drat of Christ. Though be was in the form of
God he did not deem equality wich God something to be grasped at.
Rather he emptied himself and took the form of a slave , being born
in the likeness of men. He was known to be of human estate, and it
was thus that he humbled himself, obediently accepting even death,
death on a cross . Because of this God highly exalted him and bestow-
ed on hire the name above every other Horne, so that at JesuS' name
every knee must bend in the heavens, on the earth, and under the earth,
and every tongue proclaim to the glory of God the Father: Jesus Christ
is Lord! (Phillipians, 2:5-11).
As servants , we must be willing to do humble things. With the
changed paradigm for the exercise of authority (cf. the third horizon
shift described above), leadership tasks that were once prestigious,
like administration, may today truly be humble tasks, exposing the
servant - leader to much criticism while engaging him in many
meetings and humdrum paper work that brings little positive feed-
back.
d. Today humility also entails allowing ourserves to be
evangelized by the poor (-our lords and masters. as St . Vincent liked
to call them). This insight, already present in the early church and
echoed later by St. Vincent, receives great emphasis in Latin
American theology and in an ecclesiology -from below. (cf. the
fourth horizon shift described above).
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Not only do we as ministers teach others, we must allow them
to teach us. As St. Augustine put it, there are seeds of the Word
everywhere and in everyone) Only the humble can discern them.
We must hear God speaking to us as we see the willingness of the
poor to share the little that they have, as we see their gratitude to
God for the simple gifts that he gives them, as we see their hoping
against hope that God will provide, as we see their hoping against
hope that God will provide, as we see their reverence and care and
respect for us as well as for God. The poor will preach to us elo-
quently if we allow them.
3. Meekness
St. Vincent's teaching about this smooth stone is perhaps the
most easily translatable into modern usage. His conference of
March 28, 1659, as well as several of his letters to Louise de
Marillac, contain a practical wisdom that is very relevant today.
a. Meekness entails the ability to handle anger positively.
Anger is natural. It is energy that spontaneously arises within
us when we perceive something as evil. It helps us to deal with evil
but, like all spontaneous emotions, is can he used well or badly.
Concretely, all sorts of people have trouble handling it well. There
are many -angry people,, in the world as a whole as well as in
religious communities.
As St. Vincent pointed out, handling anger well often involves
expressing it. St. Vincent himself was outraged at the plight of the
sick and the hungry so he established the Confraternities of Chari-
ty, the Ladies of Charity, the Vincentians, and the Daughters of
Charity. Anger enabled him to react with vigor and creativity when
confronted with the needs of the poor in his day. He also express-
ed anger directly when he perceived evil within his communities
but he learned to combine his anger with gentleness. He knew how
to mix the bitter and the sweet, as he told Louise de Mai-iliac (1,
292-94). He sought to imitate Jesus who was equally -gentle and
firm,, (VII, 226). The witness of Jesus in this regard is all the more
evident today in light of a christology -from below,, (cf. the fourth
horizon shift above).
But if anger is handled badly, it can be terribly destructive.
Unleashed, it can result in violence and injustice. Represse, it can
result in resentment, sarcasm, cynicism, bitterness, depression.
Anger must sometimes be controlled, moderated, even sup-
pressed for a period of time, or sublimated. St. Vincent again often
appeals to the example of Jesus who how to moderate his frus-
tration in regard to the apostles but who could be very direct in
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expressing his anger in regard to the Pharisees who where laying
unjust burdens upon others.
b. Meekness entails approachability, gnetleness. These are
especially important qualities in ministers . St. Vincent encourages
us in this regard to know that we can really change. He tells us
that when he was young he was of choleric temperament, easily
angered. He says that he was very moody for long dark periods.
But he changed so much in the course of his life that all those who
knew him later said that he was one of the most approachable men
they had ever met.
He told the community that people are won over much more
by gentleness than by argument. This advice is especially relevant
when we offer the gift of correction (cf. Matthew 18:15-18), whether
the correction is done by peers or by superiors. Those corrected
are much more able to hear words spoken gently than words of
stinging accusation.
c. Meekness involves the ability to endure offenses with
forgiveness and courage . St. Vincent based his teaching in this
regard on respect for the human person. Even those who commit
injustice , he told the double family, deserve respect as persons. The
writings of John Paul 11 reiterate this theme in our day.
Naturally, having respect for the person of the offender does
not prohibit us from channeling our anger with courage against
the evils the offender is committing. But it does prohibit us from
practicing injustice in the name of justice. St. Vincent also recogniz-
ed clearly (and he reminded Phillip LcVacher about St. Augistine's
teaching in this regard) that there are some evils that must be
tolerate, since there is no practical possibility of correcting them.
The wise man learns to live with them and the meek man treats
gently those whose lives are so entwined in them that the evil can-
not be rooted out.
There is a delicate balance in this regard. At time one must suf-
fer s.ith courage. There are evils that cannot be avoided and that
must he endured. On the other hand, one must avoid a false gen-
tility, ad Adrian Van Kaam puts it. At times one must cry out against
injustice and channel all one's energies into overcoming it. It takes
great prudence to know the difference between the two cases.
In this time of transition in the history of the Church (cf
especially the first and sixth horizon shifts described above), the
combination of gentleness and firmness is especially necessary. This
is particularly so in making decisions. As communities assess their
apostolates with a view toward the future, they must have the
courage to choose and act. At the same time, they must show
gentleness toward those who have difficulty adapting. Likewise,
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individuals must have courage in setting growth-goals, but they
must be gentle with themselves in recognizing that personal change
does not occur overnight but only gradually.
Ministers too must know that no matter how well they to their
jobs, they will have to endure much with with both courage and
gentleness: their own limitations, the conflicting expectations of
others. Religious superiors will experienxe that some in their com-
munities see all things in black and white, while others love only
what is grey. Some will use the past as their norm form decision
making, while others will look only to and uncharted future.
Superiors will never fully satisfy all, or even any, of these different
personalities. They must make decisions with courage and treat
with gentleness those who disagree. They must combine in their
lives two New Testament sayings: ,With the strength that comes
from God, bear your share of the hardships the gospel entails- (II
Timothy 1:8), and ,Learn of me that I am meek and humble of heart
and you will find rest for your souls- (Matthew 11:29).
4. Mortification
It is unpopolar to talk about mortification today. It is becom-
ing what Karl Rahner calls a ,forgotten truth Naturally, people
shrink away from anything that connotes dying. Moreover, changes
in perspective since the time of St. Vincent (cf. especially the Pith
horizon shift described above) have made some of the practices that
he recommeds seem irrelevant, even bizarre. These same changes
have made young people question even the theoretical underpinn-
ings of the traditional teaching about mortification. They question
the clean-cut division of the human person into animal and rational,
with sin dominating the animal side (and not the rational side?).
They ask why not stop to smell the flower along the roadside? Why
not gaze at the beauty of God in creation? Why not think back in
gratitude on the love our parents gave us?
At the same time, interestingly, some of the most popular
modern writers recommend discipline, a form of mortification,
strongly. Gandhi says that nothing is accomplished without
discipline and prayer.". Erich Fromm says that discipline is the
first step in the practice of loving" Dietrich Bonhoffer describes
discipline as one of the stations on the way to freedom."
In retrieving the value involved in mortification, it teems best
to admit frankly that a change in theological perspective (cf.
especially the third, fifth, and sixth horizon shifts above) has made
some of the practices St. Vincent recommended irrelevant today
and some of the theoretic involved in his teaching outdated and one-
sided. St. Vincent had a much more negative attitude toward
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created reality than we would have . When St. Vincent recommends
bypassing the flower on the roadside as a way of mortifying
ourselves, modern men and women rightly ask why they should
not pick it up, smell it, enjoy its beauty and praise God as its creator.
Still, St. Vincent grasped how important mortification is. Along
with all of the saints, he believed the Lord when he told them that,
to be his follower, they must deny themselves. I offer the follow-
ing perspective as an attempt at retrieving the value of mortifi-
cation in the modern world.
a. Mortification involves renouncing one good thing in order
to do a better thing.
In this sense , it is <' functional asceticism. to use Karl Rahner's
phrase . 20 Mortification is always for the sake of something or some-
one else. It is « for my sake and fort the gospels,,. We give up good
things not because we think they are bad. We acknowledge that the'
are good even as we give them up, because we want something bet-
ter. A person may decide to cut out smoking because ha wants to
be in good health, or to cut down on or abstain from drinking
because he wants to be clearheaded and self -possessed in think-
ing, judging and acting. A person may embrace celibacy in order
to be 4ree for the Lord» or in order to dedicate himself or herself
single-mindedly to the service of the Kingdom wherever the Lord
asks them to go, or in order to give themselves over to a life of
prayer. A person may renounce material possessions because he
wants to share them with the poor or because he wants to enter
into solidarity with the poor by sharing their lot. A person may re-
nounce his freedom to choose whatever he wants to do because he
chooses to live in community and to join with others in a common
life and common project.
b. Mortification involves recognizing our goals and channel-
ing our limited energies into acheving them.
We cannot do everything in life. We are really very limited. It
is the rare person who can be a great piano player, or a superstar
in basketball, or a wonderful actor. No one combines all of these
things. They all take time, practice, disciplined labor. The time need-
ed to become a great piano player works against the time needed
to become a basketball superstar or a great doctor.
Consequently, it is imperative that a person know what his
goals are and that he give himself in a disciplined way to ac-
complishing them. That is why Jesus says no one can be follower
unless he renounces house, wife, father, mother, brother, sister,
all things for my sake and for the gospel. If our first goal is to follow
Jesus, then our attachment to everything else must be modified in
light of that goal.
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c. Mortification is also -practicing for death -, to use another
of Karl Rahner's phrases.21
We experience death as darkness. It is the ultimate renunci-
ation. It demands that we lete go of life, our most basic possession.
The limitedness that we experience as creatures challenges us again
and again to let go of one thing in order that we might pursue
another more single-mindedly. Only the person who is practiced
in this art, will be able to hand himself over to this Father in an
act of final resignation, as Jesus did: ,Father, into your hands I com-
mend my spirit- (Luke 23:46). A christology -from below- (cf. the
fourth horizon shift above) emphasizes the struggle that Jesus ex-
perienced in his dying and calls us to enter into it with him.
d. In light of what has been said above, let me mention some
contemporary forms that mortification might take. The list is by
no means exhaustive; on the contrary, the author hopes that the
reader will find in it a stimulus for thinking about other forms.
1. Being ready to respond to the needs of one's religious com-
munity and God's people, particularly in accepting assignments.
The calls of' God's people are very important. Our own gifts and
talents are too. Most modern religious communities attempt to fit
calls to the gifts and talents of their individual members. In this
context, it is imperative for us to let ourselves be challenged. Often,
responses to challenge draw forth from us resources whose ex-
istence we are even unaware of.
2. Being faithful to the duties of one's state in life; preferring
them when they conflict with other more pleasurable things. This
is more difficult than may appear on first bounce. It is very import-
ant to know what the central values in our lives are: apostolate,
prayer, community, study, etc. Experience teaches us that these
often become less attractive than other options, especially in the
long run and especially if the other options provide more immediate
gratification. The modern era tends to despise delayed gratifi-
cation. Options like watching TV passively or spending great
amounts of time with comforting but unchallenging companions
(what is commonly called today "protective partnerships") can easi-
Iv distract us from the central values in our lives.
3. Working hard as servants do. Much of the work that religious
are engaged in is non-structured. Our time is our own to be used
responsibly. To do this requires discipline . Much time can be frit-
tered away.
4. Rising promptly in the morning to praise God and strengthen
our brothers and/or sisters by joining them in prayer. St. Vincent
felt strongly about this. Ile judged that without prayer (and prompt
rising for it) his community could not continue to exist. It is im-
portant to pray in a disciplined way, to set time aside daily, and
to support others in the endeavor.
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5. Being sparing in obtaining or accepting material possessions,
like clothing, or money, or other items; in other words, developing
a simple lifestyle. This is what Karl Rahner calls "consumer
asceticism". Such asceticism is very difficult in our society and very
different from what society propagandizes us to do. The contem-
porary world again and again in its advertisements tells us that
it is always good to have more.
6. Being disciplined in eating and drinking, and avoiding all
anxiety or complaint about what we shall cat or what we shall drink.
The key here is moderation. It is good to avoid griping about food.
St. Vincent felt strongly about this. Ile also recommended not eating
between meals. This can still be a good ascetical practice as an aid
in keeping one's weight down and staying in good physical con-
dition.
7. Employing moderation and a critical sense in using tele-
vision, radio, movies, and other media. There is much waste of time
in the modern world. There is much passive entertainment. There
is much uncritical drinking in of violence and sexual license. One
of the consequences of this is that the lives of many people tend
to become like those of characters whom they watch on the soap
operas. What we take in through the senses, especially if it is a
steady diet, inevitably influences our conduct bit by bit.
8. Being slow to ask for privileges or to be the exception from
what is the norm. Norms are for the common good. In contem-
porary religious communities they are usually made after much
consultation. They are also usually few in number. It is helpful to
the common well-being if we allow ourselves to be supportive of
the few norms that we do have.
9. Withholding critical and divisive words. This can be a great
aid to charity. St. Benedict said that murmuring was the greatest
vice of monasteries. St. Vincent felt similarly. It is a healthy norm
to withhold critical words unless we can speak them constructive-
ly to those who can do something about them.
10. Seeking equally to be with those who are less pleasing to
us as with those to whom we are more attracted. This is a great
aid to life in common. We are brothers and sisters in the Lord.
Naturally, we will always be closer to some people than to others.
It is important to have good, intimate friends. Still, it is likewise
important not to exclude others from our company and to have
open-ended friendships that allow others to enter in.
11. Giving generously of our time in order to take part in con-
temporary decision-making processes (e.g., meetings, question-
naires, letters of consultation). This is very much a part of modern
ascetism. It is, as some say, the "contemporary hair shirt". Part
of obedience today is to participate (cf. the third horizon shift
described above). This is not simply a luxury. Nor is it the privilege
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of a few. All are called to take part in decision- making and respon-
sible obedience. We are asked to express our views openly. This
is time-consuming and sometimes painful . As such, it is a mortifica-
tion for most.
5. Zeal for souls
Because the modern age emphasizes promotion of the whole
person and tends to avoid the bodyrsoul dichotomy , St. Vincent's
phrase "zeal for souls" rings badly. Still, zeal is quite as import-
ant today as it was in St. Vincent ' s time. It has very much the same
meaning.
a. Zeal is love on fire.
It is a willingness to go anywhere, even under difficult cir-
cumstances, to speak of Christ. It is a willingness to die for him.
It involves not only deep human affective love for the Lord and for
his people, but it also expresses itself in effective labor and sacrifice.
Zeal continues to express itself in our own day in martyrdom,
as in Central America, but zeal, now as always, also recognizes that
it is sometimes harder to live for Christ than to die for him. It shows
itself in a willingness to continue to labor in the inner city in the
face of the discouragement that flows from dire poverty and from
tangling with bureaucracy. It shows itself in the life and work of
the missionary who struggles with language. culture, food, climate.
h. Zeal is persevering faithful love. It is easy to love for a time.
It is difficult to love for live. Permanent commitment is more fragile
today than it was in the 17th century, especially since many of the
societal supports that undergirded it at that time have disappeared
(cf. the fifth and sixth horizon shifts described above). So zeal shows
itself today especially as fidelity. It is gold tested in the fire. It is
creative in finding ways of loving both "in season and out of
season". As St. Vincent put it, "love is inventive even to infinity"
(XI, 146). In this era of second careers and early retirement, it seeks
to find ways of expressing love for the Lord and love for the poor
even in ministries that may be quite different from the ways in
which one served in his or her youth. This challenge which zeal
presents today was not unknown to St. Vincent: "As for myself, in
spite of my age, I say before God that I do not feel exempt from the
obligation of laboring for the salvation of those poor people, for what
could hinder me from doing so? If I cannot preach everyday', all
right! / will preach twice a week. If I cannot preach more import-
ant sermons, I will strive to preach less important ones; and if the
people do not hear nre, then what is there to prevent me from speak-
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ing in a friendly, homely way to those poor folk, as / am now speak-
ing to you, gathering them around me as von are notiv? " (XI, 136).
c. Zeal can also show itself in a willingness to seek laborers
for the harvest. Love is infectious. Fire spreads. A love that is on
fire will seek to communicate itself to others. It will seek to draw
others into the same wonderful mission that it is carrying out.
A contemporary survey22 notes that the greatest single factor
hindering young people from entering religious life is lack of en-
couragement from religious themselves and from their families.
One need hardly point out that there is a critical shortage of
laborers for the harvest today. The Church needs ministers. Zeal
should impel us to encourage others to follow the Lord in various
ministries. It should move us to speak to them directly and ask them
if' they have considered priesthood or brotherhood or sisterhood.
Jesus did not hesitate to call the apostles directly. Nor should we,
especially in an era when contemporary advertising bombards
young people with numerous other calls and numerous other
stimuli . If we really love what we are doing, then zeal will move
us to involve others in doing it too.
d. The two extremes which St. Vincent contrasts with zeal also
have contemporary forms that it may be helpful to say a word
about.
1. The existentialists note that the great problem of modern
men and women is inattentiveness . We live in a world filled with
noise. So many sounds and stimuli break in upon us that at times
it is difficult to distinguish the more important ones from the less
important. As a result people's sensitivities can be dulled. They can
be blind to the glaring problems that exist, especially the ever-
increasing disparity between the rich and the poor and the continu-
ing arms race (cf. the second horizon shift above). " Inattentiveness"
can he the modern form of what St. Vincent described as "laxity,
lack of fervor and sensitivity, sloth".
2. Indiscreet zeal likewise shows itself in overwork and bur-
nout. It is quite as important today , as it was in St. Vincent's day,
that we know our limitations , accept our creatureliness, and
develop a balanced lifestyle that includes sufficient rest and rec-
reation. It is also important that we stay in good physical condi-
tion so that we will have the energy which characterizes zeal.
One final word. The word character usually denotes a seal, a
sign, a visible mark by which someone or something can be
recognized. The virtues described above in 17th and 20th century
forms are, to use St. Vincent ' s phrase, the characteristic virtues
of his followers. They are the signs by which his followers are meant
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to be recognized. It is vitally important that each era reinterpret
these signs in order that the spirit of St. Vincent might continue
to live in a way that is relevant in each succeeding age. The author
offers the preceding remarks as a small contribution toward that
end and welcomes the comments of others who might wish to ad-
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IN MEMORIAM
TEOTIMO PACIS , C.M. Bishop (1913-1984)
A Vincentian For All Seasons (1)
Born in the famous town of Tiw i, Albay on April 20, 1913,
Teotimo Pacis was the 14th of 15 children of Canuto Pacis and
Estefania Cruel. He studies his elementary education at the Tiwi
Public School (1920-27), then entered the Holy Rosary Seminary of
the Diocese of Caceres. After finishing the secondary course
(1927-1931), the proceeded to the College of Major Seminary
(1931-1934).
The first letter of Bishop Pacis conserved in the Philippine Prov-
incial archives dealt with his vocation and showed the already
blossoming devotion to the blessed Virgin and the love for the mis-
sions. The letter to Fr. Francisco Ortega, CM, dated May 9,1935 says:
"Please tell Father Tejada that it will be my pleasure to be one of
you if the Blessed Virgin will not deny me this favor and Jesus does
not find me unworthy of serving him in your Congregation... The
works of the catechetical mission in which I am occupied impedes
me from going to satisfy my desire for a personal interview". By
Jul), 4,1935 he was admitted in the newly opened internal seminary
of the Congregation of Mission at the Manila Seminary, Man-
daluvong, Rizal. Under the able guidance of the Novice Master, Fr.
Maximo Juguera, CM. Teotimo Pacis and Jesus Cavanna finished
the two years of spirituality training required of a Vincentian mis-
sionary.
On July 5, 1937, Teotimo Pacis and Jesus Cavanna, the first two
Filipino Vincentians, took their perpetual vows to devote
themselves to the evangelization of the poor all through their lives
in the Congregation of the Mission. In the presence of many Vincen-
tian Fathers they invoked the Blessed Mother to help theta keep
their vows. The memorable act was performed at the San Vicente
de Paul Parish.
The scholastic Teotimo Pacis then pursued his theological
(1) A short biography of Bishop Teal imo Pacis, C.M. (1913-1984). Just as St.
Thomas More was called "A Man for All Seasons", Bishop Teotimo Pacis
can rightly he called "A Vincentian for All Seasons". He was seminary pro-
fessor, missionary, lover of the poor, devotee of Mary and a zealous Bishop.
This short biography is a summary of 'a longer one to he published in the
forthcoming book "The Vincentians in the Philippines" co-authored by
Fathers Cavanna and DclaGoza.
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course at the University of Santo Tomas where he earned the
degrees of Bachelor of Science in Education and Doctor of Sacred
Theology in 1943. He was ordained priest in Manila on March 20,
1943.
He was assigned as professor and prefect of Discipline at the
Manila Archdiocesan Seminary of San Carlos (1943-1947) and then
as professor of theology and Prefect of Discipline at the Holy Rosary
Seminary of Naga (1947-1951). Besides teaching and guiding the
seminarians, he was busy with the Legion of Mary. Many of his let-
ters mentioned his great interest for directing and guiding the ac-
tivities of the Legion of Mary. He was also involved in the diocesan
catechetical program. "Starting this afternoon I have a series of
confession in the catechetical centers which the seminarials had
organized and in which they teach during their free time in the after-
noon . The whole neighborhood is very much encouraged, above all,
because of the great catechetical festival with which we wish to
finalize the catechesis on Pentecost Sunday". (Letter of T. Pacis to
Fr. Subinas, May 24, 1950).
For five years, Father Pacis was professor at St. Vincent's
Seminary, Valenzuela, Bulacan (1951-1956). Among the ordained
Vincentians who studied under him were: Fathers Dino, C. Gan,
Ruelos, and DelaGoza. He was known to be strict but scholarly pro-
fessor, a tennis player and a gift giver.
He was assigned to the Our Lady of Pehafrancia Minor
Seminary in Sorsogon and stayed there for two years (1956-1958).
Then he became the first Filipino Rector of the Holy Rosary
Seminary (1958-1966). It was during this period that we see Father
Tcotimo Pacis being eyed by both his Vincentian Superiors and
Secular Superiors for many positions and activities . When asked
to take over as First Filipino Rector of Nagan, he answered: "Since
it is a question of sacrificing oneself and you are looking for a vic-
tim for the holocaust, here I am. I completely place myself in your
hands... To appoint me for the job (Rector of Holy Rosary Seminar v)
is to place me between the devil and the deep blue sea. (Letter to
Fr. Montanana , May 24, 1958).
It was during his term of office as Rector of Naga Seminary
(1958-1966), that he reached the heights of his activities, both in-
tellectual and missionary. The Provincial archives has conserved
no less than two hundred pieces of correspondence between his ap-
pointment as Rector of Naga and his appointment as Bishop of Palo
(1967-1969). His intellectual-literary output was also fantastic as
can be gleamed from several collections of his sermons and
speeches. It would take a full biography to evaluate the materials
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dealing with his work for the Vincentian vocations, missions, and
attempt at acquiring donations for the Congregation - such was his
love for the little company!
It was to the surprise of nobody but himself, that he was
prcconized as Bishop of Palo, Leyte. As late as August 1966, he was
still arranging his passport for Spain where he hoped to study the
recent developments in education, theology and liturgy. He said
that "appointment was contrary to all my plans. I already had my
police clearance, you see". On January 25, 1967, Teotimo Pacis, CM
was consecrated Bishop of Palo (pop. 1,200,000) at the San Vicente
de Paul Parish. His Eminence Rufino Cardinal Santos was the con-
secrator with Bishops Lino Gonzaga and Archbishop Alberto
Teopisto as Co-consecrators. The Apostolic Nuncio, The Most Rev.
Carlo Martini, twelve other Bishops, many Monsignori and
Superiors of Religious Orders honored the ceremony. Among the
sponsors were the First Lady, [melda R. Marcos, Senators, Con-
gressmen, Mayors, etc.
Upon his consecration as Bishop, Bishop Pacis made it clear
that he would work for the service of the people: "For me the
episcopate is a cross, as big as the entire island of Leyte with its
7.987 sq. kms. and heavy as the weight of one millions over two
hundred thousand souls. There is the misconception to interpret
episcopal dignity in terms of spiritual domination and social
prestige. The truth is that the episcopate is a shepherding of the
flock, a following of Christ who said, 'I came not to be served but
to ser've''
After two years of tireless work in Palo, Leyte, he was transfer-
red to the Diocese of Legaspi where he worked for eleven years
(1969-1980). There he was a great initiator and animator of the
Liturgy, spirituality, catechetics and lay apostolate. He translated
the whole New Testament into Bicol and practically finished
translating the Old Testament.
After reaching the age of 70 he retired quietly to his beloved
Vincentian family and was assigned superior of St. Vincent's
Seminary, Tandang Sora, Quezon City. Ir 1982 he was appointed
spiritual director of the seminarians. But one assigment that must
have been sheer pleasure for him was his appointment as Novice
Master for the Second Novitiate of the Congregation of the Mis-
sion. It was with a prophetic sense that he wrote to the Provincial
on December 12, 1983 from France: "You can count on me. It is
one service I shall be happy to render to the C.M. in the Philippines.
Most surely, my last service, for at my age I do not expect to live
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longer, my years are counted. To me, my six months of sojourn here
is a sort of second novitiate". (Letter to Fr. DelaGoza, Dec. 12, 1983).
He was aware that the Vincentian community has gone along
way and its cycle has gone full circle, the first Filipino Vincentian
becoming the master of novices under a Provincial who was once
his student: "I wish to thank you for all the permissions, and most
specially for entrusting to me the directorship of the second
novitiate". (Letter to Fr. DelaGoza, January 23, 1984).
"It is not because I am more ready or prepared. I know others
can do it better. It is simply because my superior has thought of
me and wants to make use of me for such a service. And as far as
it is within my capability, I will galdly do the service.
It was 49 years ago when Father Cavanna and myself have made
our novitiate. 49 years are 49 years. Many waters have passed under
the bridge during that span of tinrc. Things are very different now.
Things, and persons too.
And the Congregation of the Mission in the Philippines is in
many ways not the same as the one we knew 49 nears ago.
I have seen the Vincentians in Marseilles. I have seen them in
the Maison-Mere at Paris. I will see them in Barcelona and Madrid.
We always learn something". (Letter to Father DelaGoza, January
23, 1984).
Suddenly he was gone ; he died while celebrating Mass at St.
Vincent ' s Seminary on July 8, 1984. He epitomized the Vincentian
for all seasons a prayerful community man, an intellectual seminary
professor and a zealous missionary.
Rolando S. DelaGoza C.M.
Dom INACIO KRAUSE, C.M. (1896-1984)
Bispo de Shunteh , China.
A 31 de agosto proximo passado, extinguia-se uma villa total-
mente dedicada a Deus, a Igreja e a Congrega45o. Dom Inacio Krau-
se era verdadeiramente uma alma missionaria, conforme os dados
biograficos que ora anotamos.
Natural da Polonia, onde nasccu durante a partilha da mesma,
entre as tres grandes potencias: Prussia, Russia e Austria. Nasceu
em Mielno, perto de Poznan (Posen), no dia 9 de junho de 1896, sendo
filho de Jan e Agnicszka Zablocka Krause. Os seus estudos elemen-
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tares realizou -os na sua terra natal . Os estudos superiores, em Cra-
covia.
Ingressou na Congregac ;ao da Missao, Provincia de Cracovia,
aos 19 de outubro de 1912, completando os seus estudos de Filoso-
fia e Teologia no Instituto Tcologico de Cracovia dirigido pela Con-
grega45o da Missao. Foi ordenado sacerdote aos 22 de j unho de
1919.
Em 1920 , o Pe. Kasper Slominski, Visitador , indo visitar pela
vez terceira os seus missionarios no Brasil, levou consigo dois
coirm5os, sendo um deles o Pe. Inacio Krause, para reforcar as fi-
leiras dos missionarios poloneses neste pals, quc vieram em 1903,
com a missao especifica de acompanhar a evangeliza4ao integral
dos imigrantes poloneses no Brasil . 0 Pc. Inacio Krause trabalhou
durante 9 anos (1920-1929 ), na vasta paroquia de Prudentcipolis,
Estado do Parana . Ele n5o se ocupou somente dos imigrantes po-
loneses, mas tambem dos alem5es , e especialmcnte dos brasilei-
ros (mesti4os ), que viviam marginalizados em alguns setores. 0 seu
trabalho e ainda lembrado corn muita simpatia a gratidao naque-
les lugares e os frutos pcrmanccem ate hoje.
Em 1929 , elc dirigc o primeiro Envio em Missao a China, da
Provincia de Cracovia . Eram 6 missionarios : 2 sacerdotes , 3 semi-
naristas estudantes de teologia a urn irm5o coadjutor. A viagem csta
descrita minuciosamentc nos Anais da C.M . (" ROCZNIKI OBYD-
WOCH ZGROMADZEN - T. XXXIV - Krakow, 1931 ). 0 Pc. Ina-
cio Krause levou csse grupo missionario a Paris, para receber a
ben4ao do Superior Geral , M.H.P. Verdicr e celebrar a Missa jun-
to as Rcliquias de Sao Vicente. Foram a Montmartre consagrar-se
ao Sagrado Coracao de Jesus, e a Lourdes , confiar a Missao da Chi-
na a Virgem Imaculada. Foi o superior do primeiro grupo de mis-
sionarios poloneses na China.
Em 1933, 2 de marcco , Pio XI cria na Provincia de Hopei, a Pre-
feitura Apostolica de Shuntehfu , separada do Vicariato Apostoli-
co de Chengtingfu , e a entrega aos Missionarios Poloneses. No dia
26 do outubro de 1933, Pe. Inacio Krause a nomeado Prefeito Apos-
tolico de Shunteh.
Em 1944 , Pio XII eleva Shunteh a categoria de Vicariato Apos-
tolico e Mgr. Inacio a nomcado Bispo do mesmo. E aos 23 de abril
de 1944 , ele e sagrado Bispo em Shunteh por Dom Paul Montaigne,
C.M. 0 seu Tema : FIDES PER CARITATEM.
Em 1946 , a hicrarquia esta organizada na China. Shunteh entao
torna-se Diocese a D. Inacio Krause a nomeado o seu primeiro
Bispo Ordinario.
Em setcmbro do 1945 , Shunteh e todos os territorios da dioce-
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se sao ocupados pelos Comunistas. Os missionarios e o Bispo fi-
cam todos em setts postos. No entanto, no dia 4 de dezembro de
1946 sio detidos pelos Comunistas e durante 3 meses focarn na
prisao, incomunicaveis. Em fevereiro de 1947 , por ordem das au-
toridades connmistas, as propriedades da Missao ficam confisca-
das, o Bispo, os missionarios e as Religiosas ficam expulsos da sua
diocese e das suns casas.
D. Inacio e os missionarios enfrentaram pelo menos quatro pro-
cessos populares, e ate foram condenados it morte no Ultimo pro-
cesso popular de 1949 , realizado eni plena praca pUblica . Quando
a noticia da condenacao chegou a Poltinia, urn dos Coirmaos dirigiu-
se imediatamente e pessoalmente ao Primeiro Ministro do Pais Bie-
rut, solicitando a intervencao imediata dente junto as autoridades
comunistas de Pekim . Depois de meio hora , o cuirmao ens Varso-
via recebeu a resposta do Primeiro Ministro Bierut, garantindo que
a pena de morte fora comutada em expulsao do pals . Isto aconte-
ceu no ano de 1949 . Encontrando - se na prisao todos: Bispo, sacer-
dotes e religiosas, depois de sofrerem tantas injOrias, calf nias e
persegui(;oes, D . Inacio convidou a todos para cantarem o TE
DEUM, por Deus t&-los achado dignos de sofrerem pela causa do
E\.mcelho. E o hino de acao de gracas ressoou no interior do
carcere.
De 1949-1953, D. Inacio retirou-se para os Estados Unidos da
America, onde empregou o seu tempo na pregacao de Missoes Po-
pulares, Novenas, Triduos etc. e corn isso procurou ajudar os seus
Senninaristas chineses, estudando em Roma, aguardando sempre
corn manta esperan(;a poder retornar brevemente a China.
Em 1952, por delega4ao do Superior Geral Pe. William Slatte-
ry fez a visita canonica regular, na Vice-Provlncia de Curitiba, tan-
to dos Padres como das Filhas da Caridade.
Em 1953-1954, foi designado Bispo-Auxiliar de Joinville, Esta-
do de Santa Catarina, encontrando-se o Bispo Ordinario Dom Pio
de Freitas, tambem da Congrega4ao da Missao, enfermo e impos-
sibilitado de fazer as Visitas Pastorais. De 1954-1957, ele e designado
Adininistrador Aposu lico de Joinville, ate a nomeacao do novo Or-
dinario, na pessoa de Doni Gregorio Warmelling.
Em 1957-1959, D. Inacio e Administrador da Prelazia de Foz
do Iguacu e encarregado pela Nunciatura de preparar as duas no-
vas Dioceses de Campo Mourao e de Toledo, no Parana. Corn a
criacao da diocese de Toledo, D. Inacio fica como Adininistrador
Apostolico delta Diocese (1959-1960), ate a vinda do I ° Bispo. A par-
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tir de 1960 ate 1965, D. Inacio e Bispo -Auxiliar da Arquidiocese de
Curitiba, corn residencia na Casa Central da Congregacao da
Missao.
Em 1965, suas for4as decaindo cada vez mail, D. Inacio pede
ao Visitador mudar a sua resickncia para o Seminario Menor de
Ar-aucaria, e de atender uma Capela do Bairro daquela Cidade, o
que fez corn muita alegria, eficiencia e zelo, durante varios anon.
Quando nao podia quasc mais locomover-se, celebrava a Mis-
sa, no Oratorio particular no mesmo andar da casa, e permanecia
no seu quarto, lendo, orando c meditando, escrevendo correspon-
dencia para todas as panes do mundo, pois tinha amigos e conne-
cimentos corn numerosas pessoas.
E assim foi ate o seu Ultimo dia, coin plena lucidez da mente
e da expressao. No dia 30 de agosto, vespera da sua morte, escrc-
veu a sua Ultirna carta ao Cardeal de Crac6via, que deixou em ci-
ma da mesa, sem assinatura.
Neste mesmo dia, antes da incia-noite, sentiu-se mal, bateu na
parede para acordar o coirrnao do quarto vizinho. Foi Icvado as
pressas ao Hospital Sao Vicente de Paulo, da cidade, dirigido pe-
las Filhas da Caridade, onde foi hospitalizado e bern atendido at&
a morte inesperada, pois urn quarto de hora antes, o medico car-
diologista o exarninara e nada constatara de anormal. Avisado da
sua morte repentina, o medico extranhou e, ao voltar no quarto,
constatou a morte provocada por enfarte fulrninante do miocar-
dio. D. Inacio gostava de bricar corn seu constants born humor. Fez
surpresa ate ao pr6prio medico. Erarn 4hs. 45 PM do dia 31 de ago-
sto.
0 seu corpo foi velado na Igreja Matriz de Araucaria, em que
todos tiveram oportunidadc de the prestar a sua Ultima homena-
gem de fe e de gratidao, tanto os Scnhores Bispos, sacerdotes, reli-
giosas, como amigos e o povo em geral.
A Missa do Corpo Presente foi concelebrada e oficiada por D.
Pedro Fedalto, Arcebispo Metropolitano de Curitiba, e concelebrada
por outros quatro Bispos: D. Gregorio Warmelling, de Joinville, I).
Domingos Wisniewski, C.M. de Apucarana, c pelos dois Bispos Au-
xiliares de Curitiba: D. Albano Cavallin e D. Ladislau Biernaski, C.M.
Concclebrararn igualmente 30 sacerdotes, entre Coirmaos, religio-
sos e diocesanos. I louve grande participacao de religiosas, Filhas
da Caridade e IrrSs da Sagrada Familia que o conheciarn pelos
Retiros Espirituais, e tambem de fiefs.
Os sous restos mortais, ap6s a Concelebracao Eucaristica e a
Encomendacao, foram conduzidos ate a Capela do Seminario Me-
nor Sao Vicente de Paulo, onde foram depositados no tOmulo aberto
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junto ao altar do Sao Jose, aguardando a Ressurrei4ao final.
Dom Inacio Krause sempre demonstrou muito amor a sua Con-
grega4ao, quer zelando pelos caminhos e sucessos da mesma, Co-
mo tarnbem auxiliando-a nos momentos dificcis. A prova disso e
o seu testamento:
"In nomine Sanctissimae Trinitatis. Agradeco ao meu Criador
por tantas gra4as alcancadas durante a minha vida, c principalmen-
te pela Graca do Santo Batismo, pela graca da vocacao na Congre-
gacao, pela grata do sacerdocio e episcopado. Pe4o a Deus a gra4a
da perseveranca na fe divina, na minha voca4ao sacerdotal e mis-
sionaria, ate o ultimo suspiro da minha vida. Bens particulares nao
possuo. Tudo o que se encontra no quarto, que ocupava durante
a vida, e propriedade da Congrega4ao. Ninguem tern direito de exi-
gir qualquer coisa ap6s a minha morte. Para a familia nada deixo
nem destino. Roupa etc, que nao servircm em casa, pcco distribuir
aos pobres. Sc sobrar alguna coisa de dinheiro, peco celebrar mis-
sas pela minha alma. Pediria urna mortuaria simples, sem a jane-
la na tampa. E, no tumulo, a inscri4ao: D. Inacio Krause, C.M. Bispo
de Shunteh, China. Agradeco aos Coirmaos pela paciencia corn que
me suportavarn tantos anos. Peco perdao a todos pelos aborreci-
mentos que lhes causei, como pelo mau exemplo dado. 0 anel e a
Cruz episcopal peso entregar a Casa Central de Curitiba. Ab omni-
bus noxis libera me Domine. Visionem vultus Tui largire mihi de-
functo servo tuo, Domine. Credo in resurrectionern carnis. Credo
in vitam actcrnam."
Ignacy Krause, C.M.
Araucaria, 28 de maio de 1983."
Virtudes, dotes e talentos de Dom Inacio Krause.
Dom Inacio sempre foi uma pessoa que irradiava simpatia, bon-
dade, amizade sincera, fraternidade, amor da Companhia, firmeza
de caratcr, personalidade forte, dotado de uma inteligencia bril-
hante e lucida, possuia urea cultura vastissima. Poliglota, domina-
va perfeitarnente o polones a sua lingua nativa, o alemao, Frances,
ingles, chines, portugues e italiano.
Devido a esta sua facilidade e conhecimento de linguas, pos-
suia, lia, e utilizava-se de obras, em diversas linguas, tanto obras
de Teologia, Sagrada Escritura, Liturgia, Hist6ria da Igreja, corno
tambem revistas etc.
Nao gostava de ler e perder tempo, corn autores duvidosos e
pouco ortodoxos, que suscitavam mais duvidas do que apontavam
solu46es. Mostrou sempre a sua fidelidade total c absoluta ao Ma-
gisterio da Igreja e uma devocao especial Para corn o Santo Padre.
As suns virtudes de simplicidade e hurnildade the atraiarn a
simpatia e a eonstincia na sua amizade e relacionarnento cordial
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c fraterno. A sua correspondencia abundante e internacional ocu-
pava praticamente todo o tempo fora o do leitura e oracao.
A pregacao de Retiros aos sacerdotes, religiosas, seminaristas,
bern como os sermoes dominicais ou de circunstancia, sempre fo-
ram bem preparados c por escrito, embora tivesse tanta facilida-
de cm se comunicar.
Espirito de Fe era sempre a caracteristica propria de D. Ina-
cio. Fe viva e vivencial, nas suss atitudes concretas da vida, nas
suas atividades e na sua vida de oracao, nas celebra46es sacramen-
tais, bem como nos acontecimentos dificeis de sua vida - sempre
a Busca da Vontadc do Pai.
Caridade, comprcensao, perdao, uma outra faceta da sua vi-
da. Quando percebia quc poderia ter magoado algurm com pala-
vras fortes, logo dirigia-se ao quarto da pcssoa ou mandava
chama-la, e antes de tudo pedia desculpas e perdao c queria conti-
nuar a viver na mesma amizade.
Alimentava um verdaderiru amor e devocao para com os po-
bres, os doentes, as pessoas idosas, sobretudo sacerdotes ou reli-
giosas. Tinha grande amor e confianca nos jovens, c porque os
arnava e queria v&-los pessoas distintas, nobres c Otcis para a Con-
gregacao, a Igreja e o Povo de Deus, exigia muito deles e cos-
turnava repctir "o que nao se aprende e adquire nesta idade, nun-
ca mais"...
Lealdade - nao tinha medo de enfrentar as dificuldades e de
procurar solucoes, o quanto antes. Nao deixava para depois, para
mais tarde... embora isso the trouxesse muitos dissabores.
Era intenso o senso de responsabilidade e compromisso dian-
te de Deus c dos honrcns.
Bom coracao - tudo o que tinha, repartia com os outros.
Esmerava-se principalmente na cultura intelectual e espiritual. Por.
isso nao media esforcos para que as Bibliotecas dos Seminarios
estivessem bem munidas... Pois, tinha urna verdadeira paixao pe-
los livros e pelos Seminarios.
As suas devocoes para com a Eucaristia c corn Maria fornia-
vam como que as duas colunas da sua forte e inabalavel vida espi-
ritual e da sua fie viva e irradiance.
Ainda, em Shunteh, fundou a Congregacao das Irmas Josefi-
nas, de dircito diocesano, formada de Irmas Chinesas, para
dedicarem-se ao servi4o dos mais pobres c ahandonados, Segundo
o espirito de Sao Vicente.
Que a sua imagern de um Pastor de almas, docil mas firme, se-
ja urna lembranca permanente e que Deus o receba na gloria de
etcrnidade!
Lourengo BIERNASKI, C.M.
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Per to studio della spirituality e degli scritti
di san Vincenzo Depaul : un contributo recente
di Luigi MEZZADRI C.M.
Per giudicare un libro occorre sempre osservare cio the c'e pri-
nma, cio the c'e dentro, cio the prepara. Uno studio infatti segna
it panto d'arrivo di un precedents lavoro; se c ben fatto porta avanti
i termini delle nostre conoscenze; infine serve da stimolo e da pun-
to di partenza per ulteriori ricerche.
II saggio (lei pp. Antonino Orcajo e Miguel Perez Flores (San
Vicente tie Paid. 11: Espiritualidad v selecci6n de escritos, B.A.C. 425,
Madrid 1981, XVI-551 pp.) costituisce it punto d'arrivo di non mol-
ti lavori. II tema della spirituality a stato isolato solo di recente
dall'insieme delle rcalizzazioni del santo. Se vogliamo, Brcmond
e stato it primo a tentarne un'interprctazione coerente e scientifi-
camente plausibile , seguito dal poco conosciuto ma importante stu-
dio di P. Defrennes del 1932 su La vocation tic Saint Vincent de Paul.
Un indubbio progresso si e avuto con Jean Calvet c Andre Dodin.
Eppure si ha la sensazione the motto debba essere ancora detto.
11 p. Orcajo net suo saggio sulla spirituality (per complessive
137 pp.) traccia un quadro molto interessante dells correnti Bella
spirituality di fine '500 e del primo del '600. Con molta attenzione
al momento crunologico, l'autore disegna la mappa degli influssi
e dei condizionamenti. Giustamente valorizza l'ultimo ventennio
del secolo XVI the costituiscc it crogiuolo di fusions degli orienta-
menti futuri. Sono gli anni della primavera tridentina the impri-
me alla Chiesa slancio c un'incredibile capacity di rinnovamcnto.
E inutile ripetere the in Francia it concilio di Trento non vienc "ac-
cettato". Questo e vero a livello giuridico. I decreti disciplinari non
divengono legge dello Stato, ma I'atmosfera tridentina penetra da
tutti i pori. L'esempio di un Borromeo, o di Bartolomeo de Marty-
ribus, la spirituality gesuitica o carmelitana, la metodizzazione delta
''Devotio moderna" o to spiritualismo dell"'Amon puro" non han-
no avuto bisogno di riconoscimenti ufficiali per diffondersi nella
Chiesa di Francia.
Motto appropriata a la messa a punto sul problema dell'uma-
nesimo. L'autore accetta la tesi di Toffanin ripresa da R. Garcia
Villoslada della distinzione fra umanesinio e rinascimento (p. 33);
partendo poi dalla dclinizione di quest'ultimo delta cultura uma-
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nistica, (p. 31), esclude recisamente the Vincenzo possa essere de-
finito un umanista (p. 33). A quanto dice I'autore bisognerebbe
aggiungere the nel momento in cui it santo si affaccia alla storia,
e passata in gran parte I'opposizione fra la cultui a umanistica ("mo-
derna") e quella medioevalc, scolastica. II fatto nuovu e la mentali-
ty sperimentale, per cui a livello di sensibility S. Vincenzo e da
collocare molto piu di quanto si sia fatto nclla scia di Galileo, Car-
tesio e Newton the non in quella di Erasmo, Pico della Mirandola,
Vives. Oltre the per la sua contrariety al culto della forma, Vin-
cenzo manca dell'ottimismo antropologico degli umanisti ( in que-
sto a agostiniano ); in piu it suo modo di vedere it problema del
pauperismo e radicalmente diverso dal le soluzioni prospettate da-
gli unianisti the teorizzano la recolusione dci povcri (in primo pia-
no Vives appunto).
I paragrafi relativi alla "Devotio moderna" c all'influsso della
spirituality renano-fiamminga permettono di inquadrare meglio le
caratteristiche della spirituality seicentesca the in paste e sulla scia
di queste due correnti ( c'e molto metodo e volontarismo, ma an-
che molta astrattezza). Circa la spirituality italiana, Orcajo cita Scu-
poli, Savonarola, s. Caterina da Siena, s. Carlo, s. Filippo Neri, s.
Camillo e i Fatebenefratelli; ad essi andrebbero aggiunti alrneno
s. Caterina da Genova e it Gagliardi the tanta paste ebbero per la
teoria dcll'amor puro. II quadro degli influssi spagnoli e molto com-
plesso; giustamente I'autore privilegia it Rodriguez it cui influsso
in s. Vincenzo non a stato ancora misurato, ma a sicuramente gran-
de. Da nostre verifiche sulk conferenze . si ha l'impressione the buo-
na paste degli autori ivi citati dipendano appunto dall ' Ejercicio de
perfeccion.
Dopo una sintetica messa a punto della situazionc francese e
dell'ambicntc spirituale (opportune Ic osscrvazioni di J. L.c Brun
sulla scuola franccse: p. 52s.) Orcajo esamina l'itinerario ascendente
verso Dio per mezzo di Gesu e per mezzo dei povcri. E qui the si
colloca principalmente it problema degli influssi e dei confronti,
eioe it problema dell'originality vincenziana. Nella storia della spi-
rituality non ci sono cesure radicali, improvvise e troppo brusche
(p. 69). S. Vincenzo non a uno the ripeta dottrine imparate a me-
moria. Se it santo si e collocaro al margine delta letteratura (cf J.
Calvet: p. 70), e stato originals per it suo volersi porre al centro della
vita. In fondo it suo stesso rapporto con it Vangclo c l'Incarnazio-
nc c stato piu una "gesuologia" the non una "cristologia"; piu the
fermarsi sull'azione miracolosa o sull'infanzia, ha valorizzato la vita
ordinaria . Convinto della contiguity fra perfezione cristiana e ser-
vizio, ha sottolincato nel Nuovo Testamento la correlazione dei due
termini, per ricavarne un principio operativo.
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L'autore poi ordina tutta la dottrina spirituale di S. Vincenzo
sotto it triplice segno delta missione glorificatrice, creatrice c sal-
vifica di Cristo.
La missione glorificatrice cornprende tre attitudini fondamen-
tali: to spirito di adorazione del Padre, 1'esercizio delta volonta di
Dio e la Provvidenza. Lo "spirito di Cristo" e per it santo "uno spi-
rito di perfetta carita", pieno di una stima meravigliosa delta divi-
nity e di un infinito dcsiderio di onorarla degnamente, un
riconoscimento delta grandezza del Padre per ammirarla e innal-
zarla incessantemente" (XII, 108). Per Vincenzo l'unica ragione delle
sue fondazioni sono la realizzazione delta gloria di Dio (p. 95) in
quanto fra Regno e Gloria non ci sono differenze: "La gloria di Dio
sta net cielo, e it suo regno nelle anime" (XII, 138). II modo per at-
tuare questo vivere it Regno e accendere net mondo scintille di glo-
ria e I'esercizio delta volonta di Dio, "virtu caratteristica, principale
e come la virtu generate di s. Vincenzo (Abelly, cit. p. 97). Sappia-
rno quale importanza dense s. Francesco di Sales a questo tema,
lino at punto di preferire ('inferno con la volonta di Dio the it Pa-
radiso senza (Trattato 9,4: cit. p. 99). Molti dci punti cardine del-
I'insegnamento vincenziano sono legati a questo term: come la lotta
agli attaccamenti, l'indifferenza. L'autore valorizza I'insegnamen-
to canfeldiano (i 6 gradi canfeldiani sono ridotti a 4 dal santo: XII,
155), quello salesiano e quello ignaziano.
Net capitolo relativo at [a missione creatrice, 1'autore scrive the
Vincenzo "non ama it mondo per it mondo e l'uomo per l'uomo,
ma perche sono opera amata da Dio e redenta da Cristo" (p. 114).
Sulla scia di queste considerazioni Orcajo svolge it tema del lavo-
ro. 11 tremore del santo perche it pane gli veniva dal lavoro dci po-
veri (XI, 201) non nasceva tanto e solo da una considerazione
moralistica. Per s. Vincenzo it lavoro era punizione del peccato ma
anche prolungamento delta creazione, per cui t'uomo viene asso-
ciato all'attivita intima di Dio (ad intra), alla sua creazione e con-
servazione e all'azione per ogni creatura.
Associato a] tema del lavoro e quello dell'orazione. Il santo
omette la divisionc delta vita spirituale in vita ascetica e rnistica,
non parla mai dcllc 3 vie, preferendo "seguire la Linea paolina the
sintetizza la carita cristiana nella mistica del battesimo, per mez-
zo del quale moriamo con Cristo at peccato, c resuscitiarno con lui
alla grazia" (p. 89). L'autore esamina pertanto le fonti dcll'insegna-
mento vincenziano sulla preghiera e soprattutto it metodo delta me-
ditazione (p. 133).
La missione salvifica di Cristo coronae chiude it ccrchio delta
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missione del Figlio di Dio. L'umilta del Cristo diventa fondamento
e nodo della perfezione missionaria e quindi scaturisce dal batte-
simo (p. 139). Ditto the Cristo e la "regola della Missione", I'autore
esarnina Ic caratteristiche del Cristo evangelizzatore dei poveri. Per-
suasivo e originals it raffronto degli stemmi. Soprattutto quelli della
Missione e dell'Oratorio denotano le diverse prospettive. La scelta
di Berulle di un motto quale quello del Cantico dei cantici, "Ego
dormio et cor meuni vigilat", evidenzia un programma di inizia-
zione mistica, mentre I"'Evangelizare pauperibus misit me" scel-
to da Vincenzo, prospetta immediatarnente un programma
dinamico, un programnia di evangelizzazione ( p. 149).
La seconda parte presenta un'ottirna antologia di testi a cura
del p. Miguel Perez Flores. Un primo criterio editoriale crediamo
sia stato quello di offrire dei testi completi. I testi mutili, per una
collana di questa portata, avrebbero fatto pensare a una scelta ar-
hit raria. Un altro criterio selettivo e quello dei destinatari. I docu-
menti sono divisi infatti in 10 sezioni: lettere ai familiari, ai secolari,
a s. Luisa, ai missionari, alle Fight: della Carita, a prelati, a religio-
si, per concludersi con 10 conferenze alle Figlie della Carita, 7 ai
missionari e 3 documenti di contenuto vario . Un indice analitico
essenziale conclude ]'opera.
In conclusione di queste note , a opportuno un giudizio corn-
plessivo. Esso emerge non solo da quello the "c'era prima", non
solo da quello the "c'e dentro", ma anchc da una visione prospet-
tiva. Sc c'e un rammarico e la brevity Bella prima parse, dovuta
it motivi editoriali. Sono di solito i limiti di spazio quelli the dimo-
strano se un autore domina la materia: e it p. Orcajo c'e pienamen-
te riuscito. II volume resta dunque un importante punto fermo, tin
elemento portante d'indiscutibile valore per chi vorra proseguire
nclla ricerca. Gli autori non si sono limitati a una sintesi dclle sin-
tesi, ma hanno offerto un loro contributo originals e pensato, es-
senziale ma nello stesso tempo persuasivo. Con questa loro fatica,
J.M. Roman, the ha firmato it primo volume, e A. Orcajo e M. Pe-
rez Flores rivelano la vivacita di una sensibility culturale the in
questi anni ha collocato it mondo vincenziano spagnolo all'avan-
guardia degli studi vincenziani.
VARIA
"NASZA PRZESZLOSC" ("Notre Passe", Etudes sur I'Histoire de I'E-
glise et de la Culture Catholique en Pologne), n. 60, 61, 62 et 63. - La vaillan-
te equips de nos confreres, MM. Jan Dukala, Zbigniew Sroka et Jozef
Weissmann, poursuivent l'oeuvre du regrette F. Alfons Schletz CM. a Cra-
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covic ("Inst}tut Wvdawniczy Ksierv Misjonarzv" ul. Strzehtica 6) chaque nu-
mero, 300 pages huurrees de don nees historiques ; a ticles varies de
nombreux aureurs. Pour la CM a retenir, en particulier. "Le chant polo-
nais clans la liturgic". de Tarsvzjusz Sink a CM (n. 60. pp. 23 5-275): "Ratio
studiorum clans les seminaires diocesains suns la direction des Lazaristes,
de 1675 a 1864", de Jan Dukala CM (n. 61. pp. 149-233): "Controverse sur
les manuels de theologie clans la Ville Libre de Cracovic ", de Jan Kracik
(n. 63, pp. 229-251). Les textes sont en polonais; cepcndant , de temps a au-
t re, des resumes en allemand et en fran`ais.
- FERNANDEZ Celestino CM - " Mujeres do eurazure"(Hijas de la Ca-
ridad, Siervas de los Pobres); n. I I do la coleccion "Follctos CON EL", 32
p.: Central Catequistica Salesiana. Alcala n. 164 - 28028 Madrid. - Un fasci-
culo de propaganda vocational: dice to esencial sobre el carisma c la histo-
ria do nuestras Hermanas. Sin Buda, un fulleto que la juventud leer! con
agradu. Un folleto que merece amplia difusion v no solo entre las jovenes.
- IBANEZ Jose Maria CM, OUINTANO Fernando CM v FERNANDEZ
Celestino CM - "Vicente de Paul, Defensorde los Pohres"; n. 195 de "Image-
nes de to Fe". 34 p.; Ediciones PPC, Enrique Jardiel Poncela, 4. Apdu. 19.049
- 28016 Madrid - Siguiendo el estilo cle la culeccion (equivalente a la de "Fe-
tes et Saisons"), Ios autores de esta monografia sabre San Vicente, so obra
v so posteridad ofrecen para el gran pUblico on valioso condensado, muv
bien iltistrado, de nuestros ortgenes v de nuestra vocation. Este lolleto, que
terntina con una "Carta de Vicente de Paul a los Cristianus de Hov'' es till
excelente ins!rumento de divulgacion para dar a c'moccr Lt fi_ura v la acr
tualidad de nuestro Fundador.
- DODIN Andre CM - "Francois de Sales, Vincent de Paul. les deus antis"
- Editions O.E.I.L.; 12, rue du Dragon - 75006, Paris; 1984, 158 p. - L'auteur
retrace, avec erudition (la richesse de ses notes!), les influences de leveque
sur Ic pretre Vincent et les retours reciproques d'admiration, et, pour Vin-
cent, de devotion. "Livre de doctrine et d'histoirc spirituelle qui nest pas
on roman... se lit cependant comme un excellent roman!" Cette phrase pu-
blicitaire dit vrai. Mais lisez cet ouvrage Icntement; c'est tin textc dense,
digne du meilleur "Dodin".
J.-O.li.
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